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Q&A with Cal Poly Interim President Robert Glidden
Alexandria Scott
AI.EXAN DRIASCOTT. M D @ G  MAI L. COM
Cal Poly announced Robert Glid­
den as the new interim president 
after deciding against offering the 
postion to the three candidates in­
terviewed for presidency last year.
Glidden will come out o f  retire­
ment to take on the position. Be­
fore retiring he served as president 
for O hio University from 1994 to 
2004 , where he oversaw more than 
six campuses. He has also served as 
provost and vice president o f aca­
demic affairs for Florida State Uni­
versity, as well as being a dean and 
a professor.
Glidden, originally from Iowa, 
received his B.A., M .A., and doc­
torate in music from the University 
o f Iowa.
He spoke about his views o f Cal 
Poly and the goals and expecta­
tions he has for both himself and 
the campus during his time in San 
Luis Obispo during a question and 
answer session.
NHA HA MUSTANG DAILY
Glidden, former president of Ohio University for 10 years before retiring, will serve as interim president until a new presi­
dent is chosen sometime this year. He has also been a provost, vice president o f academic aHairs, a dean and professor.
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W h at are you m ost excited about 
being Cal Poly’s interim  presi­
dent?
I’m very impressed with the 
university and I’m pleased to be 
here and be a part o f it. It’s my first 
time as an interim president. I ’ve 
given a lot o f thought to what an 
interim president does compared 
to a regular president. It’s a great 
opportunity for me to be a part o f 
a really fine university.
W h at do you th in k  about the 
e S U  system?
Well it’s a big system and it’s mis­
sion in California has been a very 
important one. 1 think the most 
challenging thing, which is regret­
table right now, is there needs to 
be more capacity and frankly there 
needs to be more money. Cal Poly 
cut down (on enrollment) because 
we are determined to maintain the 
same amount o f quality o f educa­
tion. 1 think that it’s admirable that 
the stance has been taken. O n the 
other hand, there is a great need 
that hasn’t been met. I’ve known a 
lot o f  people from this system, but 
as far as the (C SU ) system itself, 
I’m just beginning to learn.
How do you plan on upholding 
Cal Poly’s reputation?
That has to do more with faculty 
and staff and attention to students 
than the president. 1 do have a lot 
o f national affiliation and connec­
tion, and by word o f mouth I can 
help to some extent on repetitional 
issues. My main thing is to do no 
harm. I ’ll he listening to faculty 
and administration to learn what 
things can he improved.
W hat is your in terp retation  o f  
learn by doing?
I was a music student and mu­
sic involves learning by doing to a 
great extent. I appreciate the fact 
that hands-on experience is the 
best kind o f learning. It’s easier to 
apply in some disciplines than oth­
ers. I think it can he applied by any 
but in some it’s more obvious. The 
main thing about a university is 
you want students to be engaged in 
learning. Learn by doing is the best 
way to ensure that engagement. It 
can apply and should apply to all 
students. A lot that we learn in the 
university is theoretical, hut there 
are different aspects where you go 
to apply that personally. It helps 
students to know what they are 
good at. W hen people know that 
they are good at something, they go 
out in the world with confidence.
W h at arc you expectations o f  stu­
dents?
I always said I’d rather have ‘B ’ 
students who really want to learn 
than ‘A’ students who just want to 
get a degree. I believe at Cal Poly 
we have ‘A’ students who really 
want to learn and 1 will believe that 
until I ’m proved wrong. O n a lot 
o f campuses there are an awful lor 
o f students who just want a degree 
and that’s not the way I am and nor 
the way I want a university to be. I 
want students who want to learn.
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W hat are your expectations o f  fac­
ulty?
Ih c  sense that I’ve gotten from 
everyone I’ve talked with is faculty 
here are very committed to stu­
dents. Ivc been a part o f a universi­
ty where faculty are more interested 
in research than teaching, and I like 
that Cal Poly has more interest in 
students.
D o you have any plans to improve 
the relationship between student 
night life and the comm unity?
That’s a difficult issue on every 
residential campus. It’s one with 
which I have some familiarity and 
some experience. You want stu­
dents to have fun and have an ac­
tive social life and so forth. I will 
do everything I can to encourage 
students to be responsible in their 
behavior and to be considerate as 
citizens in a community. Even with 
the best intentions, parties can get 
out o f control. 1 was the president 
o f a school that was ranked No. 2 
o f party schools by the Princeton 
Review. We studied hard but, yes, 
we are sociable. Communities then 
react because they get disgusted by 
too much noise and student be­
havior when the students have had 
too much to drink. A law like (the 
Unruly Gathering Ordinance) can 
help a host kick people out. Com ­
munity ’reaction to students who 
don’t police their own behavior. I’m 
not condemning students —  you 
want students to have fun. When 
people drink too much they don’t 
have good judgement and particu­
larly when they’re in crowds. I am 
not prudish o f such things but I do 
think it’s part o f the university’s re­
sponsibilities to teach students how 
to be responsible citizens. Think o f 
it as giving you a reason to control 
the environment; the worst things 
happen when the hosts don’t have 
control.
How do you plan on im proving 
the school?
A school is improved program- 
by-program and there arc so many 
facets to that, like student programs 
and student life. W hat I’ll be do­
ing is listening to them and taking 
their advice and what changes can 
be made by what they say. I don't 
plan on making large changes. I 
will listen to a lot o f  people before 
I make any declaration. I know a 
lot about academic performance at 
Cal Poly, and I’m only beginning 
to learn about student life. I ’m very 
impressed with Associated Students 
Inc., their responsibilities and how 
it works here. I don’t have in mind 
any dramatic changes that I can put 
in right now. O ften, when you’re 
moving in a direction there arc of­
ten several preliminary steps. I’ll be 
listening to lots o f folks about that.
W hat m ajor changes do you want 
to see at Cal Poly?
I will try to be a consensus build­
er. I’d be foolish to say that I know 
enough yet to know what drastic 
changes need to be made.
WTiat m inor changes would you 
like to sec at Cal Poly?
1 don’t know that either. One o f 
the things that Cal Poly is trying to 
do is keep students on track to grad­
uate on time. A main responsibility 
is to plan to have course offerings so
everyone will graduate on time. I’ve 
talked to Provost Robert Koob and 
1 have great respect for him, and I 
think we’ve made changes in that 
aspect. We want to make certain 
that parents and students get the 
value they’ve invested for; a quality 
education that prepares you for life 
as well as a job and also docs it in 
a timely fashion to make sure that 
college isn’t a career.
There should be more incentives 
for people to graduate on time and 
that should be statewide —  not just 
at Cal Pi>ly. To any extent that we 
are inefficient and can’t offer the 
courses students need to gradu­
ate is our responsibility. We have a 
very impressive retention rate and 
graduation rate at C'al Poly. I would 
like to be sure there is co-op with
academic affairs and student affairs, 
so if a student isn’t happy and not 
adjusting well to college life that we 
find that out early and try to help 
them. Cal Poly has a 92 percent re­
tention rate —  a lot o f people are 
happy with 75 percent.
W hat is your favorite part about 
Cal Poly’s campus?
fhe campus as a whole is fairly 
compact for as many students that 
there are here. I think the new stu­
dent recreation center is going to 
be great. The (Christopher Cohan) 
Performing Arts Center is a won­
derful facility. 1 saw a number of the 
agriculture facilities and I was really 
impressed with a lot o f the work 
that was going on there. It’s hard for
me to pick one favorite thing about 
the campus. I’ll have a better feel­
ing when the students return and 
you get the vibrancy of the college 
campus.
How will you make students’ time 
at Cal Poly more enjoyable?
To keep them well enough be­
haved so they don’t have to pay $700 
in fines for the Unruly Ciathering 
Ordinance. We need to make cer­
tain that students are fully engaged, 
not only in academics but .socially as 
well. I’m a great believer in diversity 
and getting to know people with an 
entirely different background than 
your own. We learn by doing things 
together, whether it’s a project, play­
ing sports, playing music or acting,
the best way to know about people 
is working with them to produce 
something.
W hat sports are you looking for­
ward to w atching at Cal Poly?
I really enjoy sports; 1 played 
them in high scliool. I played bas­
ketball until about 35 —  until my 
body couldn’t take it anymore. I 
love to play tennis now. Football, 
baseball, softball, basketball —  1 
don’t know how much time I’ll have 
to get to events but I ’ll be there 
when I can to watch students per­
form. 1 want to see the performing 
arts students in action as well.
Ihis article was originally p u b ­lished on Aug. 12, 2010.
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MT. CARMEL LUTHERAN CHURCH ♦ ' SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA 
You don’t have to be Lutheran. Everyone is welcome!
Sunday Worship at M l. Carmel (just down Grand Ave. from Poly)
8:45am  Traditional and 1 1:00am Contemporary 
FREE COLLEGE BBQ Sept. 26 @  1 2:15pm
Tuesdoy Night Lutheron Campus Ministry Events beginning 9/21  
7pm Free dinner for college students 
8pm College Bible conversation 
9:30pm  College worship service
www.lcm slo.org
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Church o f Christ
O u r sermons arKl classes arc both Bibir-baseti 
and practical. W r a ir  a diverse church united 
by our trust in Jesus, our Lord aixi Sa\Tor.
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SLO Transit seeks to raise fares
Alicia Freeman
AUClAFREEM AN .M D @>GM AlL.COM
Due to low ridership, San Luis 
Obispo Transit will raise bus Fares. 
Cal Poly students will not be includ­
ed in the fare raise.
The proposed rates will affect 
non-student and faculty adult rid­
ers by increasing transfer fares to 75 
cents and elderly and disabled trans­
fer fares to 40 cents —  both were 
once free. In addition, the elderly 
and disabled monthly passes will be 
raised from $12.50 to $15.00.
Transit Manager John Webster 
said .that “none o f the proposed 
changes would have any affect on 
(CaJ Poly) students.”
Ifiis proposal comes after a 2009 
fare raise that lowered ridership. 
The San Luis Obispo City Council 
turned down a proposed fee hike at 
the end o f July, which would have 
raised fares for the general public by 
20 percent, from $ 1.25 to $ 1.50, and 
for senior citizens and disabled rid­
ers by 25 percent, from 60 cents to 
75 cents. The council feared that the 
prior decrease in riders would trans­
late to another decrease and leave San 
Luis Obispo transit in an even deeper 
financial hole.
Webster said he didn’t think the 
fe increase would affect ridership as 
much as the economy.
“(The) economy (is) more likely a 
reason for a drop due to high unem­
ployment levels,” Webster said.
Meghan Gross, a frequent bus 
rider who would be affected by the
t
^
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Transfer fees for non-student and faculty riders will increase to 75 cents, while 
the elderly and disabled will pay 40 cents. Poly students will not be charged.
fee raise, said she would not ride the 
bus less hut would buy a day pass to 
offset the transfer fee.
“It seems pointless to me,” Gross 
said. “It’s $3 for a whole day, so $2 
for an hour is a rip-off. It would suck 
if  the day pass got raised.”
Some Cal Poly students, though 
not affected by the raise, may be less 
likely to ride the bus if their own fees 
were raised.
“If I were to ride as a paying adult, 
1 would be less inclined (to ride),” 
said Alex Alaura Reyes, a civil engi­
neering sophomore. “(SLO) isn’t too 
big, so I would rather walk the rest or 
use my bike.”
Ihe fee raise isn’t the only way 
that SLO Transit is planning to in­
crease faltering revenue. It also pre­
miered an $850,000 double-decker 
bus to run on the No. 4 and No. 5 
routes on Sept. 8. However, some 
find the bus to be more o f a waste 
than an asset, though the thought 
o f riding a double-decker bus was o f 
definite interest.
“I should like to ride a double- 
decker just for fun. Who wouldn’t?” 
said Teja Gambhir, a biomedical 
engineering sophomore. “But with 
the economy and the budget down,
see Transit, page 18
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Cal Poly top ranked on Forbes and 
‘Best in the West’ on U.S. News
Alicia Freeman
AUClAI>R£EMAN.MD#GMAIL.COM
Forbes’ “America’s Best Colleges” 
list was released this summer with 
Cal Poly ranking in at No. 177 out 
o f 6 1 0  schools. U.S. News jumped 
on the praising bandwagon and de­
clared the university the “Best in 
the West” among public master’s 
programs.
To compile the list, Forbes chose 
only the top 9 percent out o f  6 ,6 0 0  
four-year academic institutions na­
tionwide.
Cal Poly has risen nearly 200  
spots since Forbes’ first edition o f 
rankings in 2 0 0 8  —  from 369  to 
201 in 2009  and to 177 this year. 
Among California schools. Cal 
Poly was rated No. 21, with many 
University o f California campuses, 
such as U C Berkeley, UCLA, UC 
San Diego and U C  Davis, ranking 
higher.
In determining rankings, Forbes 
considers 11 factors from five gen­
eral categories: graduate success 
rate (based on salary); student sat­
isfaction on RateMyProfessors.com 
and M yPlan.com; the amount o f 
debt incurred; the “overall student 
default rate," and the actual rate 
o f graduating students compared 
to both the national average and 
a “predicted rate, based on charac­
teristics o f the school." The overall 
price o f  tuition was also a factor.
Forbes details the exact per­
centage these characteristics are 
weighted on its website but does 
not present the parameters o f the 
study for some o f  the measurable 
characteristics.
By including Cal Poly on its list, 
Forbes also validates U .S. News 
and World and Report’s declara­
tion o f “Best in the W est” among 
public master’s programs, a title the 
college has earned for the 18th year 
in a row.
Overall, Cal Poly was rated sixth 
among the public and private uni­
versities in the West, meaning that 
the undergraduate program also 
held its weight with the best pub­
lic master’s program. The College 
o f  Engineering moved up one spot 
to become the second-best public 
master’s engineering program in 
the country. T he aerospace and civ­
il and environmental engineering 
programs were also rated second- 
best among public universities. 
The undergraduate business pro­
gram was rated No. 136 out o f  363 
featured. The liberal arts program 
was not included on the list because 
U .S. News rates only Liberal Arts 
colleges and not programs.
T he U .S. News ranking system
used the Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement o f  Teaching’s 
classification system, which is em­
ployed by the Department o f Edu­
cation to determine grant status. 
The Carnegie system, according to 
its website, uses a “set o f multiple, 
parallel classifications” including 
three main questions: “what is 
taught, who are the students” and 
“what is the setting.”
Though Interim President 
Robert Glidden said he was proud 
o f  the rankings and acknowledged 
the validity o f them, he also said 
that he found the classification 
systems questionable and wanted 
to know what the ratings “had to 
do with the quality o f education.”
W ith his experience as the 
President Emeritus for O hio Uni­
versity, he was familiar with the 
U.S. News rating system. Part o f 
the system uses voluntary ratings 
from other college presidents, us­
ing reputation as a benchmark for 
ranking.
This makes for the “same peo­
ple on top,” showing why Cal Poly 
may have been rated “Best in the 
West” 18 years in a row, Glidden 
said.
“(It’s) a natural tendency o f 
people, for the most part, to rate 
highly those they respect,” G lid­
den said.
Glidden also said that if  the 
ranking systems for both Forbes 
and U .S. News were more thor­
ough than subjective. Cal Poly 
would be better than 177 in the 
nation based upon the university’s 
com m itm ent to students.
Sauny Dills, a retired Cal Poly 
professor, additionally found issue 
with the classification system —  
namely Forbe.s’ use o f  RateMyPro- 
fessors.com as a predictor o f stu­
dent satisfaction. Dills said that it 
is a “hallway statistic” that did not 
“mean anything.”
“The (professor) with the 
mole on the end o f his nose and 
a grouchy attitude ... won’t get a 
good rating,” Dills said. “One o f 
the ideas behind teaching is not to 
please students; you are meant to 
be their teacher.”
Dills said a more accurate 
predictor o f  student satisfaction 
would be a thorough study after 
graduation.
“You can’t see what teacher is 
going to be (influential) until you 
get the job (you went to school 
for),” Dills said.
Yet, these rankings, according 
to an article appearing in Forbes 
Magazine titled “Com petition’s
see Forbes, page 21
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FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
confidentiat and caring options provided 
LifeUne Pregnancy Resource Center
1447 West Grand Ave. 
Grover Beach, CA 93433 
481-4987 
Walk-ins Welcome
lifelinepregnancycenter.org
E v e r 3^ h i n g
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ShopSLO.org DineSLO.org
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Campus construction continues
and 81 new faculty offices. All new 
classrooms will be “smart” rooms 
—  they will feature wireless inter­
net connection, said Pamela Ttmm, 
Administrative Analyst for Facilities 
Planning and Capital Projects.
Students like Katie Burzynicsi, a 
materials engineering junior, have 
previously had trouble adapting to 
the old feeling o f the Spider Build­
ing.
“Its about time they get rid o f the
NHA HA MUSTANG DAILY
Major construction will be under way at four locations throughut the year: the 
Spider building, the Meat Processing Center, the Recreation Center and the 
Simpson Strong-Tie Material Demonstration Lab.
fHETHER YOU PAINT. DRAW. OR HAVE AN URGE TO BE CREATIVE3 15% M ffty a v tii bigger sa le s w ith this couponOFF ANY NON-SALE ITEM
Sarah Parr
SARAHPARR.MD@GMAIL.COM
For the duration o f the 2010-2011 
school year. Gal Poly’s campus will 
be undergoing some changes in a 
few o f its facilities.
Center for Science/Spider Build­
ing
A portion o f the Spider Build­
ing will be undergoing a makeover outdated classrooms (in the Spider 
to become more suitable for mod- Building),” Burzynski said, 
ern needs. The northern part o f the The project, which began this fall 
building will be replaced in order to and is expected to be completed in 
accommodate enrollment growth. the summer o f 2013, has been in the 
Featured in the new 200,000 works for 15 years. Zimmer Gunsul 
square foot, six-story addition will and Fransul Architects is the architect
be eight lecture rooms with a capac- and engineer for the project, which
ity o f 486 students, 38 laboratories has a $ 136 million budget.
A portion o f North Poly View 
Drive and Via Carta nearest to the 
buildinjg will be closed off to pedes­
trian, vehicle and bicycle traffic. The 
southern part o f the building will be 
open for the duration o f the con­
struction.
Anticipated use o f the completed 
Center for Science for students is Fall 
2013.
PAINTING •  DRAWING •  SCREEN PRINT & ARCHITECTURAL NEEDS
1116 Morro St (betwton Higuoro and Marsh) San Lais Obispo. CA 93401 • 805 787.0348 • Opon 7 Daysk ii k k k A i k k k * A „ ^ ^  ^ M A m & m É . A m a ; a b  \ t
Meat Processing Center
In 2007, part o f the original meat 
processing center (Abattoir) was rc- 
I moved for the construction o f Poly 
Canyon. Now, a new, over 13,000 
square foot, USDA inspected facility 
will be built near the poultry center.
The new facility' will be named 
the John l.au and Family Meat Pro­
cessing Center, after the Lau family 
made a $ 1 million dollar donation to 
the facility.
The processing center will feature 
a fully-functioning plant that will 
also be used for teaching purposes. 
Ih e  plant will include a harvest floor 
with separation between hide-off and 
hidc-on for beef, veal, lamb, pork and 
goat, a designated harvesting area for 
chicken and turkey, a ready-to-eat 
meat packaging area, a multi-purpose 
room and many other features.
The processing center is currently 
under construction and has an ex­
pected completion date o f O cto­
ber 2011, Timm said. The center’s 
availability for student use will be 
determined by the Animal Science 
Department.
Recreation, Sports and Physical 
Education Center
The Rec Center is currently un­
dergoing a major makeover. More 
than 85,000 square feet o f fitness 
space is being added to the facility, 
which will include an exercise area, 
a two-court gym, six rebuilt racquet- 
ball courts, a multi-activity center, 
fitness rooms, an additional sand 
volleyball court, an indoor jogging 
track, a leisure pool and new admin­
istration offices.
The original motivation for the 
expansion o f the facility was due to 
overcrowding, said Michelle Broom, 
public relations and marketing coor­
dinator for Associated Students Inc.
see Construction, page ¡5
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Welcome Back Cal Poly Students!
W't are here to
H A Î vour campus experience
Construction
continuedfrom page 14
“Wc were clearly not able to meet 
the needs o f students,” Broom said.
Industry standards for exercise 
room space are 7.6  square feet per 
student; Cal Polys Rec Center had 
only 5.4 square feet per student. The 
Rec Center averages nearly 2,000 
students a day.
Now, students will have more el­
bow room. Broom said.
Not only will students have triple 
the room to exercise in the updated 
facility, but they also will enter with 
more ease. Instead o f using a Poly- 
Card to enter, the Rec Center will use 
hand recognition technology.
A few months before the construc­
tion is Bnished, hand scanning sta­
tions will be set up in the University 
Union for students to become rec­
ognized in the hand database before 
the new Rec Center opens. There will 
also be a hand scanner “on the spot" 
in the refurbished lobby o f the Rec 
Center for those students who didn’t 
get their hands scanned ahead of 
time, Broom said.
The Rec Center will also be more 
sustainable. The California State 
University system requires all new fa­
cilities to meet Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) 
certification, which provides third 
party verification that a building is 
“green” and environmentally sustain­
able, Broom said.
“There arc two reasons for LEED
n ew s
certification. One, it is the right 
thing to do, and two, it is CSU 
mandatory,” Broom said.
Less artificial light will be used 
in the entire building because o f the 
addition o f many new windows.
Although students won’t sec 
many o f the additions until January 
2012, one thing they will get to uti­
lize is remodeled locker rooms.
New, larger lockers were installed 
with more space between the bench­
es and lockers. Group showers were 
also eliminated and replaced with 
individual shower stalls that will 
give bathers more room.
. “It’s really exciting because it’s 
something the students will sec right 
away,” Broom said.
The Rec Center will be open dur­
ing the remainder o f the construc­
tion period.
Sim pson Strong-Tie 
Dem onstration Lab
Materials
fhe Simpson Strong-Tie Materi­
als Demonstration Lab is the final 
component for the Construction 
Innovation Center.
The facility will serve the interac­
tive needs o f the College o f Archi­
tecture and Environmental Design 
by featuring interior and exterior 
frameworks for mounting, testing 
and monitoring the performance o f 
multiple products simultaneously.
Construction on the building is 
approximately 70 percent complete, 
Ttmm said. The facility is expected 
to be completed this fall.
c o u r r a s Y  p h o t o
The new Rec Center (lobby depicted above) will have an additional 85,000 
square feet more than the previous building, mairfng it nearly three times larger 
than the old center. The center will also be Leadership in Energy and Environ­
mental Design (LEED) certified, meaning it provides third party verification 
that a building is “green” and environmentally sustainable.
J'601 Monterey • 544-6660
COURTESY PHOTO
Students will no longer use Pblycards to enter. Instead hand recognition tech­
nology will be installed. Students will be able to either scan their hands in the 
University Union before the technology is installed, or in the Rec Center itself.
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U.S. offensive expected in home district of Afghan Taliban leader
Saeed Shah
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
Ashequc, Afghanistan —  Zhari, the 
birthplace o f the Taliban movement 
and once again a major stronghold 
o f the Taliban insurgency, looks set 
to become a battle zone where 2 ,400  
U.S. troops will lead an attempt to 
reclaim the region for the Afghan 
government.
Zhari district is the last major 
piece in the slow-moving, behind- 
schedule military operation to re­
pel the insurgency from Kandahar 
province and safeguard the city o f
Kandahar, the second-largest city in 
Afghanistan, to the east.
Mullah Mohammad Omar 
founded the militant Islamic Taliban 
movement in Zhari —  which was 
created recently from parts o f two 
other districts —  and in 1994 led 
a popular uprising against feuding 
warlords who were setting up road­
blocks, robbing travelers at gunpoint 
and molesting their children.
The Taliban first secured Zhari, 
where Mullah Omar ran a seminary 
in the village o f Singesar, and the 
part o f National Highway 1 that 
passes through the area, and went on
to conquer much o f the country over 
the next two years.
The Taliban abandoned Zhari in 
the face o f the U.S.-led invasion in 
2001, but they made a forceful re­
turn in 2006. They’ve established an 
administrative structure, including 
tax collection and courts.
“This area is the Talibans Wash­
ington D .C ,” said Lt. Col. Johnny 
Davis, the commander o f one o f 
the three fighting battalions o f  the 
101st Airborne Division that were 
deployed to Zhari in May.
He noted that until this sum­
mer, the U.S.-led international force
hadn’t made Kandahar a priority, de­
voting its resources instead to adja­
cent Helmand province.
“The required concentration o f 
coalition forces has not been here, 
but the concentration o f Taliban is 
just as high as Helmand,” said Davis, 
the commander o f the 1st Battalion, 
502nd Infantry Regiment.
Davis, 42 , who’s from Milwau­
kee, was slightly injured when the 
Taliban ambushed his convoy on the 
highway in June.
For much o f the time since 2006, 
a Canadian company o f around 200 
soldiers had fought a losing battle to
STUDENT LIFE & LEADERSHIP
GET TO  KNOW US IN EAPLY FALL AND ENJOY GPEAT PPOGPAM OFFEPINGS ALL YEAP LONG!
PRIDE CENTER ^  G o fo studentlife.calpoly.edu/pride for more info.
Wed., Sept. 22: LGBTQIA Organizations Social from 6 - 8 : 3 0  p.m. in UU Room 220
Thurs., Sept. 23: Bisexuality Day from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. in UU Plaza
Sun., Sept. 26: Online Chat hosted by PRISM Peer Counseling Team, 8 - 1 0  p.m.
Mon., Oct. 11: National Coming Out Day from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. in UU Plaza and 7  p.m. in UU 221 
Wed., Oct. 13: Ally Training Workshop from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. and 3 - 5  p.m. in UU 216
WOMEN'S PROGRAMS G o to studentlife.calpoly.edu/womensprograms for more info.
From September 20 and on, we will be recruiting for members of the Women’s Leadership Council and for new 
volunteers for our sexual assault education ar)d prevention program called SAFER.
Wed., Sept. 29: Our 1 St Open Mic night of the year from 7 - 9  p.m.
Tues., Oct. 12: Love Your Body Day from 7 - 9  p.m. in UU 220  
Wed., Oct. 13: Wellness Faire from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. In UU Plaza
SAFEP G o to studentlife.colpoly.edu/safer for more info.
Mon., Sept. 20 -  Tues., Oct. 19: 1 st 30 Days Campaign to educate students on ways to be "safer" on and off campus.
COMMUNITY CENTER Go to studentlife.calpoly.edu/communitycenter for more info.
Thurs. & Sat., Sept. 16 & 18 f W O W  Day of Service
Tues., Oct. 5: Volunteer Fair from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. in the UU Plaza
Sat., Oct. 23: Make a Difference Day
MULTICULTURAL CENTER PfKCptif ^  studentlife.calpoly.edu/multicultural for more info.
M on., Oct. 4: Film screening of "Che" In UU 204 from 7 - 9  p.m.
Wed., Oct. 6: Another Type of Groove in Chumash from 7:30 - 10 p.m.
Mon., Oct. 11: Panel on AZ Immigration Law in UU 204 from 4 - 6  p.m.
Sun., Oct. 17: CultureFest at Mitchell Park from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed., Nov. 3: Another Type of Groove in Chumash 7:30 - 10 p.m.
Wed., Dec. 1: Another Type of Groove In Chumash 7:30 - 10 p.m.
GREEK LIFE Go to studentlife.calpoly.edu/greek for more info.
Mon., Sept. 20 -  FrI., Oct. 1: USFC Recruitment, USFC Kickoff In UU Plaza from 6 - 8  p.m. Thurs., Sept. 23  
Thurs., Sept. 23 - Tues., Sept. 28: Panhellenic Recruitment
Mon., Sept. 27 -  Thurs., Oct. 7: IFC Recruitment (IFC DEFERRED Recruitment- First quarter students eligible Jan. 2011)
CHECK O UT OUR OTHER PROGRAMS:
AmeriCorps • Club Sports • Clubs & Organizations • Commencement • Open House • Orientation Programs •
SOAR • Student Community Services • Week of Welcome
clear the Taliban out o f Zhari. To­
day, the 101st Airborne’s battalions 
provide a combat strength o f 2,400 
soldiers there.
.Securing Highway 1, an arterial 
road that circles the country, through 
Zhari is now the task o f U.S.-led 
forces, mirroring the original move 
o f the Taliban.
The insurgents are holed up in a 
25-mile sliver o f lush farmland south 
o f the highway that’s known to the 
U.S. military as the “green zone,” 
where trees and fields o f grapes and 
pomegranates provide excellent cov­
er. Some have dubbed the area “the 
breadbasket o f the Taliban.”
The terrain is ideal for guerrilla 
warfare. A network o f irrigation ca­
nals crisscrosses it and grape fields arc 
laid out on earthen mounds 3 feet or 
more high —  a unique feature o f the 
area built to keep the fruit off the 
ground —  while grape storage huts 
with 2-foot-thick mud walls have 
withstood 500-pound bombs.
see Taliban, page 27
Transit
continued from page 11
1 don’t think it was a very wise deci­
sion, even from an investment p>oint 
o f view. Although, perhaps the decker 
will bring in more cash despite the 
price raise.”
Ken Hung, a computer science 
senior, said the double-decker was 
“awesome,” yet he would not be more 
inclined to ride it.
“I wouldn’t because I’ve been on 
one already,” Hung said. “I think 
for those who haven’t, they might be 
more excited about it.”
Alaura Reyes said he “wouldn’t 
mind trying it out,” but “wouldn’t 
especially ride it more than once if I 
get around by other means. It’s a good 
idea though.”
Gross was less interested and more 
confused by the double-decker.
“I don’t see a need for the double- 
decker because the buses are never 
hill, except when the high school 
students ride in the morning,” Gross 
said.
Gross said that she recently moved 
into the area and has not yet experi­
enced the overflow o f Cal Poly stu­
dents that SLO Transit expects.
The San Luis Obispo City Coun­
cil will vote on the proposed fare 
increases again this month. Though 
SLO  Transit is experiencing econom­
ic stress, riding the bus remains an as­
set for those without cars and those 
trying to be more environmentally 
conscious.
Alaura Reyes said he has hope for 
the continuation o f the SLO  Transit 
for environmental purposes.
“I think (San Luis Obispo) is a 
pretty green town,” he said. “So I 
hope people continue to use the bus, 
walk and bike around the place, keep­
ing the air clean.”
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student fees increase
Raquel Redding
RAQUELREDDING.MD@GMA1L.COM
Cal Poly undergraduate students are 
currently set to pay an extra $204 in 
fees for the 2010-2011 school year 
after the California State University 
(CSU) Board o f Trustees voted to 
raise the State University Fee in June.
A proposal in the California State 
Assembly called for a state budget 
that would require the CSU  system 
to come up with an additional 10 
percent in student fees. The CSU 
is raising fees by 5 percent with the 
hope the legislature will provide more 
money. I f  it doesn’t, the CSU  Board 
o f Trustees has the option to revisit 
the fee levels in November.
Dr. Robert Koob, provost and vice 
president for Academic Affairs, said 
he was hopeful the legislature will 
work with the C SU ’s budget.
“I ’m optimistic that the legislature 
will actually increase support for edu­
cational issues. I don’t know how they 
will do it, but they will,” Koob said.
Even with the increase and the 
current average campus fee o f $867 
p>cr year, undergraduate students will 
pay approximately $5 ,097 per year, 
the lowest fee rate among comparable 
institutions.
Koob said the fee increase is need­
ed to maintain Cal Poly’s course of­
ferings.
“If a class costs a little more that 
is still a door you can walk through,” 
Koob said. “If you cannot attend the 
class, regardless o f price, it is a closed 
door.”
Associated Students Inc. President
Sarah Storelli said it isn’t clear how 
much students will end up paying.
“The 5 percent fee increase means 
that students will have to pay more, 
but at this moment in time we do 
not know the impact this will have 
until our budget is finalized,” Storelli 
said. “It is important for students 
to get involved and voice their con­
cerns, whether it is in their college 
councils or student government, so 
they can express their wishes on how 
the increased fees will be used.”
The Chancellor’s Office said the 
impact on students' pocketbooks 
would be reduced because o f finan­
cial aid. One-third o f the fee increase 
will be channeled to student aid to 
help students pay for school.
However, this creates a problem 
for Cal Poly, Koob said, “because 
only two-thirds makes it into the 
budget for the university.”
Last year, in an attempt to ease 
the monetary burden felt throughout 
the state’s higher education system, 
the CSU system implemented fac­
ulty furloughs to cut costs. However, 
the furloughs were only negotiated 
for one year, said Erik Fallis, sp>okes- 
person for the Chancellor’s Office.
Koob said Cal Poly will need more 
money if faculty ftirloughs were not 
optioned for a second year.
“To pay faculty' the same amount 
without furloughs, we would need 
a 10 percent budget increase. Ihis 
fee partially offsets that,” Koob said. 
“Yet, 5 percent would not offset it 
enough to fill the gap.”
see Fees, page 21
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Bills could add CSU doctorates
Laurel Rosenhall
THE SACRAMENTO BEE
Two bills heading to the governors 
desk raise a fundamental question 
about how California educates health 
care workers who are not physicians: 
How many of them need doctoral de­
grees?
Assembly Bill 867 would allow 
California vState University to of­
fer a Doctor o f Nursing Practice de­
gree, which would prepare professors 
to educate future nurses. AB 2382 
would allow CSU to offer the Doc­
tor o f Physical Iherapy degree, which 
a professional association has deemed 
will be necessary to become a physical 
therapist in 2015 and beyond.
Together, the bills highlight one 
way California is straying from its 
Mxstcr Plan for Higher Fxlucation, 
which esublishes the University of 
California as the only public institu­
tion that can offer doaoral degrees. 
L.awmakers made their first exception 
to that rule in 2005, when they per­
mitted CSU to offer a doaoral degree
Services
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Color Sola Tips 
Custom Nails 
Facia)
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in education. Back then, they scrapped 
a proposal to allow CSU to offer doc­
toral degrees in audiology and physical 
therapy.
The effort to allow CSU to offer 
doctoral degrees in nursing and physi­
cal therapy illustrates the growing in­
fluence professional associations can 
wield over policy in the Capitol and 
curriculum in the universities. Both 
bills were prompted by professional 
groups upping the ante on degree ex­
pectations, requiring doaorates where 
a masters used to suffice.
“The problem of educational infla­
tion or escalation —  requiring higher 
and higher degrees for the same job —  
has been going on throughout the 20th 
and 21st centuries,” said W. Norton 
Grubb, an education professor at UC 
[Berkeley whose book, “The Fxlucation 
Gospel,” explores the issue. “This is 
pan o f a trend.”
Is the health care industry’s desire 
for more* docToral degrees a case o f 
educational inflation or the growing 
demands o f the jobs?
Both, said Timothy Bates, an ana­
lyst with the Center for the Health 
Professions at UCSF.
“As clinical practice becomes more 
complex, professions’ roles and respon­
sibilities naturally expand,” Bates said.
“I also believe that the specific oc- 
cupadons have some self-interest in the 
advanced degree because it gcrtcrally 
confers a greater sense o f status on the 
profession.”
It also raises the salary for practitio­
ners, he said.
In the 1970s, it took a bachelor’s 
degree to become a physical therapist.
By the 1980s, a master’s degree became 
the industry standard, said Cheryl 
Resnik, president of the California 
Physical Therapy Associadon, which 
sponsored AB 2382.
And now, the national body that 
accredits physical therapy schools re­
quires they offer a doctoral d^ree to be 
accredited.
'fhat means that if  Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger doesn’t sign AB 2382 
into law, Cal State physical therapy 
schools —  including those at Sac­
ramento State, Ixing Beach and 
Northridge —  will lose their accredita­
tion.
If the governor does sign the bill, the 
cost for students to get a physical ther­
apy education at CSU will skyrocket, 
from around $17,000 for the master’s 
degree cunendy offered to more than 
$42,(K)0 for the doaoral degree being 
planned.
Resnik said students would rather 
pay more and g «  the higher degree. 
She teaches physical therapy at the 
University of Southern California and 
said applications there .soared after it 
began offering the Doctor o f Physical 
Therapy degree in 1995.
“The people who were going to 
school said, T’m not going to gp to 
school for three years to g «  a master’s 
if I can go to school for three years and 
get a doaorate,’” Resnik said.
It’s not just about status or pay, she 
said. A lot more is expeaed o f physical 
therapists today because patients’ hos­
pital suys have been shortened.
“The pace is so much more rapid,”
see Bills, page 21
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Cal Poly’s Santa Barbara MBA Program permanently suspended
Alexandria Scott
ALEXANDRlASCOTT.MD(g>GMAIL.COM
Orfalea College o f Business spent 
approximately $40 ,000  on the Mas­
ters o f Business Administration pro­
gram for Santa Barbara, fhe pro­
gram is now cancelled, said Brian 
Tietje, dean o f continuing educa­
tion for Cal Poly.
The California State Univer­
sity Chancellor’s Office suspended 
the self-supporting program per-' 
manently because o f objections 
received from California State 
University campuses at Channel Is­
lands, Los Angeles and Northridge. 
Reasons being that Cal State Chan­
nel Islands plans to extend its MBA 
program into Santa Barbara.
Mike Uhlcnkanp, spokesperson 
for the C SU  Chancellor’s Office, 
said that a program like this needs 
to be approved and it wasn’t.
“It’s not in the best interest for 
these campuses to compete against 
each other due to the current finan­
cial situation,” Uhlenkamp said. “If 
Cal State Channel Islands didn’t 
want to offer an MBA program then 
this wouldn’t have been a problem.”
Orfalea College planned to open 
its M BA program in Santa Barbara 
in fall 2010  because there wasn’t one 
in that area, said Dave Christy, dean 
o f Orfalea College.
"W e were convinced that a va­
riety o f programs in Santa Barbara 
could exist that don’t compete with 
each other," Christy said. “Lines 
o f communication simply were 
clogged.”
Christy said the lack o f a busi­
ness school or an MBA program 
provided by the University o f Cali­
fornia, Santa Barbara caused a need 
in the community.
Yet, Mary Fleck, associate dean 
o f extended university for Cal State 
Channel Islands, said the university 
planned on expanding its MBA pro­
gram as it grew.
Orfalea’s program was cancelled 
due to the current state o f the econ­
omy, the failure to reach an agree­
ment between Orfalea College and 
Cal State Channel Islands and be­
cause the chancellor had not given 
the proper approval to Orfalea Col­
lege.
“A certain set o f procedures have 
to be followed and they weren’t,” 
Uhlenkanp said. “They did have a 
conversation but an agreement was 
never formally reached.”
According to a letter sent from 
Chancellor Charles Reed to formcr- 
President Warren Baker, Orfalea’s 
MBA program had received interim 
approval from Western Association 
o f Schools and Colleges (WASC), 
but hadn’t been authorized by the 
Chancellor’s Office —  which is 
needed for self-supporting pro­
grams.
Reed continued to write that 
“No such notice was submitted by 
your campus until we requested it 
on July 13, 2010 , subsequent to our 
learning from the news media about 
Cal Poly’s plan to launch this MBA
program.
Orfalea College’s internationally 
accredited business program was 
set to launch in Santa Barbara in 
fall 2010 at the Canary Hotel. Two 
classes were going to be offered the 
first quarter, two-thirds would be 
taught in-person by a Cal Poly fac­
ulty member and one-third online.
“Our goal was to offer a high 
quality program for our faculty to 
teach adult students in a different 
market where we could spread our 
reputation and learn a lot,” Christy 
said. “I was anxious for our faculty 
to learn about effective distance 
learning.”
Cal State Channel Islands’ plans 
solidified this year for the MBA pro­
gram that will launch in Fall 2011 , 
with the approval o f the Chancel­
lor’s Office.
Director o f Smith School o f 
Business for Cal State Channel Is­
lands, William Cordeiro, said that 
he read about the MBA offering in 
the newspaper.
“I had a brief phone conversa­
tion about the possibility o f Cal 
Poly offering an M BA in Santa Bar­
bara with the dean,” Cordeiro said. 
“I had no other conversations with 
the folks from San Luis Obispo.”
The faculty and staff who were 
planning on working for the MBA 
program will have to be deployed 
to different courses. As for the stu­
dents, their application and other 
fees have been refunded.
“I apologize to students who 
planned on going to the school,” he 
said. “They need to know that they 
need to look for other opportunities 
if  they arc available.” w-
Tlic future o f Orfalea’s self- sus­
taining MBA program is undeter­
mined.
“People were excited and now 
we’re in the process o f  undoing it 
all,” Christy said. “It’s our job to 
move forward.”
This article was originally p u b ­
lished on Aug. 5, 2010.
Bills
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Resnik said. “You need to be up to 
speed.”
The goal with the nursing doctor­
ate is different. CSU is sponsoring the 
bill because it wants to help end a state 
nursing shortage by training more peo­
ple to teach fiiturc nurses.
“We need faculty,” said Karen Za- 
marripa, the university’s lobbyist. “We 
can’t exp>and programs without faculty, 
and this is the solution.”
But analysis o f AB 867 by the Sen­
ate education committee raises several 
concerns. Professors don’t need a Doc­
tor o f Nursing Praaicc degree to teach 
nursing —  colleges already hire nurse 
educators with other degrees, the anal­
ysis says.
And the reason for a shortage of 
people who teach nursing, it says, is 
that they can make more money work­
ing as nurses, not because they can’t get 
a doaoral d^rce.
California already has three pro­
grams that offer the D oaor in Nursing 
Practice d^rcc, the analysis says, and 
two of them run below capacity.
Judy Hciman of the state Ixrgisla- 
tivc Analyst’s Office said that if Cali­
fornia is going to examine the need 
for new doaoral programs, it should 
be done systematically, not piecemeal 
with a flurry o f bills authorizing indi­
vidual d^rees.
Allowing CSU to otter mote doc­
toral degrees risks eroding the Master 
Plan for Higher Education that’s cred­
ited with making C^ifomia’s universi- 
des strong, while keeping costs down 
at CSU, Heiman said.
“If  it becomes very duplicative of 
UC’s offerings, then what’s your jus- 
tifiegdon for mainuining two disdnet 
systems?” she said.
In the past, UC has opposed 
C3SU’s efforts to create doaoral pro­
grams. But it hasn’t taken a position 
on the bills under consideration by 
Schwarzenegger.
“We’ll probably pursue something 
at the nadonal level as far as how these 
associations are driving at what level 
things arc being taught,” said U C’s 
lobbyist, Steve juarrz.
“The problem of educational infla­
tion or cscaladon —  requiring higher 
and higher dürres for the same job 
—  has been going on thmughout the 
20th and 21st centuries.”
Forbes
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Impact on Higher ' Education,” 
have affects on both students and 
the universities. W ith more stu­
dents applying to college and be­
ing mindful o f  their decisions, the 
“com petition” that these kinds o f 
lists entail “keeps institutions on 
their toes, forces them to think 
about new ideas, pay attention to 
quality teaching, measure what 
they do and benchmark themselves 
against their peers.”
Rankings also affect success af­
ter graduation, according to Mar­
guerite Clark’s.article, “University 
Rankings and Their Impact on 
Students.” The article notes “stud­
ies in several countries have found a 
relationship between the perceived 
status o f  the degree-granting insti­
tution (a characteristic that relates 
strongly to university rankings) 
and employment and earnings 
outcomes for graduates”; howev­
er, other studies have found “that
while graduates o f  the highest- 
ranked institutions tend to do best 
overall in terms o f employment 
prospects, graduates o f  some o f  the 
lower-ranked universities also do 
well i f  they have specialized in an 
area highly regarded for particular 
professions."
Caryn Gibson, a San Luis 
Obispo High School senior, and 
her mother, Kim Gibson, are cur­
rently searching for the right col­
lege and arc faced with these rank­
ing lists, including the effects on 
the colleges and employers.
“T he rankings definitely do 
matter,” Caryn Gib.son said. “1 
would want to go to a school that’s 
ranked better than one that wasn’t 
on the list. In the end though. I’d 
like to go to the best (school) for 
my major, but the ranking narrows 
it down.”
Dills said the rankings provide 
a useful tool in picking the right 
school.
“I f  you want something de­
signed, you go to Berkeley," Dills 
said. “I f  you want something to 
work, you go to Cal Poly."
Fees
continued from page 19
Whether furloughs will be en­
acted again this year will depend 
on the level of state funding from 
the legislators, Fallis said.
Ifiis is not the first time stu- 
• dents have dealt with fee in­
creases. Koob said last year’s 32 
percent increase —  the largest in 
the past 10 years —  was “as bad 
as it gets.”
“The year that we have been 
through will be the worst. 1 have 
no proof, but it is my belief that 
last year was the worst year and 
that we can only get better," he 
.said.
Ihis article was originally published  
on June 24, 2010
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Obama speech claims economy 
better with Democrats in control
Margaret Talev
MCCLATCHY N EW SPAPtRS
W A SH IN G TO N  —  Trying to 
convince voters that he has ideas 
to strengthen the weak economy 
—  and therefore that they should 
vote for Democrats in November —  
President Barack Obama on Sept. 8 
propo.sed major tax incentives for 
business and accused Republicans 
o f stonewalling in a bid to “ride this 
fear and anger all the way to Elec­
tion Day.”
llie president’s 46-m inute speech 
was more about the politics o f  the 
economy than fixing it.
Speaking at a community college 
in Parma, O hio, a suburb o f Cleve­
land, Obama barely touched on the 
specifics o f  the $300  billion in tax 
incentives that he proposed: allow­
ing businesses to write o ff 100 per­
cent o f their investments in 2011,  
and expanding and making perma­
nent a research-and-development 
tax credit. Congress is unlikely to 
act on his latest tax proposals before 
the elections.
However, Obama combined a 
populist tax stand against the rich 
with a pitch for business-friendly 
tax breaks to put Republicans in 
Congress on the spot. That’s exactly 
what many Dem ocratic lawmakers 
have been pressing him to do —  to 
take the gloves off and frame the 
election as a choice between Dem ­
ocrats with a vision and Republi­
cans who simply oppose everything 
Obam a tries to do and who would 
roll back the clock to policies from 
the George W. Bush era.
He hung today’s econom ic trou­
bles squarely on “the Hawed policies 
and econom ic weaknesses o f the pre­
vious decade.” He said he’d hoped 
the resulting crisis would lead Re­
publicans to work with Democrats 
on solutions, but “some Republican 
leaders figured it was smart politics 
to sit on the sidelines and let D em o­
crats solve the mess ...”
He said that Democrats’ policies 
have restored a growing economy, 
but that doing necessary things 
such as “temporarily supporting the 
banks and the auto industry fed the 
perception that Washington is still 
ignoring the middle cla.ss in favor of 
special interests. And so people are 
frustrated and angry and anxious 
about the future. I understand that.
I also understand that in a political 
campaign, the easiest thing for the 
other side to do is ride this fear and 
anger all the way to Election Day.”
In setting his remarks near Cleve­
land, an economically troubled city 
in a big swing state, Obama also 
took on House Republican leader 
John Boehner o f  Ohio. Bochner 
is poi.sed to become speaker o f the 
House o f  Representatives if  D em o­
crats lose control o f  it in Novcmbci. 
Last month, Boehner delivered his 
own econom ic manifesto in Cleve­
land, where he urged Obama to 
dump his top econom ic aides.
Obam a said Boehner had pro­
posed “no new ideas. There was just 
the same philosophy we already 
tried in the last decade —  the same 
philosophy that led to this mess in 
the first place.”
Boehner, anticipating the criti­
cism, on Wednesday unveiled a
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President Barack Obama leaves the Oval Office of the White House in Wash- 
ington, D.C. Sept. 8. The President was traveling to Cleveland, Ohio to deliver 
remarks on the economy at ("uyahoga ('.ommunity College West Campus.'
new two-step plan for paring gov­
ernment deficits: cutting all non­
security related government spend­
ing back to fiscal 2008  levels and 
imposing a two-year freeze on all 
current tax rates.
As long as Democrats are in 
charge o f  Congress, it isn’t likely to 
pass. However, If Republicans win 
control, Bochner made it clear that 
those items will be G O P  priorities.
Obama said that Republicans 
were holding up votes on proposals 
such as a jobs bill for small business, 
solely to put him in a bad spot: “If I 
fail, they win.”
He said that Republicans were 
tying up a middle-class tax cut ex­
tension even though they support 
it, because they want to force Dem ­
ocrats to also extend tax cuts for the 
wealthiest 2 percent, which would 
cost the Treasury almost $700  bil­
lion over 10 years. Obama said 
that’s ironic given “all the Republi­
cans’ talk about wanting to shrink 
the deficit."
Obam a said he has “a different 
vision for the future.” He favors 
long-term investments in educa­
tion and clean energy, research and 
development and infrastructure. 
Democrats believe, he said, “in a 
vibrant free market —  but one that 
works for everybody."
Nostalgically, Obama spoke o f a 
rally he’d held in Cleveland shortly 
before his 2008 election as “a hope­
ful time.” Today, he acknowledged, 
“Folks arc worried about the future” 
and "I know there’s still a lot o f  hurt 
out here.”
He insisted, “It’s still fear versus 
hope; the past versus the future. It’s 
still a choice between sliding back­
ward and moving forward. Tliat’s 
what this election is about. That’s 
the choice you’ll face in Novem­
ber.”
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WASHINGTON —  An internal in­
vestigation released by BP on Sept. 8 
concluded that a series o f mechanical 
and human failures hy its own crews 
and its contraaors led to the explosion 
on the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig, 
which lulled 11 men and set in motion 
one o f the worlds worst oil spills.
The oil company accepted a share 
o f the responsibility hut also took aim 
at contraaors Transoccan and Hal­
liburton, setting off another round of 
hnger-pointing that began soon after 
the rig sank.
No single faaor caused the disaster, 
concludes the 234-pagp report sum­
marizing the first o f several investiga­
tions ihto the disaster. “A complex and 
interlinked series o f mechanical fail­
ures, human judgments, engineering 
design, operational implementation 
and team interfaces came together to 
allow the initiation and escalation of 
the accident,” the repon read.
BP’s investigative team cited eight 
problems, including an incorrectly 
read pressure test, a blowout preventer 
that didn’t funaion properly, a faulty 
cement seal job and the future o f the 
rig crew to recognize that gas was surg­
ing up the well just before the explo­
sion.
“We have said from the beginning 
that the explo.sion on the Deepwater 
Horizon was a shared responsibility
among many entities,” BP’s incoming 
Chief lixecurive Bob Dudley said in a 
statement.
“Wc deeply regret this event,” he 
added. “We are determined to learn 
the lessons for the ftiture and we will 
be undertaking a broad-scale review to 
further improve the safety o f our opera­
tions. We will invest whatever it takes 
to achieve that.”
Transocean, the drilling rig owner, 
assailed the BP report as “self-serving,” 
contending that BP’s “fatally flawed 
well design” set the stage for the rig 
explosion 50 miles off the Louisiana 
coast.
Halliburton, which did the well 
cementing, said it found a “number 
o f substantial omissions and inaccura­
cies" in the reptm and “remains confi­
dent that all the work it performed ... 
was completed in accordance with BP’s 
specifications.”
Based on a four-month investigation 
led by company safety chief Mark Bly, 
the BP document wraps up the first of 
a .scries of reviews looking into the gulf 
catastrophe. Ih e  U.S. Coast Guard, the 
federal Bureau of Ocean Energy Man­
agement, Regulation and Enforcement 
and the President’s National Commis­
sion are all investigating the accident. 
The Justice Department is also trying 
to detenninc if BP skined federal safety 
regulatioas.
Pieces of equipment key to the 
probes, including the failed blowout
see Report, page 28
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Taliban
continued from page 18
“These grape fields are ^ a r ia n  
trench lines. This is not Napa Valley,” 
said Capt. Dan Luckett, the executive 
officer at combat outpost Asheque, 
which is inside the Zhari farm belt, 
surrounded by Taliban-held villages, 
“Its a smoker” to patrol.
“You can secure the highway all day 
long, but what s affecting it is the green 
zone, the staging points,” said Luckett, 
26, from Norcross, Ga., who has one 
prosthetic leg due to a homemade- 
bomb strike in Iraq.
Zhari is sparsely populated. The 
town o f Senjaray, in the east o f the dis­
trict, is the only major urban center, 
and the Taliban make their presence 
known there almost nighdy with at­
tacks on coalition or Afghan security 
forces. Small settlements o f mud-brick 
villages, whose conservative culture 
provided the basis o f the Talibans ex­
treme interpretation of Islam, sprinkle 
the rest o f Zhari.
American forces think there are 
signs that the Taliban don’t have 
pHjpular supfHjrt, at least in pans of 
Zhari. The residents o f many villages 
have abandoned their homes because 
o f the Taliban presence. The p>oorer 
ones moved just nonh o f Highway 1 
to makeshift new communities, while 
the wealthier ones moved to Kandahar 
city.
“1 was surprised that p>eople were 
afraid o f the Taliban here. I had ex­
pected a lot o f hard-core support. So 
we have a chance. People want to move 
back to their homes,” said Capt. Brant 
Auge, the commander o f the outfKist 
at Asheque.
“We’re trying to stress to the p>eople
news
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Map locates 2Tiari District in Kandahar Province in southern Afghanistan 
where the U.S. has deployed combat battalions.
that this (coalition military presence) 
is not something they’ve seen for the 
last nine years,” said Auge, a 30-year- 
old from Ocran Springs, Miss. “We’re 
trying to create a bubble, hold down 
the Taliban long enough to allow the 
local security forces to be in a position 
to take over.”
This year, the U.S.-led Internation­
al Security Assistance Force’s major 
offensives have been an ofieration that 
began in February to wrest control of
Marjah, a town in Helmand province, 
from Taliban control amid a blaze of 
publicity but mixed results, followed 
by the lower-key attempt to secure 
parts of Kandahar province.
Coalition forces already have se­
cured much of the area north o f Kan­
dahar city —  the i\rghandab valley, 
which provided the other major route 
into town —  and moved to improve 
security within the city. Zhari is the 
last piece o f the Kandahar problem.
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Report
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preventer, were recently retrieved 
from the sraHoor and have yet to be 
thoroughly examined.
More than 200 million gallons 
o f oil were released after the April 
20 explosion', which occurred when 
workers lost control o f the well and 
gas rushed into the rig and erupted 
in Hames. In addition to the dead, 17 
others were injured.
Although the 18,360-foot-deep 
well has not leaked since it was capf)cd 
in mid-July, BP and the federal gov­
ernment are still working on a perma­
nent seal at the well’s bottom. Offi­
cials now say that remedy may not be 
completed until early Oaober.
Testimony at hearings conducted 
this summer by the Coast Guard and 
the Department o f Interior sketched 
a picture of deferred maintenance on 
the Deepwater Horizon rig, a con­
fused chain o f command and cor- 
pjorate pressure to finish the deep-sea 
drilling job, which was six weeks be­
hind schedule and costing BP more 
than $ 1 million a day.
Federal investigators have ques­
tioned BP’s decision to replace its • 
longstanding well site leader with a 
new man four days before the fatal 
explosion, as well as the rcpbccmcm s 
competency at reading critical pres­
sure tests —  which determined if the 
well was profjcriy scaled. An errone­
ous interpreution o f a pressure test 
was antong the eight “critical factors” 
identified in the BP report.
BP’s well design has come under 
scrutiny, particularly the use o f six 
gentralizers versus the 21 recom­
mended by Hallibunon. Experts say 
that using more centralizers —  which 
keep the casing centered in the well 
bore —  help produce a more consis­
tent cement seal.
Hearing testimony also revealed 
that BP employed a well configura­
tion that called for a single string of 
pipe rather than a more expensive 
design that would have created more 
barriers to prevent the flow of gas into 
the well casing and to the rig.
Transocean, rcspKinding to the 
BP report, maintained that in its dc-
Sharing the blame
In an internal report, BP says that other companies that worked on the 
well, as well as the oil giant itself, were responsible for the massive oil 
spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Highlights of the report:
World’s third largest oil company, headquartered 
in London; project operator with a working interest 
in the well; hired Transocean’s Deepwater Horizon 
rig to drill the well
• BP and lYansocean workers misinterpreted a safety 
test that should have warned them of a blowout
• The well design was not faulty, as others have said
World’s largest offshore drilling operator, based 
I  in Switzerland and Houston; owned and operated the rigf Thinsocean
• Workers failed to see and act on an Influx 
of hydrocarbons into the well during a 40-minute 
period before the explosion
H A L U B U R T O I M
Oilfield services company based in Houston and Dubai; 
provided several services to the rig, including cementing 
in the well to stabilize its walls
• Cement seal failed, allowing explosive natural 
gas to enter the well
CAMERON
Houston-based maker of oil and gas industry equipment; 
made the rig’s blowout preventer -  a device designed 
to stop uncontrolled flow of oil or gas
• Blowout preventer should have activated 
automatically to seal the well but felled to operate
sign and construction o f the well, BP 
“made a scries of cost-saving decisions 
that increased risk —  in some cases, 
severely.”
BP’s outgoing (ffiicf Executive 
Tony Hayward defended the well de­
sign and pointed a finger at Hallibur­
ton's work. “To put it simply, there was 
a bad cement job” he said in a state­
ment. “Based on the report, it would 
appear unlikely that the well design 
contributed to the incident.”
The BP investigation found hu­
man fault, concluding that rig workers 
should have known from computer 
data that gas was flowing into the well 
for at least 40 minutes before the ex­
plosion. But crew members testified 
at the federal hearings that some gas 
alarm systems had been either by- 
pa.ssed or disarmed on the orders o f rig 
officials.
On Cbpitol Hill, lawmakers fault­
ed BP for not shouldering more o f 
the blame. “This repon is not BP’s 
mca culpa." said Rep. Edward J. Mar-
key, D-Mass., a seniot member o f the 
House Energy and Commerce Com­
mittee. “BP is happy to slice up blame, 
as long as they get the smallest piece."
Energy chair Rep. Henry A. Wax- 
man, D-Calif., complained that the 
BP dtKument failed to “address the 
corporate culture at BP that short­
changed safety and caused so much 
harm to the gulf and the Deepwater 
Fforizon workers."
Still, FJgie Holstein, oil spill rc- 
sp>onse coordinator for the nonprofit 
Environmental Defense Fund and a 
former Energy Department chief o f 
staff, said the report “has some value.”
In identifying the various failures o f 
“man and machine,” Holstein said, BP 
has provided “something of a blueprint 
that can be used to design new operat­
ing protocols, training programs and 
equipment needs. In addition, 1 think 
it underscores the need to implement 
more robust, redundant safety systems 
that can ensure that we never have an­
other accident o f this magnitude.”
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Girl Scouts group sues troop leaders over missing cookie money
Georgia East and Wayne 
Roustan
SUN SEN TIN EL
F O R T  LA U D ERD A LE, Fla. —  Al­
though Girl Scout troop leaders are 
supposed to teach good character, 
five o f them in South Florida failed 
to fork over thousands o f dollars 
earned from cookie sales.
Refusing to eat the loss, the Girl 
Scouts o f  Southeast Florida this 
summer filed suit in small claims' 
court against two leaders in Bro­
ward, two in Palm Beach County 
and one in M artin County.
“This is money that belongs to 
the girls that they earn to do pro­
grams,” said Lisa Johnson, spokes­
woman for the organization that 
serves 15 ,000  girls in 1,200 troops
spread over six counties. Those 
troop leaders named in the suits 
were “just folks who were no longer 
comm unicating with us.”
Selling those boxes o f thin 
mints, tagalongs and dulce-de- 
leche cookies generated $4 .7  mil­
lion in revenue, with local troops 
getting a cut o f  nearly $1 million 
this year, she said. Altogether, just 
under $5 ,0 0 0  from this year’s sales 
was uncollected.
Troop leaders are volunteers 
who typically have a child involved 
in the Girl Scouts. Every leader is 
required to complete an applica­
tion and have a background check, 
Johnson said. There are 2 ,1 0 0  troop 
leaders in the Southeast Florida 
group.
After several attempts to get the
money failed, the Scouts took ac­
tion. The group began taking troop 
leaders to court about a year ago af­
ter realizing it was one o f  the quick­
er ways to get,matters resolved.
“The Girl Scouts is sending a 
message to other troop leaders that 
if  you get in trouble, you can’t use 
us as a piggy bank,” said Robert 
Jarvis, professor o f law at Nova 
Southeastern University. “Even if 
they don’t win the cases, the word 
is out that they will take troop lead­
ers to court and pursue this as far as 
they can.”
O f the five lawsuits, four were 
settled: one case is still pending.
Johnson said the cookie money 
pays for troop merit patches, field 
trips, community service projects, 
graduating ceremonies, campouts
and to help cover membership dues 
for local scouts, who range in age 
from kindergartners to 12th-grad- 
ers.
The Council’s share o f  revenue 
pays for the cookies, advertising, 
promotions and related operating 
costs, according to Johnson.
Benita Weston, a former troop 
leader who had a claim filed against 
her in Broward Court, said her ac­
tions were more about paperwork 
than criminal intent.
“There was a mix up,” said 
Weston, whose troop was based 
in Lauderhill. “I’ve never been 
involved in anything like this be­
fore.”
Weston said the merger between 
the Girls Scouts o f  Broward Coun­
ty and the Palm Glade council in
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2008  made things more confusing. 
She said she had to switch to a dif­
ferent accounting program and had 
to direct her questions to new em­
ployees.
In addition, she said she had 
trouble collecting money from 
some o f the girls and their parents 
when the sale window closed.
“Cookie time is always a big 
headache,” she said. “People think 
it’s just selling cookies but there’s 
more to it. There’s a lot o f pa­
perwork and a lot o f  money that 
changes hands. W hether a troop 
sells or doesn’t sell you’re respon­
sible for that money.”
Initially, the organization stated 
in court documents that Weston 
owed more than $ 3 ,6 0 0  for cookies 
taken on consignment by her troop 
in 2009  and 2010 .
They have since reached an un­
disclosed out-of-court agreement 
and Weston said she was happy to 
put the matter behind her.
Under Girl Scout rules, troops 
are allowed to return 20 percent o f 
the cookies they don’t expect to sell 
during the first week, Johnson said. 
After that, the troop is responsible 
for the product they’ve taken on 
consignment, at a rate o f $3 .50  per 
box.
Troops get to keep 60  to 70 
cents per box, she said, and last 
year’s sales were up 5 percent.
Tina Tucker, a Palm Beach Gar­
dens troop leader for 1 1 years, says 
she’s in favor o f the council going 
to court to get their money.
“These arc girls out there work­
ing six to eight hours per week at 
a cookie booth, trying to sell what 
they can for their 60  cents a box,” 
Tucker said, “When someone takes 
that away from them, that’s hor­
rible.”
You deserve 
a break.

‘Iconic’ comedian Bill Cosby to bring act to PAC
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Bill Cosby, 73, said his performance at the PAC will focus on college students 
and what they are and are not doing as well as what they should be doing. He 
said he got his inspiration from hu five children whom he sent to college.
Sarah Parr
.SARAHPARH.MD@GMA1L.COM
O ne o f the' most popular come-, 
dians o f all time. Bill Cosby, will 
be performing two shows at the 
Christopher Cohan Performing 
Arts Center (PAC) on Sept. 26.
During the two shows, “I will 
break out some wonderful mate­
rial that I have pertaining to who 
you think you are and what you’re 
doing in college, what you’re not 
doing and what you should be do­
ing and it is hilarious,” Cosby said 
in a phone interview.
The inspiration for the mate­
rial he will perform came from 
his five children he sent to college 
and their 200  friends, Cosby said.
Cosby was the first African- 
American to star in a television 
series, "I Spy" and win three con­
secutive Kmmys for “Outstanding 
Lead Actor” for his role in the se­
ries.
Cosby also starred in the situ- ' 
ational comedies “The Bill Cosby 
Show” and “ fh e  Cosby Show,” 
hosted the comedy show “Kids Say 
the Darndest T hings” and wrote, 
produced and hosted the cartoon 
“Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids."
The critically acclaimed “Cosby 
Show,” which aired from I 984 to 
1992 and focused on a successful 
African-American family showed 
“an encouraging sign o f  maturity 
ip matters o f race” according to 
T IM E  magazine.
Cosby is most famously known 
for employing a comedic style that 
strays away from stereotyping and 
profanity. W hen he first started do­
ing comedy 48  years ago, he wasn’t 
allowed to use profanity, and he 
has yet to start.
“That is the challenge,” Cosby 
said. “Do you believe, do you ac­
tually believe that a man 73 years 
old can walk on stage and not use 
profanity and (still) have people 
laughing too hard?”
Not only does Cosby abstain 
from profanity use, but he also re­
frains from the use o f racial stereo- 
types.
“1 just have always felt, what is 
the stupidity o f racism? It is a want 
to be powerful, it is a want to con­
trol, it is a want to feel good about 
hate,” Cosby said. “I just think that 
racism^ is a waste o f  time —  it is a 
waste o f  everybody’s time because 
I think the barrier will come down 
(eventually).”
Unlike many other popular co­
medians today, Cosby doesn’t like 
to point out what separates one 
person from another.
“When I come out, I don’t tend 
to pull out where the diTYcrence is,” 
Cosby said. “I work with the sim i­
larities of who we are, the fun that 
we have together and the fact that 
we’ve all been there in our experi­
ences. And if we haven’t, then one 
day we’re going to be here —  where 
I am —  if you live long enough.”
Cosby’s success has allowed him 
to channel his talents in various
media forms. He has released com ­
edy, musical and com pilation al­
bums and more than 10 books arc 
published in his name. He is also 
well-known as a spokesperson for 
Coca-Cola, Kodak and Jell-O  pud­
ding —  he is featured in the 2010  
lell-O  ad campaign.
Cosby has used his popularity 
in the comedic world to engage in 
philanthropic efforts as well. He is 
involved with the non-profit orga­
nization Jazz Foundation o f Amer­
ica, which helps jazz and blues mu­
sicians gather emergency funds and 
find performance opportunities in 
their respective communities.
Currently, Cosby has a free iP­
hone application out that features 
rarely seen videos and has estab­
lished him self as an avid Twitter 
user. He uses his account to help 
him connect with fans. He replies 
to tweets by video recording one to 
two sentence responses.
Cosby was booked for the 
2010-2011  season at the PAC late 
last year. Cal Poly Arts is responsi­
ble for the booking o f  professional 
tours, Lisa Woske, public affairs 
official for Cal Poly Arts, said.
Steve Lcrian, director o f  Cal 
Poly Arts, said that Cosby adds 
both a well-known name and co­
medic relief to the upcoming sea-
son.
“In looking at the balance in our 
season, we determined that we were 
short in two key areas: big name 
headliners and stand-up comedy,” 
Lerian said. “Since Bill Cosby had 
not performed at the PAC in a 
number o f  years, his iconic status 
as one o f the favorite comedians 
o f  all time made him the perfect 
choice to generate excitement as 
we kick o ff our season.”
“Bill Cosby appeals to audi­
ences o f  ail ages. We expect seniors 
and families, as well as students to 
attend,” Lerian said.
Cosby, 73 , will perform one 
show at 3 p.m. and another at 7 
p.m. Both shows are open to stu­
dents and members o f the public.
Tickets for the show are $30 , 
$62 , $68  and $74.
m ustangdaily.net
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Judge ruling in Eminem 
digital download case a 
big win for musicians
Brian McCollum
DETROIT FREE PRESS
In a development that could have 
fallout in the world o f digital music, 
Eminem stands to gain tens o f mil­
lions o f dollars in a federal court deci­
sion handed down Friday.
The decision, which one Eminem 
attorney calls an “earthquake” for the 
music industry, could transform the 
online song business and boost the 
fortunes o f untold numbers o f art­
ists.
The U.S. 9th Circuit Court o f Ap­
peals unanimously reversed a 2009 
federal jury decision in a lawsuit 
filed by FerndaJes F B T  Productions, 
Eminem’s former production com­
pany, against his label, Aftermath 
Records. The jury had ruled in favor 
o f Aftermath and its parent company, 
Universal Music Group.
“This potentially readjusts the 
economics between the artist and the 
record company, and that’s been long 
overdue,” said F B T  manager Joel 
Martin. “It puts Eminem in a posi­
tion he should (have) been in to be­
gin with, which is to receive a larger 
portion o f the download royalties."
The suit sought damages for songs 
and ringtones sold via iTunes and 
other online services, claiming that 
Universal had applied an improper 
royalties scheme. Eminem is one o f 
the era’s top-selling digital artists. 
Song download sales from this year's 
“Recovery” album top 6 .3  million, 
according to Nielsen Soundscan.
Universal argued that Eminem 
should be paid a standard 18 piercent 
royalty rate for those sales, as he is for 
physical copies. F B T  contended that 
providing a song to iTunes was actu­
ally a third-party licensing situation, 
similar to film and T V  deals, which 
calls for a 50 percent royalty rate.
The appeals court has agreed with 
FBT, reversing the jury’s decision and 
sending the case back to the lower 
court for a damages trial.
It also vacated the lower court’s 
order that FB T  pay $2.4 million in 
attorneys fees to Aftermath. Eminem 
was not a direct party' in the suit, but 
he benefits through FBT.which shares 
his contract with Universal.
Universal said it will petition for 
a rehearing.
“In the meantime, it should be 
noted that this ruling sets no legal 
precedent as it only concerns the lan­
guage o f one specific recording agree­
ment,” Universal spokesman Peter 
Lofrumento wrote in a statement.
But Gary Stiffelman, a Los An­
geles attorney who has represented 
Michael Jackson, Eminem and other 
acts, said the ruling could have prac­
tical consequences.
“If downloads are the way o f the 
future, this is going to have massive 
implications," said Stiffelman. “It 
changes the playing field."
Though the suit centered on de­
tails in Eminem’s contract, the basic 
principles involved could be relevant 
for other acts, especially those with 
deals made prior to the advent o f 
digital downloading. Stiffelman and 
other experts said most newer artists 
have contracts that specify compen­
sation for downloads.
The central question: When a la­
bel provides a track to an online dis­
tributor such as iTunes, is it licens­
ing the song rather than selling retail 
copies?
In Eminem’s case, the apf)cals 
court wrote in its ruling that yes, “the 
transaction is a license," a conclusion 
it said is supported by federal copy­
right law.
While iTunes and other online 
services have grabbed a greater share 
o f the music market, some high-pro­
file artists have held out from jump­
ing aboard.
Among them is Bob Segcr. His 
manager. Punch Andrews, said Fri­
day that the ruling “absolutely” 
clears the way for Seger's songs to be 
sold online.
Andrews, who called the decision 
“staggering,” said, “Every musician 
should read these 10 pages. It affects 
everyone.”
The Motown Alumni As.socia- 
tion, whose membership includes 
Martha Reeves and the Four Tops, 
had filed an amicus brief on FBT”s 
behalf.
“All the Motown artists who now 
receive a penny (per download) may 
be in a position to negotiate a new 
royalty bccau.se o f this decision,” 
Martin said.
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
Rapper Eminem performs during the release party o f his album “Relapse” at the 
Motor City Casino in Detroit, on May 19, 2009. His federal court win is being 
called an “earthquake” and could be a big shake up for the music industry.
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Popular video game *Halo’ continues to grow with new release
Ben Fritz
LOS ANGELES TIMES
In the opening shot o f  the new video 
game Halo Reach, a helmet with a 
shattered visor lies alone on the sur­
face o f a barren alien planet. Its a 
solemn vision signifying that unlike 
the previous five Halo games, this 
isn’t a story o f victory and triumph. 
As a prequel to 2001 ’s original Halo, 
Reach tells the story o f a critical 
defeat that leaves humanity on the 
verge o f being conquered by an alien 
alliance known as the Covenant.
Sacrifice and defeat aren’t typical 
in the world o f video games, in which 
it’s most common to end a story by 
giving players a sense o f accomplish­
ment while still leaving threads open 
for sequels, as every previous Halo 
title has done. Rut Reach, which 
comes out Sept. 14, is an unusual 
game and a major turning point for 
the hugely successful scries, which 
has sold more than 34 million cop­
ies and generated roughly $2 billion 
in sales.
“Halo Reach is our way o f taking 
the story full circle and describing
the genesis o f the events and actions 
that we have shown before,” said 
Marcus Lehto, the game’s creative 
director.
Bringing Halo to a fitting con­
clusion without bringing it to an 
end was the paradoxical challenge 
faced by Lehto and his colleagues at 
Bungie studios, the Bellevue, Wash.- 
based developer that created the 
franchise and has made three sequels 
and spinoffs (one other spinoff was 
made by a different studio).
As part o f an agreement reached 
when it spun off from former own­
er Microsoft in 2007, Reach is the
last Halo game that will be made by 
Bungie, which is turning its atten­
tion to a new game that it will own 
and control. A prequel that ties into 
its first game lets Bungie have its final 
word on the property while also leav­
ing story threads from 2007 ’s Halo 3 
open for Microsoft, which has cre­
ated a new business unit called 343 
Industries (named after a villainous 
robot from the games) to oversee the 
franchise.
After more than a decade togeth­
er, in other words, Bungie is prepar­
ing to go in one direction while Halo 
is going another.
Keeping Halo healthy is critical 
to the future o f Microsoft’s video 
game business. Ih e  series has been 
the most successful for the compa­
ny’s Xbox and Xbox 360 consoles, 
providing the impetus for players 
to spend hundreds o f dollars on the 
hardware and $50 per year to play 
online.
“What Halo has done from the 
amount sold to fan awareness o f our 
business makes it the most impor­
tant entertainment property at our 
company,” said Bonnie Ross, general
see H alo, p ag e  43
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Marcus Lehto, the creative director of “Halo: Reach,” appears in lx>s Angeles, California, on Aug. 24, 2010. “Halo: 
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manager o f 343 Industries. “Our fo­
cus is to make sure that in 30 years 
Halo is still relevant.”
The only video game brands that 
have made it close to that long are 
Nintendo’s classics from 1980s, such 
as the Super Mario Bros., Donkey 
Kong and Zelda. W hat Microsoft is 
attempting to accomplish with Halo 
may be most akin to television series 
that have continued when key tal­
ent departed, such as “The Tonight 
Show” without Johnny Carson and 
“Seinfeld” without co-creator Larry 
David.
Reach is expected to continue the 
series’ history o f being a commercial 
blockbuster. According to market re­
search firm Ipsos O T X , which polls 
1,000 U.S. video game players each 
week, it’s the No. 1 most anticipated 
title coming out this year.
Like most publishers in the se­
cretive video game industry, Micro­
soft isn’t talking about what it has 
planned next for Halo. “Whoever 
is tasked with making Halo games 
in the future will have to live up to 
the standards set by Bungie, with­
out a shadow o f a doubt,” said Frank 
O ’Connor, 3 4 3 ’s creative director.
Nobody knows more about Bun- 
gie’s standards than Lehto, the only 
creative principal who has been in­
volved in every Halo game since 
work started in 1997. After serving 
as art director on the first three in­
stallments, Lehto three years ago 
began leading a team o f five people
—  which eventually swelled to 130
—  to work on Reach.
The core principles, he said, were 
the same as on previous entries: Halo 
was the first “first person shooter” —  
a type o f action game chat originated 
on PCs in which players see the world 
through the eyes o f the protagonist
—  to succeed on consoles connected 
to televisions. Developers had pre­
viously thought it couldn’t be done 
without the precision o f a keyboard 
and mouse. But Halo disproved the 
conventional wisdom with its inno­
vative mechanics, which have been 
repeated on each successive entry.
In addition. Halo 2 was the first 
hit online game for consoles. The 
series has always been known for its 
huge number o f options for up to 16 
people to compete, and even occa­
sionally cooperate, over the Internet.
But Lehto says the least appreci­
ated element o f Halo’s success —  a 
part o f the game that has prompted 
mixed reactions among critics (The 
New York Times described the plot 
o f Halo 3 as “a lot o f things get in 
your way and you kill them”) —  is 
iu story. “It's so important that these 
games have a heart and soul and 
players see that there’s more to his 
universe than the war going on in 
front o f them," he said.
Inspired by science-fiction novels 
such as Larry Niven’s “Ringworld" 
and movies such as “Starship Troop-
‘irsiiperson shooters just gave 
W ena to blow things up 
.... Halo stood out becai
richly constructed w q ^ . 3
—  Tobias Buckell
Author of “Halo: The Ct)lc Protocol"
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ers,” the first three Halo games depict 
humanity’s efforts in the 26th centu­
ry to save itself from the Covenant. 
Players control Master Chief, a space 
marine in the military’s elite Spartan 
program.
noThough Master Chief has 
name or back story and never even 
takes off his helmet, a rich fiction de­
veloped around the games involving 
the history o f the war, the religious 
zealotry o f the Covenant and massive
I
orbital structures known as Halos.
There have also been seven Halo 
novels, six comic book miniseries and 
graphic novels, and seven short films. 
“Traditionally first person shooters 
just gave you an arena to blow things 
up without stakes or a driving narra­
tive,” said Tobias Buckell, who wrote 
the novel “Halo: The Cole Protocol” 
and consulted on a Halo encyclo­
pedia. “Halo stood out because it’s 
a richly constructed world that you 
can really dig into.”
In Reach, Bungie eschewed the 
galactic scope o f previous Halo 
games and focused on a squad o f six 
Spartans, known as Noble Team, in 
their doomed attempt to save a single 
planet. From the harsher music score 
to the darker color scheme to the fact 
that Spartans for the first time take
oil their helmets, the developers have 
produced a grittier experience.
“We’re not doing a big space op­
era this time," said laihto. “It’s more 
like ‘Black Hawk Down.’”
After proving that first person 
shooters can work on the video game 
console, that they can be played on­
line and that storytelling need not 
take a backseat to technology, Bungie 
is ready to show that a blockbuster 
video game need not be an epic one.
And if Halo is a little less hopeful 
by the end o f Reach, that may just re­
flect the mood o f those who made it. 
“It’s absolutely bittersweet,” said Leh- 
ro. “There were points during Halo 2 
and 3 when we said, ‘We’ve got to 
stop,’ but now that it’s all wrapped 
up it’s a sad thing to see Halo go out 
there in the wild.”
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Fall movie lineup sure to make a winning season
Rene Rodriguez
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
Begone, summer movie season! You 
were —  aside from “Toy Story 3,” “In­
ception” and “I Am Love” —  mostly 
terrible. But here, just in time, come 
the films o f fall, when Hollywood 
starts to gear up for awards season, the 
Oscar bait starts to trickle in, and di­
rectors such as David Fincher, Woody 
Allen and Oliver Stone unveil their 
latest work.
O f course there will still be plenty 
o f action flicks, teen comedies and
horror movies, beuiuse, in Hollywood, 
summer lasts all year long. Here is a 
list o f the films scheduled to hit the­
aters between now and lhanksgiving. 
Release dates are subject to change:
SEPT. 10
( vn •
“ R e s id e n t  
Evil: Afterlife”: 
What, another 
one? Milla Jo- 
vovich contin­
ues to outrun 
and outgun 
viral zombies.
this time in the requisite 3D , in the 
fourth installment o f the franchise.
“Life During Wartime": Writer- 
director Todd Solondz catches up 
with some o f the characters from his 
discomfiting 1998 drama “Happi­
ness” —  all played by actors differ­
ent from those in the original film 
—  and introduces a few more. The 
story is set in Miami’s Jewish com­
munity, where people harbor the 
sort o f deep, unsettling secrets the 
filmmaker specializes in exposing.
“Ih e  Human Centipede”: The 
already-infamous horror film about
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a mad scientist who kidnaps three 
people and surgically connects them 
in an unspeakably gross manner is 
neither scary nor particularly dis­
turbing. It’s ju s t ... well, gross. Writ­
er-director Tom Six is already hard at 
work on a sequel, due next year.
SEPT. 17
“ A l p h a  
and Omega”: 
Justin Long, 
Hayden Panet- 
tiere, Danny 
Glover and the 
late Dennis 
Hopper pro­
vide the voices 
for this 3-D  
animated ad­
venture about 
two wolves on 
a cross-country 
 ^ trip to return
to their lairs.
“Devil”: Ifiis  high-concept thrill­
er focuses on five people trapped in 
an elevator —  one o f them Satan 
disguised in human form. Sounds 
intriguing, but audiences have 
hissed and booed when the name of 
producer M. Night Shyamalan, who 
also conceived the original story, 
pops up in the film’s trailer. Directed 
by brothers Drew and John Erick 
Dowdle.
“Easy A”: Emma Stone is a high 
schooler whose life starts to resemble 
the ordeal o f “Ifte  Scarlet Letter’s” 
Hester Prynne after a rumor about 
her virginity —  or lack thereof —  
proves impossible to quash. So she 
figures out a way to use the gossip to 
her advantage.
“ Ihe Virginity H it": Will Fer­
rell and Adam McKay (“Ih e  Other 
Guys,” “Anchorman”) produced 
this comedy about four friends who 
decide to help each other lose their 
virginity —  and film the experience 
with a video camera.
“Ih e  Town”: In his second out­
ing as a director (after “Gone Baby 
Gone”), Ben Affleck pulls double 
duty as leading man, playing the 
leader o f a gang o f Boston bank rob­
bers who falls for the woman (Re­
becca Hall) his crew took hostage 
during their previous heist.
“I’m Still Here”: Casey Affleck di­
rected this year-in-the-life documen­
tary look at Joaquin Phoenix’s recent 
bizarre decision to retire from acting 
and launch a hip-hop career.
“Jack Goes Boating": Philip Sey­
mour Hoffman stars in his directo­
rial debut, an adaptation o f Bob
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Glaudini's play about a reclusive 
limo driver forced from his shell by 
friends who set him up with a funer­
al-parlor worker (Amy Ryan).
SEPT. 24
“You Again”: 
A young wo man 
(Kristen Bell) 
discovers her 
older brother is 
about to marry 
her former 
h i g h - s c h o o l  
arch nemesis 
(Odette Yust- 
man). Even 
worse, the 
bride's aunt 
( S i g o u r n e y  
Weaver) happens to be the former 
high-school arch nemesis o f the 
groom’s mother (Jamie Lee Curtis). 
Catfight! Catfight!
“Catfish”: Sundance Film Festival 
audiences went wild for this docu­
mentary in which filmmakers Ariel 
Schulman and Henry Joost begin to 
film the life o f Ariel's brother Nev 
—  with reportedly hilarious, shock­
ing and frightening results. What is 
the movie actually about? I don’t ex­
actly know, but apparently, the best 
way to experience the film is to go in 
completely cold.
“Trash Humpers”: Director Har­
mony Korine (“Gummo,” “Julien 
Donkey-Boy”) follows a group o f 
sociopathic senior citizens as they 
embark on a rampage o f vandalism, 
crime and humping trash bins.
OCT. 1
“Let Me In”: 
Matt Reeves 
(“Clovcrfield”) 
directs this 
E n g l i s h - la n -  
guage remake 
o f the Swed­
ish horror film 
“Let the Right 
O ne In,” about 
a lonely, bul­
lied boy (“The 
Road’s" Kodi 
Sm it-M cP hee) 
who befriends the strange little girl 
(Chloc Moretz) who lives next door. 
Reeves wrote the screenplay with 
John Ajvide Lindqvist, author o f the 
novel that inspired the films. But the 
trailer looks practically identical in 
lighting and tone to the Swedish- 
language version.
“The Social Network": Jesse 
Eisenberg (“Zombieland," “Adven- 
tureland”) stars as Harvard com ­
puter whiz Mark Zuckerberg, who 
created this little website you may 
have heard about called Facebook. 
But you can’t become an Internet 
billionaire without running into a 
few legal and personal problems. 
Justin Timberlake and Andrew Gar­
field co-star. Yes, Facebook sounds 
like awfully dry subject matter for a 
film. But Aaron Sorkin (“The West 
W ing”) wrote the script based on 
Ben Mezrich’s book, and the mov­
ie was directed by David Fincher 
(“Seven,” “Zaxliac"). ‘Nuff said.
“Case 3 9 ”: A social worker (Re­
nee Zellweger) enlists the help o f  a 
police detective (Ian MeShane) to 
protect a 10-year-old girl fixim her 
abusive, potentially dangerous par­
ents.
“A Woman, a Gun and a Noodle 
Shop”: The great Chinese filmmaker 
Zhang Yimou (“House o f Flying 
Daggers," “Hero”) remakes “Blood
see Movies, page 45
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Simple,” the first film by Joel and 
Ethan Coen, transplanting the origi­
nal’s Texas-badJands setting to a noo­
dle shop in western China, where an 
employee is having an affair with the 
owner's wife.
OCXS
“Life as 
We Know It”: 
Katherine Hei- 
gl and Josh Du- 
hamel co-star 
as an incom­
patible couple 
forced to learn 
to tolerate each 
other after fate 
forces them to 
raise their god­
daughter to­
gether. Bet you 
$20 that unlikely love blooms. No, 
make that $2,000 .
“Never Let Me Go”: Director 
Mark Romanek (“One Hour Photo”) 
and screenwriter Alex Garland (“Ih e  
Beach,” “28 Days Later”) adapt Ka- 
zuo Ishiguro’s novel about three in­
separable childhood friends (Keira 
Knightley, Carey Mulligan and the- 
soon-to-piay-”Spider-Man” Andrew 
Garfield) who discover a disturbing 
truth about themselves as they edge 
into adulthood.
“My Soul to Take”: Wes Craven 
(“Scream,” “A Nightmare on Elm 
Street”) returns to the horror genre 
for the first time in five years, writ­
ing and directing this thriller about 
a teenager (Max Thieriot) who is 
one o f seven young p>eopIe targeted 
by a serial killer stalking their small 
town.
“It s Kind o f a Funny Story”: A de­
pressed 16-year-oId (Keir Gilchrist), 
driven nuts by his parents and sister, 
checks himself into an adult psychi­
atric ward. Zach Galifianakis is the 
fellow patient who becomes the boy’s 
mentor in la-la land.
“Secretariat”: The luminous Di­
ane Lane stars in this fact-based story 
o f Penny Chenery, a housewife and 
mother who in 1973 took over her
Doc’s Cellar
father’s horse scabies and, with the 
help o f a trainer (John Malkovich), 
produced the first Triple Crown 
winner in 23 years.
“Waiting For Superman”: Oscar- 
winning filmmaker Davis Guggen­
heim (“An Inconvenient Truth”) 
trains his camera on the U.S. pub­
lic-education system, following the 
lives o f  five bright kids and the hur­
dles they must overcome to fulfill 
their potentials.
“I Spit on Your Grave”: The in­
famous, widely reviled 1979 exploi­
tation classic gets a fresh makeover, 
starring Sarah Butler as a writer who 
exacts horrifyingly bloody revenge 
on the men who raped and beat her 
and left her for dead. Directed by 
Steven R. Monroe, who apparently 
found some justification for reviv­
ing this unpleasant chestnut.
I W K ü i  ô l ; h e r
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in vivid 3D .
“Red": Bruce 
Freeman, John
“ J a c k a s s  
3 D ”: Johnny
K n o x v i l l e ,  
Bam Margera, 
Steve-O and 
the rest o f the 
Jackass gang 
return for 
more gross- 
out, wince-in­
ducing .stunts, 
only this time 
the boogers 
and vomit are
Willis, Morgan 
Malkovich and 
Helen Mirren are a team o f ex-CIA 
agents targeted and framed for mur­
der by their former bosses. You’ve 
never seen ruthless assassins as el­
egant and well-acted as these.
“You Will Meet a Tall Dark 
Stranger”: Writer-director Woody 
Allen returns to England for this 
story about two married couples 
(Anthony Hopkins and Gemma 
Jones, Josh Brolin and Naomi Watts) 
struggling with boredom, infidelity 
and lust. Antonio Banderas, Lucy 
Punch and Freida Pinto co-star as 
the assorted lovers and mistresses.
see Movies, page 47
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“ H o w l ” : 
James Franco is 
the famed poet 
Alien Ginsberg 
in this free­
form, quasi- 
e x p e rim e n ta l 
recounting o f 
his life and ca­
reer. The movie 
is directed by 
Rob Epstein 
and Jeffrey 
Freeman ("The
Celluloid Closet").
“Hereafter”: Director Clint East- 
wood edges into new thematic ter­
ritory —  the supernatural —  with 
this story o f a blue-collar American 
(Matt Damon), a French journalist 
(Bryce Dallas Howard) and a Lon­
don school boy (Cccile de France) 
who are touched by death in differ­
ent ways. The script was written by 
Peter Morgan (“Frost/Nixon,” “The 
Last King o f Scotland”). Color us 
intrigued.
“Paranormal Activity 2 ”: Writer- 
director Oren Pcli, who made last 
year’s “Paranormal Activity” for 
around $10 ,000  and watched the 
film go on to gross more than $ 150 
million, only served as producer for 
this sequel. The plot details and even 
the premise have been kept under 
tight wraps. Let’s just hope they come 
up with a decent ending this time.
“Stone”: A convicted arsonist 
(Edward Norton) eligible for early 
release hatches an elaborate scheme 
to convince a parole officer (Robert
arts
De Niro) that he has genuinely re­
formed. Liar!
OCX 29
“Saw 3 D ”: 
Another Hal­
loween, anoth- 
cr Saw mov- 
ie. Apparently, 
some people 
still pay money 
to watch. Later, 
those same 
people go on­
line to whine 
about how bad 
the movie was. 
Well, what did 
you expect? Did you really think the 
scries was suddenly going to turn 
good?
“Conviction”: After her brother 
(Sam Rockwell) is arrested for mur­
der and sentenced to life in prison, 
an uneducated woman (Hilary 
Swank) with two children puts her­
self through high school, college and 
law school in order to overturn the 
conviction and prove his innocence. 
Minnie Driver, Mcli.ssa I^o and Ju­
liette Lewis co-star for director Tony 
Goldwyn.
NOV. 5
i
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“ 1 2  7 
Hours:” In his 
first film since 
the Oscar-win­
ning “Slumdog 
M ill io n a ir e ,” 
director Danny 
Boyle recounts 
the harrow­
ing true story 
o f mountain 
climber Aron
Ralston (James Franco), who had 
to resort to extreme measures after a 
boulder fell on his arm and trapped 
him in a remote Utah canyon. 
Ouch.
“Nowhere Boy”: In 1955 Liv­
erpool, a brash and witty teenager 
named John Lennon (“Kick-Ass’” 
Aaron Johnson) endures a tug o f war 
for his affections between his mother 
(Anne-Marie Duff) and the aunt 
(Kristin Scott Thomas) who raised 
him. He also discovers a love o f mu­
sic and makes a new friend named 
Paul McCartney (Thomas Sangster). 
'Ihe rest, as they say, is history.
“Due Date”: Robert Downey Jr. 
returns to full-on comedy mode with 
this story o f an expectant father who 
must hitch a ride with an obnoxious 
aspiring actor (2^ch Galifianakis) 
in order to get home in time for the 
birth o f his baby. Directed by Todd 
Phillips (“The Hangover").
“Megamind": In this computer- 
animated 3-D  adventure, the ep>ony- 
mous supervillain (Will Ferrell) fi­
nally defeats his heroic arch-enemy 
(Brad Pitt), then discovers that his 
life has no meaning without some­
one to scheme against.
“ Ihc Company Men”: Three 
white-collar professionals (Ben Af­
fleck, Chris Cooper and Tommy Lee 
Jones) must reinvent their lives after 
downsizing leaves them unemployed. 
Kevin Costner, Maria Bello and Craig 
r. Nelson co-star for writer-director 
John Wells (creator o f T V ’s “E.R.”)
“Inside Job”: Charles Ferguson, 
director o f the superb Iraq War ex­
pose “No End in Sight,” returns with 
another timely documentary, this one 
exploring the chain o f events that led 
to the recent economic recession.
NOV. 12
“ M o r n - 
ing Glory”: A 
T V  producer 
(Rachel M c­
Adams) hires 
a famous an­
chorman (Har­
rison Ford) to 
revive the sag­
ging ratings 
o f her station’s 
morning news 
show, but the 
egotistical re­
porter refuses to share the stage with 
his co-anchor (Diane Keaton).
“Skyline”: The citizens o f Los An­
geles (including Eric Balfour, Don­
ald Faison and Brittany Daniel) try 
to make sense o f the strange lights 
that suddenly appear in the sky. 
Could they be evil extraterrestrials 
with highly advanced technology? 
Could they be planning to wipe 
mankind off the face o f the planet? 
I’m betting yes.
“Unstoppable": Denzel Washing­
ton, C'hrii Pine and Rosario Daw­
son arc employees o f a rail company 
racing to keep an unmanned, run­
away freight train loaded with toxic 
chemicals from destroying a city. 
Directed by Tony Scott (“The Tak­
ing o f Pelham 1 2 3”), who appar­
ently has a thing for trains.
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The American’ leaves 
viewers with questions
John Horn
LOS ANGELES TIMES
The first sequence o f “The Ameri­
can,” like much o f the rest o f the 
movie, contains scarcely any dia­
logue. The scene unfolds in the 
snowy emptiness o f Sweden, where 
Jack (George (Tooney) is hiking 
with Ingrid (Irina Bjorklund), a 
woman whose history with Jack isn’t 
revealed.
A sniper’s bullet tears through 
the frozen air, and in mere minutes 
the audience must puzzle out any 
number o f critical questions. Who 
is Jack (whose real name might be 
Hdward)? Why is someone trying to 
kill him? Wl]y docs he react as he 
does, particularly how he leave.s his 
girltrie\id?
Most movies from the big U.S. 
studios would doubtlessly provide 
responses in short order, hut “Tlic 
American” is content to leave many 
things —  including a clearer expla­
nation of what unfolds in the film’s 
opening irames —  left unsaid and 
unanswered. Very loosely adapted 
from British author Martin Booth’s 
obscure 1991 novel, “A Very Private 
Gentleman,” director Anton Cor- 
bijn’s film is a cinematic anomaly: a 
U.S. production that in look, pacing
escape his pursuers and build his final 
gun, and while there he meets Father 
Benedetto (Paolo Bonacclli) and the 
prostitute Clara (Violantc Plácido), 
who independently conspire to reveal 
a bit o f Jack’s hidden soul.
‘ fhe American" is very much a 
tale o f a man alone, and to highlight 
that vision the filmmakers not only 
switched its protagonist’s nationality 
(he’s English in the novel) but also 
surrounded Clooney with a cast and 
crew almost exclusively European. At 
a very late stage, Corbijn even recast 
the part o f Jack’s boss, replacing U.S. 
acror Bruce Altman with the Belgian 
performer Johan Leysen.
Rather than pack pages o f  exposi- 
lional dialogue into the script (cred­
ited to Rowan Joffc, following drafts 
by numerous other writers over years 
of revisions), Corbijn, who is best 
known as a photographer, relied on 
long, lingering shots o f Jack and the 
Italian countryside. “We were trying 
to make a film that had a lot o f beau­
ty in it,” the director says.
'rhat tricky juxtaposition —  beau­
ty and ugliness, life and death, heaven 
and hell —  presented any numlser o f 
obstacles in getting “ ITic American” 
made. Producers Anne Carey, Ann 
Wingate and Jill Green optioned 
Booth’s hook a decade ago, and the
Í.&
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■ !.?V I’n  ^|ure a lot o f  people will 
it’s on the slow side o f  
things. B ut I think thei 
m uch explaining in
—  Anton CorMJn
Director of “The American"
and casting is more European than 
Clooney's own Italian villa.
“I’m sure a lot o f people will 
think it’s on the slow side o f things," 
says Corbijn, whose previous film, 
2007 ’s “Control," was a critically ac­
claimed (but litdc seen) fiaionalized 
biography o f Ian Curtis, the lead 
singer o f the British post-punk band 
Joy Division who committed suicide 
in 1980. “But 1 think there is too 
much explaining in films sometimes. 
Yes, there’s not a lot o f back story on 
George’s character. But it’s enough 
for me to follow the metamorphosis 
that he is trying to achieve."
As in the book. Jack is an ac­
complished and predse craftsman, 
but what he is meticulously creating 
in the workshop isn't a handmade 
violin or a ship in a bottle: They’re 
high-powered weapons used for as- 
sa.ssinations. Jack wastes litdc energy 
worrying about the principles o f his 
calling —  it’s his job, he’s good at it 
and he takes as much pride in his 
handiwork as a gourmet chef might 
show for a faultless beef Wellington 
—  and in Booths novel he actually 
believes he’s providing something o f 
a public service, a critical cog in the 
gears o f history.
Like almost anyone with an illicit 
past, Jack must constandy watch 
the shadows, and as Corbijn’s film 
begins. Jack is looking to get out —  
with one last automatic rifle to build 
for a female shooter named Mathil- 
de (Thekla Rcuten). He heads to a 
medieval Italian town in Abruzzo to
script passed through the keyboards 
o f Nicholas Kazan (“Reversal o f For­
tune”), Danis Tanovic (“No Man's 
Land"), Caspian Tredwell-Owen 
(“The Island") and Laura Harrington 
before Focus Features was ready to 
make the $20-million movie.
The challenges were obvious. In 
addition to having a barely discernible 
moral compass, the book reads like a 
narcissist's memoir —  it’s almost all 
interior reflection. “The book is an al­
most random selection o f memories,” 
Corbijn says. “There was not really 
that much emotion displayed, and it 
was so internal.” Any action is fleet­
ing as well; the film’s opening Swed­
ish shooting doesn’t appear in Booth’s 
book until Page 205.
“There had been versions that had 
been closer and further away” from 
the novel, Carey says. But she and her 
producing partners remained drawn 
to Booth’s centra] pursuit o f redemp­
tion. “Can this guy change his life? 
Should he be allowed to change his 
life? Can you put down your gun and 
live your life? That was the organizing 
idea behind the movie,” Carey says.
Corbijn shared the sentiment. “I 
looked at the film like a western, a 
morality talc o f good versus evil,” he 
says. “Someone has done something 
bad and wants to escape it, but the 
past catches up to him.”
Reflecting the suggestion o f  trans­
formation, Clooney’s character sports 
a large tattoo o f a butterfly between
seeAmmricaHt pmge 49
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his shoulders (in the novel, the char­
acter paints the insects as a cover for 
his real profession, but in the film he 
pretends to be a photographer). And 
to show that Jack wasn’t the only 
person wrestling with his past, the 
filmmakers gave the priest an out-of- 
wedlock son.
But could Jack really be reborn? 
Would the movie mirror the book’s 
mixed but ultimately upbeat end­
ing? Could Jack and Clara drive off 
into the Italian sunset? Those que-. 
ries sparked any number ol rewrites 
and debates, changes that ultimately 
overlapped with Clooney’s casting.
“George and I had both seen 
‘Control’ and were huge fens o f the 
film. That’s a huge part o f the puzzle 
when George is considering working 
with a director,” says Clooney’s pro­
ducing partner. Grant Hcslov, who is 
also an “American” producer. “Even 
though ‘Control’ is a very different 
kind o f story, it’s beautiful. But it’s 
hauntingly beautiful. It’s not com­
mercially beautiful,” Heslov says.
Clooney, who subsequently will 
be seen in writer-director Alexan­
der Payne’s “Tire Descendants" in 
2011, ultimately weighed in on how 
he thought the movie should end. 
Without giving anything away, he 
made an unusual choice.
“This wasn’t one where we said, 
‘We’re doing an “Ocean’s Eleven” 
franchise,’” Heslov says o f the film’s
overall European tone and structure. 
“On a $70-million film, it’s less o f 
an art form. That’s just a fact. An­
ton is an artist. And he’s never going 
to tell a movie in a straightforward 
way. He’s willing to sit on a shot for 
a while and not cut away. There are
going to be people who arc going to 
be absolutely frustrated by it.”
Clooney says in an e-mail message 
that that’s specifically why he wanted 
to make “The American.”
“We wanted to do a movie in the 
vein o f the ‘70s foreign films that in­
fluenced so many great filmmakers 
today,” Clooney says. “We felt if  we 
kept the budget low, that the out­
side influences (like a studio) would 
be minimal and we were lucky that 
Focus was on board with the concept 
from the beginning.”
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Violante Placido, left, and George Clooney star in “The American.”
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Network shows get riskier
Rick Bentley
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
Launching new sitcoms is tough and 
networks are turning to edgier themes 
this season —  lost jobs, overeating, 
baby daddies, foul-mouthed parents 
—  in an attempt to make sitcoms that 
arc more rclatable to viewers.
The new CBS comedy “Mike &  
Molly” features plus-size actors as the 
romantic leads: Billy Gaidell and Me­
lissa McCarthy. It’s a change from how 
networks have traditionally cast over­
weight actors, often seen as the “best 
tnend or enemy.
“I wanted to write a show about 
two people at the beginning o f a re­
lationship.” says series creator Mark 
Roberts.
Executive producer Chuck Lorre 
adds the normal Hollywood approach 
would be to cast “Chris O ’Donnell 
and Courteney Cox” as the people who 
meet at Ovcrcaters Anonymous.
“In this case we had the courage 
and, I think, the wisdom to just cast 
people that arc just people trying to 
make their lives better and find some­
one that they can love and be loved by,” 
Lorre says. “It may be odd for televi­
sion, but I hope it’s reflective o f some 
kind o f reality that people will experi­
ence.”
The other new CBS comedy, 
“$#(ASTERISK)! My Father Says,” 
based on the popular blog by Justin 
Halpem that's a collection o f the out­
landish things his father says, has al­
ready attraaed the wrath o f the watch­
dog group Parents Teacher Council 
because o f its suggestive name.
Star William Shatner would prefer 
the show use even edgier language be­
cause it’s the way most people talk.
“I wish they would call it (exple­
tive),” Shatner says. “I’ve got grand­
children. 1 brought up three girls. 
'Ihey’vc all got kids. And you say 
‘Boopy doo-doo, you’ve got to make 
poo-poo. Come on. Make poo-pxx) 
in the toilet.’ Eventually, ‘p<x>-poo’ 
becomes (expletive). Go take a (exple­
tive), and you’ll feel better.’ You say 
that to your kids. The word (expletive) 
is around us. It isn’t a terrible term. It’s 
a natural function. Why are we pussy­
footing?”
N BC ’s attempt to push the enve­
lope is with “Outsourced,” about an 
American (Ben Rappaport) sent to In­
dia to run a call center after his com­
pany lays off a bunch o f employees.
Executive producer Kew Kwapis 
exptects viewers will relate to the com­
edy because most people have talked 
to someone at a call center in another 
country.
“That’s part o f what makes the 
show so rclatable. Part o f what we're 
trying to do is put a face to the voice 
at the other end o f the line," Kwapis 
says.
The new Fox comedy “Raising 
Hope” starts with a familiar situation 
comedy format; family. The twist is a 
young man gets custody o f  the child 
he has out o f wedlock with a woman 
put to death for being a serial killer. It’s 
a funny take on how a lower-income 
family deals with raising a baby.
Scries star Martha Plimpton has a 
different view as to how viewers will 
relate to this family.
“I think the majority o f Americans 
will probably take a certain amount o f 
solace in knowing that they’re not the 
worst patents in the world, but at the 
same time, there’s something very re- 
latablc about these people,” Plimpton 
says.
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Documentary exposes 
lies in Pat Tillman’s death
Steven Rea
THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER
On April 22, 2004, Pat Tillman was 
shot and killed in a mountain pass 
in Afghanistan. The initial reports 
said that Tillman —  the Arizona 
Cardinals defensive safety who left 
the NFL and enlisted in the Army 
after the attacks o f 9-11 —  had died 
while valiantly defending his fellow 
Rangers when they were caught in 
a Taliban ambush. It was a tragic 
story, and a great one.
Only problem: It wasn’t true.
Five weeks later, the Army an­
nounced that Tillman had been 
killed by U.S. gunfire, a terrible mis­
take attributed to “the fog o f war.” 
But the spokesmen stuck to their 
story about the ambush, and the 
football star’s valor in the heat o f 
battle.
Ihat, it turns out, wasn’t true ei­
ther.
C.aught in the middle o f the 
conflations and contradictions were 
the surviving members o f Tillman’s 
family: his mother, Mary “Dannie” 
Tillman; his two brothers, Kevin 
and Richard; his widow, Marie; 
and his father, Patrick Tillman Sr. 
They could easily have accepted the 
Army’s version o f events —  after all, 
it painted their fallen loved one as a 
patriot, a hero.
But, as Amir Bar-lev’s wrenching 
documentary, “The Tillman Story,” 
reveals, the family was not ready to 
accept easy lies. Nor were they will­
ing to let Pat become a symbol in a 
propaganda campaign. They insisted 
on finding out what really happened. 
And they defied the Pentagon, the 
White House and Congress in their 
efforts to uncover the truth.
“There’s something that we do —  
the media, the public —  to a family 
in the role that the Tillmans were 
in that takes away their dignity,” 
says Bar-Lev. “They can be used as 
a kind o f prop for the pageantry 
that we wanted to put on to cel­
ebrate Pat Tillman’s sacrifice. ... But 
the Tillmans have hung onto their 
dignity. That’s one o f the most no­
ble things about this family, is that 
they’ve resisted that. They’ve tried
to seize control o f their son’s story, 
their husband’s story, their brother’s 
story.”
Narrated by Josh Brolin, “The 
Tillman Story” offers a powerful 
portrait o f a fiercely independent- 
minded clan, and an equally pow­
erful condemnation o f military and 
government institutions playing fast 
and loose with the facts. Bar-Lev’s 
2007 documenury “My Kid Could 
Paint That” similarly explored issues 
o f truth: Did a 4-year-old girl really 
paint these abstract artworks selling 
for five and six figures in New York 
galleries?
But the issue assumes far greater 
weight in “TheTillman Story,” and no 
one —  not the generals, not the Bush 
administration, not the television and 
print news outlets that “reported” the 
story about Tillman’s heroic sacrifice 
in combat —  comes away unsullied. 
In fact, though there’s plenty o f cul­
pability to go around, the news media 
come off as particularly complicit —  
and irresponsible —  in their coverage 
o f the Tillman affair.
,“To me, it’s really the hean o f the 
issue. The reason that these hand­
ful o f liars in the last administration 
were able to deceive the American 
people is because their deception 
touched a nerve," says Bar-Lev, who 
incorporates footage from the “res­
cue” o f Jessica Lynch —  the Army 
private in Iraq who was hailed as a 
hero, but subsequently accused the 
government o f embellishing her story 
as part o f a concerted propaganda ef­
fort —  into “The Tillman Story,”
“Jessica Lynch and Pat Tillman 
were characters derived straight out 
o f our movie mythology,” Bar-Lev 
says. “And everybody gets off, basi­
cally, when it seems as though the 
movies have come to life.
“And the press knows that. ... 
They know they can sell many, many 
bottles o f shampoo. In other words, 
it’s good for their advertising, it’s 
good for their ratings. It’s like mice 
and cocaine."
Bar-Lev wants to make it clear that 
“The Tillman Story" is not a political 
film. What happened under the Bush
see Tilimatit page 52
^  VIV
M U S T A N G  D A IL Y MCCLATCHV TRIBUNEMary Tillman, the mother o f Pat Tillman who was lulled in Afghanistan by 
friendly fire, listens as her other son Kevin Tillman testifies before a U.S. House 
committee on Tuesday, April 24, 2007, in Washington, DC, about the Depart­
ment of Defense’s handling of the case.
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After long hiatus, ‘Love Song’ singer 
Sara Bareilles finds music making path
Amy Kaufman
U3S A N G ELES  H M ES
Sara Bareilles’ opinions tend to re­
veal themselves in song. Her first hit 
evidenced just that: Though thinly 
veiled, “Love Song” was about the 
disdain she felt toward record label 
executives who insisted she deliver a 
commercial radio single.
*Tm not gonna write you a love 
song ‘cause you asked for it, ‘cause 
you need one," she sang defiantly on 
the 2007 track, which went on to 
earn two Grammy nominations and 
land at the top o f Billboard's Pop 100 
chart.
“Yeah, it was ironic that it end­
ed up working out,” she said last 
month, smiling as she sat outside at 
the French Market Cafe in Venice a 
few blocks from her house. “But 1 
love being able to feel like 1 received 
a message from that, which is: What­
ever success 1 may have is not going 
to come from a place where I’m try­
ing to fit a mold. It’s going to have to 
come from an authentic place.”
But finding that zone —  the one 
where she’s pleasing herself but still 
satisfying the expectations o f her la­
bel and fans —  has, it seems, been the 
perennial struggle for Bareilles. Her 
second major label release, “Kaleido­
scope Heart” —  which was released 
Sept. 7 and quickly became the No. 
1 -selling album on iTunes —  didn’t 
come easily. In fact, after coming off 
nearly three years on the road to pro­
mote her first record “Little Voice," 
the last thing she wanted to do was 
write music.
So she spent a couple o f months 
searching for her first home, finally 
settling upon a shabby chic bunga­
low. She took yoga classes, had din­
ner with friends, went on a trip to 
Spain. Gradually she started to feel 
the weight o f her time off, which was 
becoming somewhat considerable.
“It was such a long time between 
that record and this record,” said
MCCLATCHEY TRIBUNE
Musician Sara Bareilles arrives at the Cosmopolitan honors John Mayer as fiin 
fearless mde o f the year event at Qpriani in New York Qty, March 3, 2008.
Bareilles, 30. “Three years —  and 
nowadays, everyone’s attention span 
is so short, you feel like you’ve gotta 
get it out immediately. I definitely 
felt a sense o f fear that 1 was falling 
behind because there were people 
that released records around the 
same time that I did, like Colbie 
Caillat and Ingrid Michaelson, and 
they both came out with their re­
cords in February. And I remember 
being like, ‘I don’t have anything to 
put out.’”
Inexplicably, the process had be­
come more difficult. She wasn’t lik­
ing most o f the songs she was writ­
ing.
“There’d be a sense of, ‘Oh, I 
have no desire to play that again,’ or 
I’d listen to a song for a while and 
I’d be like, ‘What am I even saying? 
Those words don’t mean anything to 
me,’” she said. “And that was my big 
fear with this record —  that I wasn’t 
going to care about this music.”
Still, time was passing, and her 
manager kept prodding her to go 
into the studio.
At his urging, Bareilles picked 
four songs she felt O K  about and 
began to record. Hearing the mu­
sic come to' life reinvigorated her 
creatively —  but she was still grap­
pling with the idea o f how it would 
be received.
“That was the big challenge for 
me, was to try to break through the 
contparc and contrast game and not 
worry about everyone clse’s expecta­
tions,” she said, rubbing her nose, 
which is pierced by a small stud. “It 
feels like such an honor and a bless­
ing to have had success with the 
first record, but at the same time, it 
comes with a sense o f pressure that 
you have to surpass what’s already 
come before you. It’s tough to be 
competing against yourself.”
Kven Neal Avron, who produced 
“Kaleidoscope Heart,” admitted he
see Singer, page 40
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Tillman
continued from page 50
administration with Tillman and 
Lynch —  the hagiography, the re­
writing o f  history —  has happened 
down through the ages.
Yes, lefty doc-mcister Michael 
Moore hailed Bar-Levs film when 
it premiered at Sundance in Janu­
ary. “But a few hours later somebody 
came up to me and said, ‘Well, I’m
an American exceptionalist and an 
ardent pro-military conservative and 
I thought your film was amazing,’” 
Bar-Lev reports.
“Obviously, there are people in 
some quarters who are angry about 
(the film), but it’s an interesting de­
bate to have. ... The soldiers and the 
veterans who have seen the film have 
very much responded to it and have 
felt it to be accurate.
“I look forward to a real debate 
with those"" people who accuse the
Sic- :
film o f being anti-military. I don’t 
see it that way.
“To me, this is a story, re­
ally, about publicists behind the 
scenes. Yes, publicists. And the 
question for people who are an­
tiwar or pro-war is, do you want 
publicists running our wars, or 
do you want soldiers and generals 
running our wars?
“This is the worst example of 
using soldiers, and even using 
generals, for political photo ops.”
W T l
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Oprah
. continued from page 56
be most profound. At ABC-owned 
W LS-TV, the station that hired 
Winfrey from Baltimore as a local 
morning host and then launched 
her in syndication, Emily Barr, 
president and general manager, is 
counting on the overall strength o f 
her station to carry it through the 
loss o f “Oprah.”
“Oprah’s meant a tremendous 
amount to this station,” Barr said. 
“Her legendary status was nurtured 
here. We, even more than most, re­
ally fully appreciate her unbelievable 
talent.”
Yet, as to her leaving, “I’m not
Erik Logan, a president o f Harpo 
along with Salata. “We are the No. 1 
syndicator o f daytime program­
ming.”
The goal, Salata added, is to 
continue to use and nurture not 
only the Harpo facilities but all the 
producing talent that has been de­
veloped during Winfrey's tenure. 
Tliere’s a psychological afterglow 
too. Chicago Film Office director 
Rich Moskal credits “what the show 
did and what she did for Chicago in 
raising its profile as a place where 
television shows happen. It did a lot 
for our credibility as a production 
center, and 1 don’t think any o f  that 
goes away.”
In the T*V Guide interview, W in­
frey floared the possibility o f stag-
' \
alx& s^ wanted to leave when I 
th^platform was still vital and 
held some kind of me; 
hearts and minds of the au^nc;;^
—  Oprah Winfrey
Host of “The Oprah Winfrey Show“
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Bill Watton, Chief 
Cal Poly University Police
whimpering," she said. “We’re pretty 
sanguine about it. We appreciate the 
fact we’ve been given time to devel­
op an appropriate program to put in 
its place.”
The station will mount a local 
show in Winfrey's long-held 9 a.m. 
slot.
(And, Barr adds, in all likelihood 
A BC’s “Jimmy Kimmel Live!” will 
move up an hour, no longer delayed 
by the late-night “Oprah" re-run.) 
Winfrey’s Harpo Productions will 
continue as a fixture on the West 
Side, executives said, trying to devel­
op new programming and working 
on existing Harpo shows. No firm 
figure was available for how many o f 
the more than 400  Chicago Harpo 
jobs will remain after “Oprah” ends.
“It’s going to continue to be a vi­
brant source o f producing television 
beyond the sunset o f the show," said
ing her final original show —  which 
would run in May —  in Soldier 
Field. This was only one possibility, 
and nothing is close to firm.
“1 think we’re going to let the ride 
o f this season help shape how we’re 
going to land it,” said Salata, “and 
we’ll see what feels right to Oprah.”
But Winfrey could certainly fill 
the seats. And as a metaphor for her 
impact on American television, it’s 
hard to argue that a football stadium 
overstates the case.
“She invented this career for her­
self," said “Living Oprah” author 
Okrant.
“She invented this empire, and 
I think it’s time for her to reinvent. 
She certainly could keep skating 
along, but I admire the fact that she’s 
making a change. Coming from the 
world o f theater, 1 know the rule: Al­
ways leave them wanting more."
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Introducing ‘Holywood,’ Central 
Florida’s answer to Hollywood
Roger Moore
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL
Ih e  movies already have a Holly­
wood and a Bollywood, but some 
local filmmakers see Central Florida 
staking its claim as “Holywood.”
A single faith-based movie filmed 
here last year has led to a handful o f  
like-minded movies being shot from 
Ocoee to M ount Dora.
“The Whisper Home,” based on 
the biblical parable o f  the prodigal 
son, was filmed in Ocoee last winter. 
It has its Florida premiere Saturday 
at the Ocoee-based Central Florida 
Film Festival.
An adaptation o f a Christian 
children's fantasy novel, “Ryann 
Watters and the King’s Sword,” just 
wrapped location filming in Mount 
Dora.
“Heading Home,” a faith-based 
drama about redemption and base­
ball, was written by local filmmaker 
De Miller and is slated to go before 
cameras in Lake County in O cto­
ber.
or wherever, so they help you out.” 
As in California, you can film in 
Florida all year. And “there’s all this 
acting talent, thanks to the theme 
parks,” Nixon said.
This being Florida, sometimes 
“retired” talent is available. The 
producers o f  “Heading Home” 
hope to use Gary Burghoff o f  T V ’s 
“M *A *S*H ," a snowbird who win­
ters in Florida, just as they did in 
their earlier venture, “Daniel’s Lot.” 
Another plus: the local churches. 
To a one, filmmakers involved in 
Florida’s faith-based films take their 
inspiration from the Albany, Ga., 
Sherwood Baptist Church, where 
the Kendrick brothers —  ministers 
and aspiring moviemakers —  made 
“Flywheel,” “Facing the Giants” 
and then the $40  million hit “Fire­
proof.”
Ministers and congregants be­
came the volunteer crew, donors and 
actors in those films. Nixon, who 
has two upcoming Central Florida 
projects, was a producer and second- 
unit director on “Fireproof.”
' e w a n t e d  to  minis- 
om lide the four walls o f the 
ch u rch .... Movies seem UIIb
ter way o f  spreading our
—  Ken Barclay
Director of Student Life and Ixadership
And the local producers o f “Let­
ters to God,” the first big faith- 
based movie shot here, plan to film 
two more faith-based projects here 
before the end o f the year.
David Nixon, who co-directed 
“Letters to God,” is a firm believer 
that Central Florida “should be the 
capital o f  Christian films. We have 
world-class facilities, just as good or 
better than L.A."
Adds Miller, “We’d like Central 
Florida to be ‘Holywood’ because 
we want to get the ‘L’ out o f Hol­
lywood."
Unlike Hollywood’s blockbust­
ers, these faith-based films are made 
on micro budgets. “Letters to God,” 
which started this Central Florida 
boomiet, cost $3 .5  million to pro­
duce. But the films following in its 
footsteps have even smaller bud­
gets —  ranging from $78 5 ,0 0 0  
for “Ryann Watters and the King’s 
Sword” to $ 7 0 ,0 0 0  for "The W his­
per Home.”
Most are made with lots o f do­
nated labor, locations and gear. “Ry­
ann Watters" was shot on camera.s 
donated by a church member, said 
Kerry L. Fink, C E O  o f T T G  Stu­
dios, the film’s producers.
“We tell folks this is a God-sized 
project, so we’re believing God 
(will) step in where our resources 
and abilities stop,” Fink said.
Several factors are attracting 
faith-based filmmakers to Central 
Florida as their location o f  choice.
“We have A-list crew who don’t 
get the chance to showcase their 
work very often,” said Jaime Velcz- 
Soto, director o f “The Whisper 
Home.” “They want the chance to 
make movies here, and not in L.A.
wood.com. .
Bur as Miller learned with his 
previous film, “Daniel's Lot,” part­
nering with a church or ministry 
doesn’t guarantee a movie will be 
financed, finished or successful.
“Funding is still the hardest 
thing for any indie film, whether 
it’s faith-based or not,” said Paul 
Sirmons, a local producer and di­
rector, and former film commis­
sioner for the state o f Florida. As 
for state incentive money, “There 
is a 5 percent bonus for family- 
friendly films, but religion is not a 
qualifying factor.”
Just as faith-based filmmakers 
are upsetting the traditional film- 
making model, the day may come 
when such films bypass Hollywood 
altogether. Texas-based Heartstone 
Productions already is taking faith- 
based films directly to churches, 
“so churches may be our next 
movie theaters,” said Jerry Eisinger, 
screenwriter and star o f “Whisper 
Home."
Like other Central Florida film­
makers, FTsingcr sees faith-based 
movies helping fill a gap in Holly­
wood’s offerings.
“Family, faith-based films, mov­
ies with positive messages, 1 think 
there’s a place for them,” Eisinger 
said. “That’s where we hope to 
make our movies.”
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“It doesn’t hurt that we have a 
lot o f  churches in Central Florida,” 
Nixon said. His “I.cttcrs to G od” 
used a W inter Garden church for a 
location and volunteers. “Churches 
that arc totally into this are a real 
asset.”
More recently, Margaret Marquis 
o f Ocoee Christian Church offered 
her church as home base for “W his­
per Home,” said Velez-Soto. “We 
used it for locations, and members 
o f  the church cooked for us and 
pitched in.”
Using film as a means o f evangel­
ical outreach has prompted at least 
one local church to set up its own 
production company.
“We’ve always wanted to minister 
outside the four walls o f  the church, 
to the whole world,” says Pastor 
Matthew J .  Shaw o f the Faith and 
Power Worship Center in Apopka, 
the church behind Faith and Power 
Pictures. “Movies seem like a better 
way o f  spreading our message."
Faith and Power Pictures pro­
duced “Daniel's Lot,” based on 
writer-director Dc Miller’s idea o f 
erecting a cross in his front yard. 
That effort went direct to video, 
but M iller hopes their next project, 
“Heading Home,” will reach the­
aters.
W ith a budget o f $26 0 ,0 0 0  —  
nearly a third o f that from state- 
film-commission incentives —  the 
baseball movie will star FV actor 
Dean Denton (“Days o f  Our Lives,” 
“Dark Skies"). Ex-major leaguers 
John Denny and Davey Johnson are 
on board as consultants, plus there 
arc offers o f help from hundreds o f 
volunteers. An October start date 
has been set, and they’re raising 
funds through a website: helpholy-
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PATRICK RNA MUSTANG DAILY
In-N-Out Burger was founded in 1948 and has more than 150 locations 
throughout California, Nevada, Arizona, Utah and —  coming soon —  Texas.
see Sum m er, p ag e  5 5
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PATRICK FINA MUSTANG DAILY 
Ih e  Central Coast boasts great 
beaches for surfing or hanging out in 
the sand. Popular spots include Avila 
Beach and Pismo Beach.
PATRICK FINA MUSTANG DAILY 
The Sunset Drive In is one o f approximately 20 drive ins that still operate in 
California. It has been owned by the same family since it’s beginning.
PATRICK FINA MUSTANG DAILY
The Mee Heng Lew Chop Suey Shop, located on Palm Street next to the Palm 
Theatre, hosts musicians in the restaurant.
PATRICK FINA MUSTANG DAILY
lA>cated approximately 18 miles from Cal Pbly’s campus. Montaña de Oro State Park offers visitors a chance to go mountain hiking, hiking or camping.
splash cafe
Come to our original location by the beach in 
Pismo. or our .second location near downtown 
SLO to try our world famous clam chowder!
both locations feature: our famous award winning 
clam chowder in freshly baked sourdough bread bowls, 
fresh hsh & chips, hsh tacos, burgers, salads & more'
open daily: breakfast, lunch & dinner
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Oprah Winfrey’s final season is a must see
Steve Johnson
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
Take away Oprah Winfrey, and what 
is left o f  daytime television?
Judges running pantomime tri­
als, a smidgen o f juris and even less 
prudence. Comics and actors trying 
to be warm and insightful from a 
host's chair, like Oprah, Paternity 
tests and the melees they provoke. 
A mustachioed pop psychologist. A 
game show or two, but nothing great 
like “Password” or even kitschy-fun 
like “Match Game.” Whichever soap 
operas remain. Local news. Lots o f 
. local news.
All o f it seems so ... slight, com ­
pared with the colossus that has been 
Winfrey. For 24 seasons the onetime 
Baltimore news anchor has dominat­
ed her realm like few other modern 
media surs. And now, after the tele­
vision season that begins Monday, 
she is leaving, turning out the lights 
on her daily talk show syndicated to 
broadcast stations nationwide.
“It just feels like the right time,” 
.she told T V  Guide last month in the 
only preseason interview she is do­
ing. “I always wanted to leave when 
I felt the platform was still vital and 
held some kind o f  meaning in the 
hearts and minds o f the audience.”
“I think it’s good. I think its 
time,” said Robyn Okrant, a Chica­
go performer and writer who spent a 
year following every bit o f Winfrey 
advice for the blog and book “Liv­
ing Oprah.” “1 actually don’t think 
her star will ever fade. But there’s 
a younger audience out there now. 
Chelsea Handler and Ellen (DeGe- 
neres) focus so much more on celeb­
rity and piopular culture. The tastes 
o f audiences have changed.”
While some online comment- 
ers have greeted Winfrey’s planned 
departure with remarks such as “fi­
nally,” many more fans arc missing 
her already.
“I’m not ready to let her go,” said 
Tosha Ridgeway, an English teacher 
at Rockwall (Texas) High School 
who uses a life-size Oprah cutout as 
her hall pass and “Oprah” shows on 
Columbine and racism as teaching 
tools.
“I’m not really accepting it just 
yet,” added Ridgeway, who was in­
terviewed while at a Texas airport, 
waiting to fly to Chicago to attend 
an Oprah uping.
But like Jeff Gordon driving a 
slow victory lap, Winfrey will give 
us plenty o f time to admire her and 
to say farewell. The show this season 
looks to be a revisiting o f past glories
and a cementing o f Winfrey’s place 
in the American firmament, the bet­
ter to give her momentum into her 
next venture, an evening talk show 
originating out o f Los Angeles that 
will air on Winfrey’s own cable chan­
nel, the Oprah Winfrey Network.
“1 can’t imagine that this season is 
going to be anything but sentimen­
tal and reverent and fluffy," said 
Okrant. “She’s going to give her 
superfans what they want.”
“This year is the Mount Ever­
est o f bar raising,” said Sheri 
Salara, the show’s executive 
producer. “There is a gravity to 
this and a sense o f responsibility.
For every show, we’re looking to 
create a moment that we might 
not have had in another year."
Producers have asked themselves, 
she said, “How do we do everything 
bigger and better and even more 
delightfully this year? We’re look­
ing at everything as an ‘ultimate.’ So 
when the show does its last ‘Favorite 
Things’ giveaway episode during No­
vember sweeps, it’ll be the ultimate” 
Favorite Things episode. Salara said.
Through Oprah.com, Winfrey’s 
staffhas put out feelers for —  among 
other topics —  members o f past au­
diences, people who’d like Oprah to 
come visit their towns and people
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hour. They’ve 
identified, Sal- 
ata said, some 
70 ,000  people 
with stories to tell 
about the show’s impact.
“This year is about creating mo­
ments,” Winfrey told T V  Guide. 
“So 1 can assure you we’re saying to 
all o f our celebrity friends this is not 
the year you can come on and just 
promote your book or promote your 
song. You have to create moments.”
Tom Cruise jumping on the 
couch? Ihat’s a moment. James Frey 
pushing his harrowing “memoir,” “A 
Million Little Pieces,” then return­
ing to be upbraided by Winfrey for 
duping her and his readers? A couple 
o f moments. The one Winfrey cited 
was a surprise appearance by Mary 
Tyler Moore that had the host cry­
ing, hard, on air.
Monday’s first show will presum­
ably be Moment Central. A year ago 
this week, Winfrey closed off Chica­
go’s central shopping street, Michi­
gan Avenue, for a street party o f a 
season opener featuring the Black 
Eyed Peas and their latest jingle, plus 
hundreds o f Chicagoans dancing in 
unison.
The finale-season opener will also 
leature celebrities and music, but it’s 
being billed as a secret. Tune in and 
find out, and all that.
What isn’t secret is that, while 
ads for Winfrey’s final year are be­
ing sold at a premium, her departure 
will leave a void in the schedules o f 
many stations around the country,
“Her loyal audience has a lot o f 
choice —  including Oprah, as she 
will be on cable,” said Larry Wert, 
president o fN B C  Ixical Media fofthe
M id­
west and 
West. “But, competitively, 
Oprah stations will be chal­
lenged to try and hold those 
audiences, and compietitors 
will see it as an opportu­
nity to grow audience 
share.”
 ^ A lot o f bets are
on DeGeneres and 
her upbeat, celebri­
ty-focused talk show being the big 
recipient o f Oprah’s castoff audi­
ence. But Nate Berkus, the Chicago 
decorator who is Winfrey’s latest 
protege (after Drs. Phil and Oz), 
launches his New York-based syndi­
cated talk show Monday. And with 
the industry figuring Winfrey will 
get a ratings boost during her swan 
song year, the real push to take her 
place will come next season.
“All the syndicators are in a mad, 
mad dash to get a replacement 
show," Wert said. “Everyone who 
competes against her numbers is 
looking toward her departure as an 
opportunity.”
But DeGeneres just doesn’t cut 
it, said C'hicago-area Oprah fan 
Karli Sherlag. Sheriag and her then- 
fiance both won Pontiacs on W in­
frey’s memorable giveaway show in 
2004. Ih e  cars are gone —  one sold 
right away to pay the taxes on the 
winnings, the other just a couple o f 
years ago to make way for a bigger 
vehicle —  but the loyalty remains.
“She’s the only one that I have 
on my TiVo,” said Sherlag, 28, an 
administrative assistant. “I’ve tried 
watching, like, ‘Ellen’ and the other 
ones,’ and I just don’t get into them. 
Oprah’s just more with reality, down 
to earth. I think she genuinely cares 
about the public and people she 
doesn’t really know.”
In Chicago, where Winfrey got 
her national start and where she 
makes her show, the impact may
f*
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Local restaurant opens second location in downtown SLO
Managers of Fat Cats Café hope to diaw college students with new location
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NHA HA MUSTANG DAILY
Fat Cats Café opened in San Luis Obispo on July 14 in place of Baja Fresh.
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Fat Cats Cafe opened a new restau­
rant in downtown San Luis Obispo 
on July 14. The restaurant replaced 
Baja Fresh on the corner o f Santa 
Rosa and Higuera streets.
Yvonne Mendivel, front man­
ager o f the new restaurant and the 
existing Avila Beach location, said 
that despite a downturn in the over­
all economy, Fat Cats Cafe was not 
strained hnancially. Mendivel said 
it seemed like a good time to open 
a new location.
While the Avila Beach location 
caters to tourists, Mendivel said she 
hopes the new location will draw 
the college and local community 
with cheap lunch items and dollar 
draft beers.
“We want to provide good 
food and make (customers) feel at 
home," Mendivel said. “A lot o f 
customers feel like they’re long-lost 
relatives because they only come 
once a year.”
In order to achieve a homey feel­
ing, Fat Cats Café serves what busser 
Kyle Loomis calls “comfort foods,” 
such as burgers and breakfast. Some 
o f the signature items on the Fat 
Cats Café menu include seafood, a 
variety o f burgers and sandwiches as 
well as unique breakfast items such 
as a lobster benedict served on sour­
dough toast.
“It’s best to say we have a little bit 
o f everything,” he said. “We have a 
lot o f variety.”
The warmth and comfort food 
matches the friendly atmosphere, 
Ix>omis said.
Local resident Stacy Dublew 
agrees.
“(Fat Cats) is really fun. I like the 
ambiance,” Dublew said. “It matches 
the environment o f the Avila Beach 
location too.”
Fat Cats Café renovated parts o f 
the interior o f Baja Fresh to fit the 
café’s style. The restaurant was paint­
ed and a waitress station replaced 
the Baja Fresh salsa bar. A bar with 
seating was also added on the patio. 
The restaurant anticipates adding
fe-
more signature “fat cat” artwork to 
fit its theme.
Brent O . Vanderhoof, adminis­
trative assistant o f the Downtown 
Association, said that overall. Fat 
Cats Café has received a warm re­
sponse.
“F-veryone that’s commented 
about it has been excited to have a 
restaurant o f  this nature downtown, 
especially one with a great reputa­
tion and loyal following. The Down­
town Association is very pleased that 
such a prominent corner location 
has found a new tenant so quick­
ly,” Vanderhoof said. “Additionally, 
we’re very excited that Fat Cats Café 
is participating in some o f our com ­
munity events such as Farmers’ Mar­
ket and Taste o f  San Luis.”
Fat Cats Café sells tacos and chili 
bread bowls to the public during 
Farmers’ Market with a booth at 785 
Higuera St.
Even with the addition o f the 
new Fat Cats Café, Mendivel assures 
that the future o f the Avila Beach lo­
cation is looking good and will be 
remodeled with more tables.
>-
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The San Luis Obispo Fat Cats Café is the second location on the Central Coast; the other is in Avila Beach. The restaurant 
serves a variety of hamburgers, sandwiches, seafood and breakfut items such as lobster benedict on sourdough toast.
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Some of the merchandise for sale at Fat Cats Café Indtide hooded sweatshirts, shirts, tank tops and hau avilahle in differ­
ent colors. The restaurant also sells coffee mugs, aprons, magnets, post cards and gift cards on its websitel
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“It you paid som ething, you’re 
investing in being there,” Key 
said. “You’re nor going to turn 
your back on the perform er. 
You’re going to show som e re­
spect.”
However, Key said he likes the 
idea o f  finding new and original 
music —  which can som etim es be 
tied to the small free concerts.
“O ne thing I like about the 
free shows is that people m ight 
discover somebody," Key said. 
"T hey  might just show up and 
give it a chance."
Down the road from the Steyn- 
berg Gallery in the more central 
downtown area is Linnaca’s Café,
alternative blues-rock band. T h e 
W illow s, plays at Linnaea’s, said 
the relaxed environm ent o f  a 
small venue allows the artist to 
becom e more com fortable with 
perform ing.
“It provides a low-stress envi­
ronm ent for musicians to express 
themselves —  they’re not pres­
sured to perform  in any way other 
than the way they desire,” C im o 
said.
T h e W illows have also per­
formed at Vraja’s K itchen, which 
also hosts free music on Friday 
nights. T h e  small alm ost-m iss- 
it vegan restaurant is located on 
C horro Street, across the street 
from  Bull’s Tavern. O w ner Vraja 
Sauer said that her restaurant is 
more o f  a hom e than a venue.
“1 don’t even th ink about free
a lot o f  m usic that goes 
Luis, and there’s a lot 
o f talent that people don^
sarily realize. ^
—  Casey McDonald
Host oi*Ccntral Cx>an Songwriters* at The Clubhouse
located on Garden Street across 
from Downtown Brewing, C o. 
Linnaea’s, which has been hosting 
free music for a num ber o f  years, 
is a favorite am ong Cal Poly stu­
dents and perform ers.
Linnaea’s hosts a variety o f  
shows, from acoustic to blue- 
grass. Employee and Cal Poly 
graduate Julia Reid said she en­
joys the weekly folk-jam  nights 
where people com e in, sit in a 
circle and rock out.
“It’s really fun because it fills 
the space with energy," Reid said. 
“It’s kind o f  cool because the m u­
sic is in the audience.”
Like T h e Clubhouse, Lin- 
naea's is also ideal lor intim ate 
songwriter perform ances. Reid 
said the café is a nice place for 
budding musicians as well as 
students who just want to hang 
out.
“I like that a lot o f  musicians 
have an opportunity to perform 
somewhere, even i f  they’re not 
w ell-know n,” Reid said. “It’s just 
a nice thing to do at night —  go 
listen to some music and maybe 
study."
Cal Poly graduate and singer- 
songwriter V ince C im o, whose
or pay or nothing. I just want ev­
eryone to have fun. I ju st want my 
friends to have a place to play,” 
Sauer said.
Usually taking the Friday night 
slot is reggae band T h e  Gravy 
Pups, who were all friends prior to 
starting the band. T h e  band plays 
to have fun, not necessarily to 
make money, said environm ental 
m anagem ent and protection se­
nior and drum m er Alex W right.
“We just love playing music 
with each other, and that’s how 
it started up. We just love playing 
music for people,” W right said. 
“And you know I ’m not really 
stressing about money right now. 
It’s just fun —  it doesn’t m atter if  
som eone pays me or not.”
Environmental engineering se­
nior and bassist Derek Manheim 
said music is a form o f  com m uni­
cation, and the band doesn’t need 
payment lor sharing it with others.
“Any opportunity, you should 
take it —  it doesn’t m atter i f  you 
get paid,” M anheim  said. “You 
make friendships, you make co n ­
nections; you open everyone else’s 
m ind when you meet other peo­
ple. It’s a good experience for ev­
eryone to share.”
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F re e  m u s ic  in  S a n  L u is  O b is p o  g ro w s
Kelly Cooper
KELLYCOOPER.MD@GMAIL.COM
San Luis O bispo is host to a va> 
riety o f  scenes —  the successful 
D J scene, the agriculture scene, 
the “hipster scene" —  yet the free 
music scene is one that is slowly 
gaining attention . However small, 
it exists, and it ’s becom ing more 
o f  an official scene every day.
As C oncerts in the Plaza is 
only a sum m ertim e gig and C o n ­
certs in the University U nion 
Plaza may con flict with students’ 
Thursday afternoon club m eet­
ings, a few small cafés and restau­
rants in the area offer a variety o f
perform ances —  free o f  charge.
O ne such venue is T h e C lu b­
house at T his O ld House. Lo­
cated a short distance past Bishop 
Peak on Foothill Boulevard, this 
small restaurant and bar features 
“Central Coast Songw riters” ev­
ery Tuesday night. T h e  showcase 
features four to five pre-booked 
singer-songwriters. H ost Casey 
M cD onald , who has been doing 
the showcase for six m onths, said 
that he wants to showcase both 
local and out-of-tow n artists.
“T h ere’s a lot o f  music that 
goes on in San Luis, and there’s 
a lot of talent that people don’t 
necessarily realize,” M cD onald
KEU.Y COOPER MUSTANG DAILY
Local music group. The Willows, perform at Liniutea’s Café in downtown San 
Luis Obispo. The Willows is just one of many groups that perform at Linnaea’s.
said.
Although the showcase doesn’t 
get as many Cal Poly students as 
M cD onald would like, he finds 
that it’s always a good atm osphere 
when students com e out to sup­
port their friends. M cD onald said 
that live music can be fleeting if  
the support is missing.
“Frankly i f  you don’t support 
live music in town, live music 
goes away,” M cD onald  said.
Although the showcase is 
free. T h e  Clubhouse does charge
a cover for weekend slots. Al­
though, having a cover charge 
for the small showcase may take 
the light o ff  the perform er, said 
owner Andrew Adams.
“I feel like it takes away from 
the perform er because he gets 
paid from pass the hat,” Adams 
said. “So i f  you’ve got to pay a 
cover charge and then you’re go­
ing to pass the hat, are you going 
to put very much in that hat? 1 
don’t th ink so, I th ink it’s doing a 
disservice to the perform ers."
Also in the singer-songwriter 
showcase business is Steve Key, 
who hosts “Songwriters at Play.” 
T h e  showcase, which jum ps 
around from venue to venue in 
the county, is free o f  charge aside 
from the Tuesday night shows 
at the Steynberg Gallery on 
M onterey Street.
Key said that charging a cover 
is a way o f  supporting the artist, 
both financially and physically.
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Palm offers viewers a solar powered experience
Sarah Parr
SARAH PARR. M D@>G m a il  . COM
T he United States’ first solar-pow­
ered movie theatre is right down 
the street. Since 2 0 0 4 , San Luis 
Obispo’s Palm Theatre has created 
solar energy utilized by the the­
ater, homes and other businesses 
nearby.
Jim  Dee, who has owned the 
Palm Theatre since its opening in 
1988, said the energy generated 
from his building feeds into a pow­
er grid-tie system for Pacific Gas 
and Electric Co. (P G & E ).
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“You can imagine us as a power 
plant and we’re creating energy 
that’s going into the grid,’’ Dee said 
o f his theatre. “P G SiE  is essentially 
paying me for that.”
Before his deal with P G & E , Dee 
paid around $ 1 ,2 0 0  to $ 1 ,5 0 0  a 
month on the theater’s electric bill 
alone. Now he pays less than $100  
a m onth, almost breaking even 
with his energy costs and usage.
Dee decided to create a mini-so­
lar plant on his roof for both busi­
ness and environmental reasons. 
He talked to P G & E  president John 
Ewan for a few years before decid­
ing to create a mini-solar plant.
“It makes sense for a business 
(like the Palm Theatre) to want to 
control its overhead costs,” Ewan 
said.
Pacific Energy Company pro­
vided all 98 top-rated, high-per­
formance solar modules for the 
theater.
T he solar modules were created 
by Camarillo-based company So­
lar World California. The modules 
contain photovoltaic cells that in­
stantaneously convert light —  not 
heat —  into electricity.
Dee first installed 80 photovol­
taic solar modules but added 18 
after he saw the success o f his roof 
conversion, Ewan said.
T he original 80 panels eliminate 
approximately 2 2 ,1 3 2  pounds o f 
carbon dioxide emissions per year; 
each o f the additional 18 modules 
contain 25 percent more power and 
eliminate 25 percent more pounds 
o f  carbon dioxide annually than 
any o f  the previous panels.
The modules create energy dur­
ing the day. The further the sun 
moves from its highest point in the 
sky, the less energy the modules 
collect, which means they generate 
different amounts o f  energy each
season.
The modules, installed by Miller 
Solar, face the sun’s highest point. 
During a good day —  which Dee 
describes as cool, yet sunny —  the 
modules can create up to 10.5 kilo­
watts an hour and 80  to 90  kilo­
watts a day. The Palm Theatre uses 
a combined total o f  100 kilowatts 
daily for the six to seven hours it 
operated.
The theater uses approximately 
2 kilowatts o f  energy for each o f  its 
three theater projector bulbs.
The popcorn machine is the 
second main source o f  energy con­
sumption. T he kettle that heats the 
popcorn takes a lot o f  power to 
maintain a stable temperature.
T he bright white roof o f  the 
Palm Theatre also helps to con­
serve energy that would otherwise 
be lost to air-conditioning on hot 
days. The membrane-material that 
makes up the roof cools the build­
ing during summer through its 
reflection, so the theater doesn’t 
have to run the air conditioning as 
often.
For both the solar modules 
and the special roof. Dee received 
$ 3 5 ,0 0 0  in rebates from the state 
government for “going green.”
After the rebates, the initial in­
stallation costs o f  $ 1 2 0 ,0 0 0  for the 
solar module set-up proved to be a 
savvy investment.
“T he initial costs were very 
high, but the long-term benefits 
are good,” Dee said. “It’s a no- 
brainer.”
Businesses that plan to operate 
for more than 10 years should in­
vest in green energy, he said. Movie 
theaters are perfect for solar power 
because operation hours usually 
spike at night, after all o f  the solar 
power is collected.
Dee has gotten media atten­
tion for the Palm Theatre’s energy 
conversion to solar power over the 
past six years. T he Tribune featured 
the Palm on the front page when it 
first installed the solar modules.
see Palm, p ag e  39
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The Palm Theatre, located on Palm Street in downtown San Luis Obispo, is the first solar powered movie theater in the 
United States. With the change, theater owner Jim Dec said his electricity bill is now less than $100 a month.
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other o f the department’s shows will 
be held in the Christopher Cohan 
Performing Arts Center (PAC). Loef- 
fler said that seeing music performed 
in the PAC is an experience in itself.
“I just love going to the PAC be­
cause it’s built for music,” Loeffler 
said. “There’s no other way to experi­
ence music that way.”
Spiller said that he fixls it’s impor­
tant to attend a performance to sup­
port your peers.
“We’ve got 70 majors and 400 to 
500 kids in ensembles. Needless to My, 
every concen has a lot o f non-majors," 
Spiller said. “So it’s kind o f good to see 
people with other interests. And it’s a 
reminder that wc’rc not supposed to 
be just pigeonholed into what we do. 
Sometimes we’re a little bit too much 
passive consumers o f everything. This 
pushes the concentration.”
The fìlli schedule o f events can 
be accessed at the music department 
website.
www.mustangdaily.net arts
Cal Poly music department releases its 2010-2011 schedule
Kelly Cooper
KEU.YCOOPER.MU@GMAIL.COM
Cal Poly’s music department has big 
plans for the 2010-2011 season. Ibis 
seasons theme: “2010-11 A Season 
Event Odyssey: Make Contact!” will 
host 40 events throughout the year, 
from small ensemble performances to 
extravagant seasonal concerts. Wheth­
er the department (jcrformances are in 
the PAC, Alex G. Spanos Theatre or 
in the Mission Plaza downtown, the. 
music department has several different 
events planned for the season.
Administrative Support Coordina­
tor for the department, Michele Abba, 
said the theme is a play on the Stanley
Kubrick Him “2001: A Space Odys-
1»sey.
“Our season is very much like an 
odyssey in that we have such a vari­
ety o f notable events throughout the 
year,” Abba said. “And we want con­
cert-goers to ‘make contact to experi­
ence the phenomenal performances by 
our very talented musicians (students, 
faculty and guest artists).”
The departments first big collabo­
ration will take place on Oct. 22, fea­
turing all o f the major fjerformance 
groups —  the choirs, the Arab Music 
Ensemble, the symphony. University 
Jazz Band I and the Wind Ensemble. 
Department chair Terry Spüler said 
choir direaor Tom Davies said they 
wanted to expand the showcase this 
year, which is normally a showcase o f 
the choirs.
“Dr. Davies has done that with his 
three choirs, but he decided to offer it 
to everybody and go outside the choir 
program and have some instrumental 
music.” Spiller said. “So its sort o f an 
offshoot. That’s probably another one 
o f the elements that make it an odys­
sey —  it’s something we haven’t tried 
before.”
Director o f the Arab Music Ensem­
ble Kenneth Habib said that working 
with Davies in collaboration presents 
an opportunity for the ensemble to 
explore its sound.
“Tom Davies has developed a great 
choral tradition here that he’s worked 
on for a long time,” Habib said. “For 
me it’s a privUege to work with his 
groups, and he’s developed tlicm to 
such a level that it enables my group to 
produce a sound that we wouldn't be
able to do on our own. So that collabo­
ration enables us to do something that 
neither ol us can do by ourselves.”
Aside from the Oct. 22 showcase, 
each of the department’s programs 
have performances planned through­
out the year, from small-group en­
semble showca.ses to featured soloist 
performances. Music junior and pia­
nist Maris Ix>cffler said she’s looking 
forward to the faculty concerts.
“There’s only so many professors in 
the department that you end up work­
ing with all o f them at some point,” 
Loeffler said. “So it’s c(x>l to see them 
do what they teach.”
The faculty, which is hosting three 
concerts this season, welcomed a new 
Director of Bands, Andrew McMa­
han. Spüler said that after the rigorous 
interview process, McMahan is the 
perfea fit.
“Like Keanu Reeves in ‘The Ma­
trix,’ he is the one,” Spüler said.
A native o f the Midwest, McMa­
han spent the last few years at Cali­
fornia State University, Stanislaus as 
the D ireaor o f Bands. He said he is 
enthusiastic about working with Cal 
Poly students.
“You can see it in your eyes —  the 
difference in Cal Poly students with 
other universities,” McMahan said. 
“The standards to get in are so high.
V-,■ .vtV .
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Cal Pbly’s music department will host a total of 40 evenu throughout the 2010-2011 school year. The department (acuity 
will also be playing a total of three concerts. Many of the performances will be held at the Performing Arts Center.
students have to be intelligent. And in 
our band program, the percentage o f 
those who are music majors is actually 
quite small compared to those who are 
not music majors. But because o f the 
intellectual level o f the student body as 
a whole, we have strong musicians be­
cause they’re able to utilize their minds 
as well as their bodies to be great play-Mers.
Both* majors and non-majors in­
volved in the wind bands will be tak­
ing on several exciting pieces this sea­
son. One o f the highlights is the Wind 
Band winter concert entided, “Music 
for the Moment,” which includes a 
popular piece by composer Aaron 
Copland, “Fanfare for the Common 
Man.”
“It’s very visceral, powerful, emo­
tional music,” McMahan said. “It’s 
perhaps, in my opinion, in the top five 
great works written for Wind Band. 
'Ihis is a piece that major universities 
perform every four years —  it’s on the 
roution. This is a significant work for 
Wind Band."
This selection, as well' as several 
see M usic, p ag e 3 6
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Danny Trejo brings bad guy character 
knowledge to a good guy role
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Steven Zeitchik
LOS ANGELES TIMES
For a man who’s so stonc-faced on 
the screen, Danny Trejo sure has a lot 
to say.
Standing up at a banquette in­
side the classic Hollywood restaurant 
Musso &  Frank on a recent after­
noon, Trejo tells an eldcrjy man hov­
ering uncertainly in the doorway to 
“come on in,” imitates director Rob­
ert Rodriguez’s text-happy fingers, 
gestures to the waiter for a refill o f his 
cranberry and 7-Up (“Manny, an­
other one!”) and turns to a reporter 
to dcciy the flaws in the California 
prison system before offering some 
culinary advice (“You’ve never had 
the eggs Benedict here? You gotta 
have them!”). Ihen, he follows said 
reporter into the restroom, where the 
business at hand does little to stop 
Trejo’s riff about the time his then-9- 
year-old-son greeted Robert De Niro 
with a “Taxi Driver” imitation. (“I 
said ‘Mi hijo, how do you know that 
movie?’”)
Welcome to the world o f f lolly- 
wmxl’s toughest bad guy —  or pos­
sibly its biggest st)cial butterfly?
For more than two decades, au­
diences have watched Trejo play a 
litany o f men you wouldn’t want to 
meet in a dark alley, charaaers such 
as El jefe. Jumpy and Hoodlum No. 
2. But when he’s not starring as the 
requisite roughneck, Trejo cultivates
a different image, 'fhe former San 
Quentin inmate is, after a fashion, a 
political activist, a neighborhood guy, 
a mainstay o f old-school Hollywood 
(he eats at Musso &  Frank once or 
twice a week), a 12-step poster-child 
and motivational speaker, and last but 
undoubtedly not least, a man Mexi­
can rock bands write songs about.
“1 was doing radio interviews and 
all o f them were asking me about my 
song,” he says, referencing a track 
about him from Monterrey rock band 
Plastilina Mosh. “I’m like, 'Come on. 
I've gone from ex-con to icon.’"
Trejo adds a more substantial notch
to his film resume this weekend with 
“Machete,” Robert Rodriguez’s im­
migrant satire-cum-exploitation film. 
Here, for a change, the actor plays 
the title character and the hero, the 
Latino legend of the over-enunciated 
title (“Mach” as in “Macho,” then 
the airless Spanish ‘T,’ then an “ete” 
that rhymes with “sensei”). A mythic, 
abstract force as much as full-blown 
character. Machete can pulverize bad­
dies with little more than the flick o f 
his wrist while making hotties like 
Michelle Rodriguez and Jessica Alba
see Trejo, p ag e 4 0
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
(L-R) Danny Trejo, Jenica Alba and Robert Rodriguez arriving for the premiere 
o f ‘Machete’ during the 67th Venice International Film Featival (Mostra) at the 
Sala Grande Palazzo, in Venice, Italy on Sept. 1, 2010.
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Graphic design guru Ed Fella comes to University Art Gallery
Sarah Parr
sa r a h p a r r .m d @ < ;m a il .c <)m
Graphic design icon Ed Fellas work 
will be exhibited at the University Art 
Gallery (UAG) Sept. 24 to Oct. 23.
Ed Fella is an early experimenter 
o f deconstructed typography, or the 
art o f type and font technique.
“I would describe (the work) as 
art-design. Its not art and its not 
exactly conventional, general graphic 
design,” Fella said. “It’s kind o f an 
in-between, so it’s kind o f like art- 
design.”
dlie exhibit will feature Fella’s 
posters, fliers, photographs and 
sketchbooks, said JeflF Van Klceck, 
the gallery coordinator for the UAG.
“He combines office copier disin­
tegration, colored pencils, rubdown 
letters, stencils and hand-inked let­
ters to create challenging and lively 
work,” Van KJeeck said.
Fella’s art is now recognized as a 
timeless influence on anything from 
clothes to commercial arts.
“His work continues to be an in­
fluence to designers from the 1980s 
to today,” Van Kleeck said. “You can 
sec his influence on everything from 
Nike to Volcom to independent 
bands and the alternative culture .aes­
thetic."
Fella, now a professor o f graphic 
design at the California Institute of 
the Arts, was once a commercial art­
ist who designed for companies such 
as Buick in Detroit.
“All o f the stuff (for the exhibit) 
isn’t commercial work. You won’t see 
any Buick posters or anything like 
that. Ifiese are all things I did for 
myself,” Fella said.
Fella found his inspiration from 
his first 30 years of being a commer­
cial artist.
“'Ihc work that I’ve done since 
then and for the exhibition is a kind 
o f deconstruction o f that 30 years of 
commercial art,” Fella said. “For the 
past 20 years or so. I’ve found the in­
spiration in my first 30 years.”
Fella decided to go back to school 
after his stint as a commercial artist 
when he was faced with “empty nest 
-syndrome,” when his two daughters 
left for college. He also wanted to get 
a master’s degree so he could teach 
and have more free time for his own 
art.
So, at 47-years-old, Fella entered 
gniduate school and received an Mas­
ter o f Fine Arts in Design from Gran- 
brook Academy o f Art in Michigan, 
which of)cncd the door for his suc­
cess and recognition as a postmodern 
graphic designer. He eventually relo­
cated to Valencia, C^lif. to teach at 
the California Institute of the Arts.
lu)uise Sandhaus, a coworker of 
Fella with the graphic design faculty 
at the C'alifornia Institute o f the Arts 
and an admirer o f Fella’s work, said 
Fella is a “remarkable re.sourcc of 
knowledge, ideas and inspiration.”
“We’re all very, very lucky to have 
him around —  which he is most of 
time .since his studio is among the 
grad workspaces,” Sandhaus .said.
Besides working in a studio. Fella 
carries sketchbooks with him and de­
signs whenever he has spare time. His 
designs arc spontaneous; he doesn’t 
have a preconceived ntition of what 
he wants tt> convey or draw. Ihey just 
flow from writing utensil to paper, he 
.said.
Fella’s work is featured and dis­
played in various graphic design his­
tory books, the Museum of Modern 
Art and the National Design Mu­
seum in New York. He also has his 
work published in a book titled “Let­
ters on America” which features ar­
ranged polaroids o f various letters he 
captured while traveling the United 
States and his own designs.
Van Kleeck said having the oppor­
tunity to display work by someone as 
established as Fella is fortunate and 
exciting.
“For the gallery, anytime we can 
get someone who is in the history 
books o f art and design, we consider 
ourselves lucky,” Van Kleeck .said.
Fella’s exhibit will be preceded by 
a reception with a lecture by Fella on 
.Sept. 24 at 5 p.m.
“What I’ll di.scuss is what the 
work is, what it’s about, you know, 
give a brief accounting o f the context 
o f (the work),” Fella said.
Ihe UAG, located in the Dexter 
building, rt)om 171, is open Tue.sday 
through .Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Ihere is no entrance fee. COURTESY PHOTO
Ed Fellas designs will be on display for a month at the University Art Gallery.
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continued from page .16
Dee said he doesn’t think people 
will want to go to the Palm T h e ­
atre just because they hear from the 
local media it’s solar-powered but 
he thinks it could benefit his busi­
ness.
“1 think people feel good about 
supporting a business that docs 
what we do,” Dee said
Cal Poly biological sciences ju ­
nior Shannon Gonzalez said she 
enjoys attending a sustainable the­
ater like the Palm.
“I think it’s really cool that they 
were able to do that because not 
many other businesses arc making
it a priority to (be sustainable),” 
Gonzalez said.
Gonzalez also likes the overall 
experience the Palm I hcatre pro­
vides, she said.
“ It’s a really cool atmosphere —  
not super fancy like other movie 
theaters,” Gonzalez said. “Their 
movies arc different; you don’t 
exactly go there fur a mainstream 
film.”
Because o f the Palm I heat re’s 
tendency to mainly show indepen­
dent, arthouse or foreign films, it is 
able to keep concession costs, such 
as popcorn, down.
The Palm Theatre is located at 
8 17  Palm St. in downtown San Luis 
Obispo. Tickets are $5 for matinee 
showings and $8 otherwise.
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Trejo
continued from page Jd
fall Into bed with him with barely a 
head nod.
In a Texas racked by immigrant 
fears. Machete is framed for anempt- 
ing to assassinate a political leader (De 
Niro), and then must exaa revenge 
on those who set him up, all while his 
outlaw reputation provides hope to 
the embattled Latino population.
“It’s an honor to be the first l.atino 
superhero,” says Trejo about a char­
acter Rodriguez conceived o f more 
than 15 years ago and who began on­
screen lile as a fake trailer in “Grind- 
house,” the director’s 2007 love letter
lull’s aa  honor to be the first La- 
tthb sifperhero. And I didn’t have 
to wear tights and I don’t have a 
Daddy-hates-m e com plex.
—  Danny Trejo
Star o( Rohert Rodriguez's “.Matheie”
to exploitation movies that he helmed 
with Quentin Tarantino. “And 1 didn’t 
have to wear rights, and 1 didn’t have 
a Daddy-hatcs-mc complex,” Trejo 
adds, bursting into laughter.
The 66-year-old’s legend off screen
is almost as rich as his new role. As 
a teenager and early twentysome- 
thing, he shuttled between prison and 
.Southern California barrios.
After he was blamed for a prison 
riot, he was sent to solitary, a period
MME C O W IE  T O  ^ 0 0
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that inspired a ded ication  to boxing  
and to an a lcohol- and drug-free life.
“1 remember 10 or 15 years ago ev­
eryone talking about the millennium 
and being all worried. And 1 would 
say ‘ Ihc millennium? 1 wasn’t sup­
posed to get out of the ‘60s.’”
In 1985, Trejo’s life was working as 
a substance-abuse counselor spiritual­
ly far from Hollywood when he ended 
up getting coun.scling work on the set 
of Andrei Konchalovsky’s “Runaway 
Irain.” Konchalovsky spotted him, 
liked his leathery face, and gave him 
a role.
A quarter o f a century later, the 
actor has starred in .seemingly every 
third Holl\'wt>od action movie includ­
ing “Heat,” “Con Air” and numerous 
Robert Rodriguez films (in which his 
character is almost always named for 
a weapon). Trejo averages between 10 
and 13 movies per year, often showing 
up on set for a few days, plying his 
villainous trade and leaving. He does 
that so often he frequently doesn’t re- 
nietnber the film’s director, or its title.
“Acting for me is like being a con­
tractor o r« plumber or a hou.se paint­
er. 1 don’t distinguish what hou.se I’m 
gonna paint. Just ‘cu7. I’m not getting 
as much money for this hou.se 1 still 
have to do a gtwd job,” he .says, in 
slightly accented English, describing 
his attitude toward his earlier charac­
ter parts. “I was Inmate No. 1 for five 
years (early) in my career. And 1 was 
the best Inmate No. 1 they ever h.-id.”
Lrejo can no longer perform action 
scenes as Htiidly xs he once did. But 
age hxs somehow made him tougher, 
the lines that cris.scross his weather­
beaten face suggesting deals he’s com­
mandeered, cops he’s outsmarted, 
men he’s killed (on screen). In “Ma­
chete” his face is his best weapon, his 
silence iivstilling fear.
Trejo’s costar M ichelle  RtKlriguez 
recalls being scared o f  the actor —  at 
first.
“He’s so imposing physically to
look at. I was a little afraid o f him,” 
says the actress. “But then you meet 
him and it’s like there’s a child inside.
“He’s so pure,” she adds, referring 
to the first time, she saw him playing 
with Alba’s 2-year-old daughter on 
set, or handing out Gatorade on his 
days off.
Iheie is something cuddly about 
Trejo —  even with the mustache and 
numerous tattoos, he can feel like a 
puppy who just wants to be around 
people.
Ihc Arlcta, Cvolif.-based actor stays 
close to his working-class roots, visit­
ing his elderly mother several times a 
week or dispatching one o f the con- 
siglieri he travels with —  “Max and 
Mario and some other guys” —  to 
visit her too. (Sometimes the neigh­
bors get scared and call the cops, but 
he rexssures them it’s OK.)
Trejo loves .seeing movies as much 
as loves acting in them, though his 
viewing tastes run pretty much to the 
movies he’d star in.
“My kids” —  he has three chil­
dren, ranging in age from 20 to 29, all 
from relationships before his current 
wife —  “whett they go see a movie, 
they’ll tell me what movies to watch. 
They’ll say, ‘Dad, don’t see this.’ They 
know if it’s too mushy or too slow or 
tot) much thinking” —  he laughs —  
“I’ll start bothering pet)ple around 
me. There was a movie they told me 
not to sec: ‘Where the Wild Things 
Go,’ I think it wxs called?”
Ihe conversation veers to “Eat 
Pray Invc,” which hxs just come out 
and seems, as a refwrtcr mentions, not 
the kind of movie T rejo would be star­
ring in as the role of, say, the medicine 
man.
“Yes, 1 don’t see that cither,” he 
says, laughing. “Actually, wait a min­
ute. I did play a medicine man.” He 
tries to remember. “1 forget the name. 
Was it —  no, the other one. I think 
it was the one with jcan-Claudc Van 
Damme.”
Song
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felt the pressure.
“Since it’s such a hit-driven mar­
ket, as a producer, I have to make 
sure I can deliver on that front,” he 
said. “But Sara writes |>op songs —  
she wrote ‘Love Song’ —  so it’s not 
like you’re turning an orange into an 
apple."
That doesn’t seem to be the way 
Bareilles views herself. Iliough she’s 
known for her plucky singles, she 
feels more at home in the type of 
achy, honest piano ballads that come 
at the end of her new album. Even 
the way she was drcs.scd —  simple 
blue denim jacket, white jeans —  ap­
peared far more indie girl than fxip 
tart.
“I have a lot o f respect for people 
that can have a persona, like Lady 
Gaga or Katy Perry,” she said. “But 
even when 1 signed with Epic, I was 
really, really concerned that .some­
thing was going to happen that 
would make me feel that I’d .sold out 
or that I was going to get pressured 
to look or feel or be a certain way.” 
When she looks back now, she added, 
that sensation, as well as a measure o f 
fear, permeated the beginning o f her 
career. “Walking a red carpet for the 
first time —  there was not even an 
ounce o f that that was fun to me.”
Her discomfort in the spotlight 
is somewhat perplexing, consider­
ing that as a young girl she used to 
climb onto a stump in her backyard 
to perform for a nonexistent audi­
ence, and practiced piano for hours 
after school each day. At 18, she left 
her hometown o f Eureka, Calif., for
UCLA, where she joined the campus 
a cappclla group and quickly found 
kindred spirits.
But she really found her voice mu­
sically, she said, when she spent a year 
studying abroad in Italy.
“I didn’t have a musical outlet and 
1 felt really lost and ended up hav­
ing a little bit o f a mental breakdown 
over there,” she recalled.
.She .iskcd her dad, an insurance 
adjuster, to ship her keyboard from 
California.
“And then I just found this very 
natural extension o f the way I process 
things —  like, that’s my diary entry, 
that’s how I feel sane after something 
(negative) happens."
Her willingness to share her most 
true or dark moments with listeners 
is what Lee Stimmel, executive vice 
president o f marketing at Sony BM G, 
believes will give Bareilles longevity.
“I think it’s one o f the only draw­
backs o f having a massive No, 1 re­
cord, is that people think that’s all 
there is to her,” said Stimmel. “But 
there’s so much more there —  there’s 
a touring career there, real fans that 
will pay money for tickets, and some­
body who really will build a connec­
tion to her fan base."
Bareilles, for one, said she has 
slowly stopped trying to “one up her­
self.” though she acknowledges she 
has yet to hilly let go o f her anxiety 
over others’ perception o f her.
“In the media world, people really 
only see just a splinter o f what your 
most successful moment was, and 
for me, it was by far ‘Love Song,’” 
she said. “So I hope people see more 
depth and dimension to me with the 
new album. 1 hope they see that 1 am 
more than just the ‘I^ove Song’ girl.”
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Football m oves from  Great W est to Big Sky
Brian De Los Santos
MUSTANGDAlLYSPORTS@GMAIL.COM
The college football conference 
shake up has hit San Luis Obispo.
After years o f  speculation, Cal 
Poly, starting in the 2 0 1 2  season, 
will leave the Great West conference 
and join the Big Sky conference for 
football. Cal Poly Interim President 
Robert Gliddcn announced today.
W ith the move, the Mustangs 
join M ontana, Montana State, 
Idaho State, Eastern Washington, 
Northern Arizona, Sacramento
State, Northern Colorado, Weber 
State and Portland State along with 
their newest member, UC Davis —  
who is expected to accept the invi­
tation to the conference along with 
Cal Poly —  as a member o f what 
may arguably be the best confer­
ence in the Football Championship 
Subdivision (PCS).
“It is football only,” Glidden 
said. “It means that we will be able 
to maintain our relationship with 
the Big West conference on all our 
other sports. In many respects we 
consider this to be an ideal solution
for us.”
This shift becomes the fourth 
conference realignment for the 
team since Cal Poly became a part 
o f  the FCS, formerly known as Di-. 
vision I-AA. Ih e  Mustangs were 
members o f the American West 
Conference in 1994 and 1995 and 
then —  after going independent 
for eight years —  joined the newly 
formed Great West conference in 
2004 .
This shift, however, has been 
long overdue, Glidden said.
“For one thing, it is my under­
standing —  1 have not been here one o f  the good things about this
a long time —  but since 1994 Cal is that it creates a natural football
Poly has been looking for this kind rivalry with a number o f schools in
o f  a move,” Glidden said. “And ^  r
see C onference, p ag e 60
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49ers’ Alex Smith is poised to have a playoff season
Percy Allen
THE SEATTLE TIMES
REN TO N . Wash. —  On the silver 
anniversary o f the Chicago Bears’ Su­
per Bowl victory, San Francisco coach 
Mike Singletary, the mainstay of the 
1985 championship defense, is build­
ing a playoff contender in the Bay 
Area similar to the Monsters o f the 
Midway.
Ih e  49ers like to run, stop the run 
and rush the quarterback, all traits the 
Bears used to dominate the NFL 25 
years ago.
They have a no-nonsense coach 
(Singletary as Mike Ditka), Pro Bowl 
middle linebacker (Patrick Willis as 
Singletary), hard-charging running 
back (Frank Gore as Walter Payton) 
and reliable kicker (Joe Nedney as 
Kevin Butler).
But what about the quarterback?
It’s difficult to draw many com­
parisons between unassuming Alex 
Smith and Jim McMahon, the self- 
dubbed “punky Q B.” Similar to the 
Bears quarterback. Smith is cast in a 
supporting role that often gets over­
looked on an offense ranked 27th last 
season.
Still he has his moments.
In a 20-17 Seattle Seahawks viao- 
ry in December at Qwest Field, Smith 
had the best game o f his pro career. 
He threw for 310 yards, with two 
touchdowns and no interceptions.
The Seahawks weren’t thrilled 
Smith torched their secondary but Se­
attle allowed just three points in the 
second half and held Gore in check.
In their first game last season.
Gore ran for 207 yards with two 
touchdowns during a 23-10 victory. 
In the rematch. Gore had nine carries 
and 25 yards.
“The first time we played them 
it was power and they pounded us,” 
defensive coordinator Gus Bradley 
said. “We know we’re going to get a 
big dose of him. He’s their workhorse, 
and they lean on him quite a bit.
“They have the rwo-back run 
game, which they really like. And 
they have the ability to spread you 
out and get it to their key people."
Ihat’s where Smith comes in.
Smith has never been more valu­
able to the 49ers than he is now. The 
49crs, 8-8 last season, are the favorites 
to unseat the Arizona C!!ardinals and 
claim the NFC West crown.
Rather than trade for Donovan 
McNabb or draft jimmy Clausen, the 
Niners improved the talent around 
the 26-year-old Smith.
They drafted a pair o f linemen 
—  Rutgers offensive tackle Anthony 
Davis and Idalio left guard Mike lu- 
pati —  in the first round, traded with 
Miami for speedy receiver Ted Ginn 
and added free-agent running back 
Michael Westbrook, who arrived 
from Philadelphia.
Perhaps more imporundy, San 
Francisco retained offensive coordi­
nator jim my Rayc. In his previous five 
seasons. Smith had five c(x>rdinators.
“When you look at the quarter- 
hacks around the league, and you 
look at the successful ones, the one 
word, the common denominator that 
they share, is consistency,” Singletary 
said. “For any quarterback, whoever
«
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
After all the personnel changes and the injuries, it seems 49ers quarterback Alex Smith is poised to have a good year.
he is. 1 don’t care how great of an arm 
he has, how snuirt he is, or whatever, 
if there’s not going to be consistency 
around him to create the timing and 
those things then it’s going to be very 
difficult for him to be successful.”
Ijiis season is set up for Smith to 
lead the Niners to the post.sca.son after 
an eight-year playoff drought.
Considering his shaky start 
he suffered a severe right (throwing) 
shoulder injury in 2007, broke a bone 
in his right shoulder in ‘08 and was 
benched at the start o f the ‘09 season 
—  it’s a minor miracle the former No. 
1 overall pick in 2005 has lasted this 
long with San Francisco.
Smith started the final 10 games
last season and won five games and 
Singletary’s confidence.
“He’s kind o f resurrected himself," 
Seahawks safety Lawyer Milloy said. 
“They sucked the team around him. 
He doesn’t have to be the guy to win 
the game all the time. He just has to 
do his part, and he’s doing an excel­
lent job o f that right now.”
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our region."
Among Its new conference foes, 
Cal Poly immediately forms re­
gional rivals with four schools —  
that is i f  U C Davis decides to join 
as well —  that lie in California or 
bordering states. It is a fact Glid- 
den said is a positive to not only a 
football program, but to the entire 
campus experience as well.
“A whole student body gets up 
when it’s a natural rivalry," Glid- 
den said. “Part o f  what we try to' 
do as a university is provide a qual­
ity student lifestyle and being in­
volved, being engaged and being 
excited about a sports program is 
part o f  that."
For head coach Tim  Walsh and 
his football team, the benefits ex­
tend to his players as well. W ith­
out having to travel to places such 
as Virginia and Louisiana to play 
non-conference opponents, stu­
dent athletes can say goodbye to 
long road trips across the country 
during midterms and classes and 
stay a bit closer to home.
“To me, one o f the biggest fac­
tors is the student athlete and if  you 
looked at what we're going to do 
in the next five weeks and putting 
them through the will o f  the travel 
that they are going to have,” Walsh
This is not to  say that in the fii- 
t im  Cal Poly will not be m oving 
in the (FBS) direction  
tainly will have that oppoi
—  Robert Glldden
Cal Poly Interim President
said.“It is going to have an aifect on 
the student athlete at some point in 
time . . .  1 look for (moving to the 
Big Sky) to be only an enhance­
ment for our program.”
Walsh has some familiarity with
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his team’s new home as well. Walsh, 
a former head coach at Portland 
State for 14 years, is familiar with 
the foes he will match up toe-to-toc 
with week in and week out. It can 
only be an advantage, Walsh said.
“I am going to have the op­
portunity to go back and coach 
against some teams that I have 
coached against or coached for a 
lot o f times. So I have a lot o f fa­
miliarity with what we are going to 
face,” Walsh said. “I think we will 
be ready to compete extremely well 
immeciiately (in the Big Sky).”
In recent years, there has been 
talk about Cal Poly potentially 
moving into the Football Bowl 
Subdivision (FB S) and with the
conference realignment in the FBS, 
it seemed as if  this offseason Cal 
Poly had a realistic shot at mov­
ing up into a conference such as 
the Western Athletic Conference 
(W AC), where television contracts 
and popular opponents would sub­
mit Cal Poly to some form o f  na­
tional exposure.
“We have been looking forever 
since we have been Division-I, we 
have been trying to find the best 
stable situation for our football 
program,” athletics director Alison 
Cone said. “We certainly had some 
conversations about the Western 
Athletic conference, (but) I think 
the Big Sky conference is the per­
fect fit for us."
But this move may just be the 
tip o f  the iceberg, Glidden said. 
W ith all o f  the realigning, Cal Poly 
may not be done moving just yet.
“This is not to say that in the 
future Cal Poly will not be moving 
in the (FBS) direction, that would 
have been a big step for us right 
now,” Glidden said. “I f  sometime 
in the future the institution wants 
to go in that direction, it certainly 
will have that opportunity. This is 
not the end o f  the conference shakeHups.
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Football starts the season undefeated, down top team in the nation
Brian Do Los Santos
MUSTANG DAILY
Editors note: These were the only scores available a t the tim e o f  print. Check out M ustangdaily.net fo r  other sports headlines.
vs. M ontana
When it came down to it, it didn’t take 
last season’s starting quarterback —  
Tony Smith —  to fuel the Mustangs 
past the No. 1 team in the nation. It
didn’t even take Andre Broadous —  
one o f the most heralded recruits the 
Mustangs have had in recent years —  
to fuel the Cal Poly Mustangs to only 
their second win in history over the 
Montana Grizzlies.
No, it took Doug Shumway —  a 
redshirt sophomore who looked to be 
the third string quarterback heading 
into this season, backing Smith and 
Broadous —  playing in his first ever 
regular season game to fuel the Mus­
tangs (2-0) past the Montana Griz­
zlies (1 -1 ).
The win was a lot to take in.
Shumway said.
“It’s so much excitement right now 
I am just kind o f trying to come back 
from such a high,” Shumway said. “It 
was such a huge momentum swing; 
just everything, about beating the 
number one team in the country. It’s 
hard to come down from, I am trying 
to come back to reality right now.”
Shumway came into the game in 
the third quarter, replacing starter 
Tony Smith who was forced to leave 
the game with an injury, with Mon­
tana leading the Musungs 20-14.
“I kind o f knew that if something 
were to happien that I’d be the guy to 
step up,” Shumway said. “I have been
preparing all week, just trying to get 
ready, just in case I got called out. I 
was ready for it.”
Indeed he was.
His first play from scrimmage was 
a hand off to running back David 
Mahr, for a 10-yard rush. His second 
was another to Jake Romanelli, for a 
two-yard gain.
Then on second and eight, for his 
third play for scrimmage —  ever in 
the regular season —  Shumway un­
loaded an 83-yard touchdown pass to 
Mahr, to put the Mustangs up 21-20 
over Montana.
“We knew that they were running 
their safeties at the option so we knew
at some point in the game there was 
going to be a shot that we were go­
ing to be able to take and we needed 
to capitalize on it,” Shumway said. 
“Mahr ran right by him, we got the 
exact look we were looking for, got it 
off in time and that was it.”
In one play, Shumway nearly tied 
Smith’s numbers for passing yardage 
this season and tied his numbers for 
touchdowns, but that wasn’t the end 
of his highlights. After defensive back 
Scottie Cordier picked off an Andrew 
Selle pass and brought it back 45 
yards for the touchdown, Shumway 
connected on a 25-yard strike to Do-
see F ootball, p ag e 62
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Running back Mark Rodgers rushed for 105 yards in his debut with the Mustangs.
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minique Johnson in the corner o f the 
end zone, to give his team the 35-27 
ad vantée.
“I knew we had just a one-on- 
one matchup and we got (Johnson)
—  who is one o f the best players in 
the country —  and I knew if 1 could 
put it in a good spot he was going to 
make a play,” Shumway said. “'Ihat’s 
all I wanted to do. Let your play- 
maker make a play, its hard to miss 
with him.”
In nearly one half, Shumway had 
become a football hero, but the top- 
ranked team in the nation wasn’t 
ready to give up just yet. The Grizzlies 
defense stripped Shumway at the Cal 
Poly 30 yard line and punched it in 
five plays later with a Justin Ropier 
19-yard touchdown pass to a wide 
open Sam Gratton.
With the score 35-33, the Griz­
zlies went for a two-point conver­
sion, but Roper threw too high to 
his recoiver running across the back 
of the end zone.
The Grizzlies got the ball back
—  pinned at the two yard line by a 
Chris Pinto punt —  with 1:06 left in 
the game and no time outs and cried 
to drive up field to win the game. 
Mary Mohamed —  who racked up a 
career-best 15 tackles —  then scaled 
the win with an interception on the 
Grizzlies 26-)^ard line.
“I was just waiting for someone to 
step up and make a play,” Shumway. 
“We were just waiting for it to hap­
pen and then Marty ended up with 
the pick to win it."
Shumway finished his first exten­
sive career playing time with a pier-
fect 3-3 through the air, passing for 
128 yards with two scores, and gained 
22 yards rushing off nine carries.
“Doug is one of those players —  
he will take the big hit and he will 
pop right back up and he is ready to 
go,” Mahr said. “He is a very good 
leader.”
Although Shumway stole all the 
spotlight Saturday night, he said he 
gives credit to Smith —  as well as 
the rest o f the coaching staff —  who 
helped him with some o f the looks 
the defense was giving him.
“We knew there were opportuni­
ties that they were giving us, we just 
needed to capitalize on them,” Shum­
way said. “(Our opportunity) finally 
came and it happened to be when I 
was in the game.”
After tonight, a third quanerback 
can now be added to the passing game 
debacle, as head coach Tim Walsh said 
Smith, Broadous and now Shumway 
may all sec extensive playing time at 
some points this season.
“Someday Shumway, that’s his 
nickname. We knew someday he was 
going to get his opportunity and (he) 
took advantage o f it,” Walsh said. “It’s 
possible that all three o f them could 
be playing at certain points o f times 
the rest of the year and we have a lot 
o f confidence in all three o f them.” 
Walsh said he did not plan to play 
Broadous against the Grizzlies because 
he did not he feel he was 100 p>crcent 
recovered from an injury sustained in 
practice and he did not give a progno­
sis on Smith’s injury —  or injuries for 
next week’s game s^ainst Texas State. 
The senior did finish the game 6-12 
for 50 yards, while rushing for 40 —  
26 coming on a touchdown run on 
the Mustangs’ first pos.session —  be-
see F ootball, page 63
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fore he was benched though.
In his limited playing time, Walsh 
said he was pleased with the way 
Smith played. And as for the win, he 
was pleased with that as well.
“Its going to be up there for me, 
I’m sure it’s up there for our players 
and it might be up there for Cal Poly,” 
Walsh said. “It might have been one 
o f the best wins we’ve had. Tremen­
dous football game against a tremen­
dous football team and program.”
vs. Humboldt State
With all the talk of what was arguably 
one of the worst seasons of the decade 
behind them, the Mustangs almost 
gave reason for all the conspirators to 
unite once again.
With die slate wiped clean from last 
year’s 4-7 record, the Mustangs almost 
slipped, but rallied past a 10-point 
halftime deficit to defeat Division-Il 
Humboldt State, 23-17, in Alex G. 
Spanos Stadium.
“Our kids came here believing they 
could win this football game. We knew 
no one gave us much of a chance,”
Humboldt State head coach Rob 
Smith said. “We had our chances and 
didn’t get it done.”
Ihrough two quarters, Humboldt 
State had Cal Poly figured our. 71ie 
Musiatigs struggled to get the pass­
ing game going, with Tony Smith 
starung under center, and &led to 
keep the ball in their possession. In- 
compledons, plays for lost yardage 
and fumbles nearly led this team to 
upping its losing streak to five games 
in a row, dating back into last sea.son’s 
niunbers.
see F ootball, p ag e  64
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“It just felt like we couldn’t get into 
a rhythm,” Tony Smith said. “Obvi­
ously turnovers kill you and we had 
some penalties that were cosdy,”
The Mustangs fired ofiFjust six plays 
on the first two drives. On their first 
ptjssession, Tony Smith led the oHense 
to a three-and-out. On their second, 
he was intercepted by Lumberjack cor- 
nerback FJzie Gat.son on a deep pass to 
Eric Gardley, in the back corner of the 
end zone.
ITien the Mustangs showed life, 
capping a seven-play 19-yard drive 
with a seven-yard touchdown pass 
to Mark Rodgers —  a West Virginia 
transfer.
But the offensive problems re­
surfaced. Trailing 10-7, Eric Gardley 
fumbled an exchange between he and 
Ibny Smith in a shotgun, read-option 
type handofl and Humboldt State’s 
Jonadm Farimo picked the bail up, ran
plays a perfect game and, without ques­
tion, we played an ugly first half. We 
challenge our team to be responsible 
for it and we challenge our team to be 
respxmsive to it.”
He taught his quarterback well.
After another Rodgers touchdown 
put the Mustangs within striking dis­
tance, 17-14, Tony Smith took over, 
finding paydirt on a 48-yard option 
keeper in the third quarter.
"1 saw a crc*a.se, 1 took it, got some 
good bliKks down field and was able 
to score a touchdown,” Tony Smith 
said. “I think that really changed the 
momentum of the game, and 1 saw it 
from there. I mean, I think you could 
really f<x*l the swing of things going our 
way.”
From that point on, the Mustangs 
didn’t let up, pouring on a James Chen 
safety in the fourth quarter to cap the 
scoring.
“Their offense got going,” Rob 
Smith .said. “And they were able to 
make adjustments on both sides.”
Rodgers led the second-half attack
Hiere is no team that plays a perfect game ... we challenge our team to be responsible for it and we cili|^ out time to be responsive J^ it.
— Tim Walsh
Football head coach
with a gang of teajnmatcs 29 yards and 
setired just minutes before halftime.
At the half, a te;un two years re­
moved from one of the most successful 
fix)tball seasons in school liistory, now 
trailed a Division-Il opponent by 10 
points. Not to mention, Humboldt 
State nearly outgained C^ al Poly by 
100 yards of total offense, and gained 
109 yards through the air, compared 
to the Mustangs’ 1
And as the rumblings and grum­
blings of what could have been an­
other tough season —  with a sea.son 
opening loss —  started to surface, the 
easiest scapegoat to blame was Smith.
He failed to jx)st more than 20 
yards passing and turned the ball over 
twice, a fumble and an interception. 
His completion fxrrccntage by short o f 
30 percent and he didn’t tally his first 
completion until the second quarter.
As a quarterback, Tony Smith was 
leading his team in the wrung direc­
tion.
“We preach to our footliall team 
that in every game there is going to be 
some amount o f good, bad and ugly,” 
Walsh said. “There is no team that
—  that powered the Mustangs to out- 
gain Humboldt State by 80 yards of 
offense —  and finished the game with 
103 yards on the ground, a team high.
“He was elcxtrifying," Walsh said. 
“He is an electric pbyer and we need 
more guys to step up like that atid be 
playmakers.”
Fullback Jake Romanelli was right 
behind him, finishing the game with 
81 yards off 12 carries. Tony Smith fin­
ished the game with 39 yards passing 
and a score. On the ground, he racked 
up 76 yards with a touchdown.
The win marks the first for the pro­
gram since O a . 24 o f last year, but for 
now, it’s back to the drawing board. 
Even though Cal Poly has hushed the 
critics for at least one more week, the 
Mustangs will need to diagnose their 
play to get ready for Monuna —  a 
team that boastexi a 73-2 win against 
Western State Sept. 4.
“It’s tough the first game, but you 
just roll with the punches and we came 
on top,” Tony Smith said. “So that's all 
that matters. We have a lot o f work to 
do in the film room and have a lot of 
things to Correa.”
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F a ll s p o rts  b e g in  s e a s o n s
Mustang Daily Staff Report
MUSTANGDAlLYSPORTS@GMAII..COM
Editors note: These where the only 
scores available a t the tim e o f  prin t, 
check out M ustangdaily.net fo r  infor­
mation.
—  M en’s soccer
vs. Air Force
Junior Tim  W hites first goal o f  
the 2010  campaign provided the 
Cal Poly men’s soccer team a 14th- 
minute lead, but a penalty from 
Air Force sophomore forward Zanc 
Dydasco in the 65th minute and 
an overtime strike from sophomore 
forward Conor Henry assisted the 
Falcons to a 2-1 victory at Cadet 
Soccer Stadium.
Through sophomore forward 
Chris Gaschen, the Mustangs (1-1) 
needed just 24 seconds to register the 
first of their 17 shot attempts. It was 
W hite, however, who broke through 
for the Mustangs and notched his 
third career goal by taking a feed 
from senior forward David Zamora, 
outracing his defender and chipping 
Falcons sophomore goalkeeper Matt 
Underwood from 20 yards.
The Mustangs forced five saves 
from Underwood during the re­
mainder o f  the first half, but were 
unable to breach the Air Force goal.
Mustang junior goalkeeper Pat­
rick McLain, who produced the 
clean sheet in Cal Poly’s victory at
Denver, had his 2010 resume blem­
ished in the 65th, when Mustang 
junior midfielder Fivan Richter was 
shown a red card. Cal Poly, which 
yielded just two penalties last season, 
watched Dydasco bury his attempt 
from the spot to even the score.
In a match that ended with nine 
players per side following three ad­
ditional red cards. Cal I’oly mus­
tered just one shot on target during 
the final 33 minutes o f action.
A 96th-m inute corner by 
Gaschen proved Cal Poly’s lone at­
tacking opportunity of the overtime 
period and the Mustangs were whis­
tled offside for the fourth time dur­
ing the match shortly after the kick 
was taken.
Just a minute later, Ficnry head­
ed a cross from sophomore mid­
fielder Kevin Durr past McL.ain to 
secure victory for Air Force.
“It was wide-open game as you 
can tell from the number of shots 
(29 for Air Force, 17 tor Cal Poly). 
I thought we played very well in the 
first half and crated a number o f 
attacking opportunities,” ('a l Poly 
head coach Paul Holocher said in 
a release. “That unneeded red card 
put us under the gun in the second 
half. That said, we fought hard and 
are very disappointed to have given 
up that second goal.”
vs. Denver
Ibe Cal Poly men’s soccer pro­
gram’s third-leading scorer a year 
ago, Chris Gaschen, opened his 
sophomore campaign right where 
he left o ff ia  2009  as his 88th- 
minute goal helped the Mustangs 
open the regular season with a 1-0 
victory against Denver.
ITespite producing a Cal Poly­
best four shot attempts, senior 
forward David Zamora sat in the 
84th minute for freshman forward 
Cortland Forsyth. Forsyth needed 
just four minutes to flick a pass to 
Gaschen near the top o f the pen­
alty area. Gaschen’s third attempt 
on goal proved successful from 
approximately 25 yards away and 
helped Cal Poly to its first victory 
outside C'alifornia since dealing 
then-No. 23 New Mexico a 2-1 de­
feat on Sept. 14, 2008.
“It was so important for us to 
play a good game on the road. Last 
year, we didn’t get off to the start 
we wanted,” Holocher said. “We 
asked the guys to come out and 
play with enthusiasm. Our attack 
was good and came from all over 
the field. I’m happy with the way 
we moved the ball and everyone is 
proud of how we played tonight."
Cal Poly posted 21 shots to 
IVnver’s 10 and forced eight cor­
ners while conceding just one.
The Mustangs produced eight 
shot attempts during the first half, 
the most threatening o f which oc­
curred in the 16th minute when
see R ound-up, page 6 6
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The men’s soccer team, two years removed (ram one of the best seasons in men’s 
soccer history in 2008, went (8-t0-2, 6-3-1 Big West) last season.
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sophomore forward Chris Bcrnardi 
was turned away by Denver senior 
goalkeeper Teale Stone,
Cal Poly opened the second 
half with five shot attempts during 
the initial five minutes, eliciting 
a pair o f  saves from new Pioneers 
goalkeeper Matt Aguirre. Aguirre 
produced five more saves during 
the ensuing 37 minutes before 
Gaschen broke through with the 
match-salvaging strike.
Mustang goalkeeper Patrick 
M elvin made seven saves to open 
his junior season with a clean 
sheet.
—  W omen’s soccer 
vs. N orth C arolina
The Cal Poly women’s soccer 
team dropped a^  1-0 decision to the 
defending national champions and 
the currc'nt No. 1 team in the na­
tion, North Carolina.
The lone goal came early in the 
.second period in the 48th min­
ute o f play when North Carolina’s 
Courtney Jones fired a shot off a 
deflection by a defender and placed 
it in the top shelf o f the net from 
20 yards out.
The first period was played in 
the Mustang half o f the field as 
North Carlina controlled the ball 
and outshot Cal Poly II-O  in the 
period. Cal Foly goalie Brooke 
Gauvin held the Tar Heels scoreless 
with four first period saves.
After North C'arolina scored its
goal, the Mustangs had their chanc­
es with six shots in the second half.
In the 67th minute Bianca Burri- 
ght had a break-away attempt from 
14 yards out from straight on, but 
North Carolina’s second half goalie, 
Anna Sieloff was there to scoop the 
ball up.
In the 76th minute, Whitney 
Sisler had an open shot go wide and 
in the 8.3rd minute freshman Kacey 
Held fired a shot that was saved by 
the U N C goalie.
The Mustangs last attempt to tie 
the game came in the 88th minute 
o f play when Sisler fired a shot that 
mi.ssed just high o f the goal.
Overall U N C outshot Cal Poly 
19-6 with eight shots on goal while 
the Mustangs had three shots on 
goal.
Gauvin took the loss for the 
Mustangs and falls to 2-2-0  while 
making seven saves. Sieloff earned 
the win for the Tar Heels making 
three second period saves,
vs. Arizona
The Cal Poly women’s soccer 
team gave up two first period goals 
and could not recover as the Arizo­
na Wildcats went on to defeat the 
Mustangs 4-2.
Arizona outshot the' Mustangs 
15-4 in the first period and trailed 
2-0 at the break. Cal Poly mounted 
a comeback in the final period, scor­
ing two goals and outshooting the 
Wildcats 11-7, but it would not be 
enough as Arizona scored two goals 
o f its own.
Freshman Kacey Held scored her 
see Round-upt p ag e 68
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Men’s basketball to face f F e e l i n g  l i k e  c r a p ?  
three top-notch programs
Amanda Sedo
AMANDASEDO. M D(»GMAI L.COM
The Cal Poly mens basketball team 
and head coach Joe Callero have al­
ways stressed improvement. In 2010, 
the team plans to continue improving 
while facing some of the roughest chal­
lengers yet. Its regular season sched­
ule, which was released last month, 
displays 29 regular season games, 12 
o f which are in Mott Gym. Ih e  three
Taylor said.
UCLA, Cal and SDSU are not 
the only forces to be reckoned with 
on the Cal Poly schedule. Seven of 
the 19 opponents they will lace had 
at least 17 victories last season —  five 
more wins than the Mustangs.
But none o f the players see this as 
a daunting task.
“I think I can speak for everyone 
in that we are excited to play and try 
to beat those schools,” junior forward
G e t  th e  d ay's to p  s to r ie s  
a n d  m o re  (fro m  h o m e ) at
w w w . m u s t a n g d a i l y . n e t
in our conference is as 
id ^ ^(UCLA, San Diego State 
and Berkeley) so it w ill
help us out.
—  Will Taylor
Mens basketball senior forward
toughest competitors are located in 
the Mustajigs’ non-conference sched­
ule: UCLA, San Diego State and Cali­
fornia.
“No team in our conference is as 
good as these teams, so it will definite­
ly help us out,” senior forward Will 
Taylor said.
Callero stressed that there were 
three main reasons to have such tough 
teams on the season schedule: to help 
the team improve, to help with re­
cruitment and to help the program 
gain financially.
“We want to set the bar high by 
playing nationally respected teams,” 
C3allero said.
His players are up for the chal­
lenge.
“It will be a good experience for 
us, I expect for us not to back down,”
ITavid Hanson said.
The Mustangs, who were 12-19 
overall last year and made it to the 
quarterfinals in the Big West Tourna­
ment, open up the season on Nov. 14 
at Seatde.
“This first game will always be an 
exciting one for me because of the 
history I have with that school,” ('.al­
ierò said.
The Mustangs said they hope 
they can win first on the road before 
opening up the home portion of their 
season on Nov. 18 against Cal Sute 
Monterey Bay. The Mustangs were 
5-4 at home last season.
“One o f our main goals as a team 
is to have a winning record at home," 
Hanson said.
see B asketball, page  7/
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Guard Shawn Lewis averaged 11.8 points per game last season and will be looking 
for help from other returning starten to carve throuf^ a tough early season schedule.
Saturday. Set)temher 18, 2 0 1 0
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first goal as a Mustang in the 59th 
minute o f play to cut the lead to 
3-1. After a fourth Arizona goal, 
W hitney Sislcr scored her team- 
high fourth goal o f the season.
Overall Arizona outshot the 
Mustangs 22-15  and had one more 
corner kick (5-4).
Johanna Pfeiffer took the loss 
(1-1) for the Mustangs in goal, al­
lowing four goals with 11 saves 
while Ashley Jett recorded her first 
win (1-0-1) for Arizona with six 
saves.
The Mustangs used a balanced
attack with no player taking more 
than two shots.
Renae Cuellar took eight o f 
Arizona’s 22 shots and scored two 
goals.
vs. San Jose  State
Senior Whitney Sisler scored her 
third goal o f the season and sopho­
more Bianca Burright scored her 
second as the Cal Poly women s soc­
cer team defeated the San Jose State 
Spartans 2-0.
After a scoreless first half, Sisler 
scored her goal in the 76th min­
ute o f  play when she fired in a shot 
off a deflection off the post. Afton 
Thulin attempted her shot from the
r-s-
left side, drawing the goalie over 
and leaving the net open for Sisler’s 
shot.
Ib e  Mustangs made it 2 -0  when 
Burright fired a shot from about 10 
yards out just over the reach o f the 
goalie in the 80th minute. Carrie 
Andrews fed her the ball for the as­
sist.
Brooke Gauvin picked up her 
second win in goal for the Mustangs 
making two saves. Meghan Mai- 
wald took the loss, but deflected 
eight Mustang shots.
Overall, Cal Poly took 17 shots 
with 10 on goal while SJSU  took six 
shots, two on goal.
Cal Poly was whistled for eight 
fouls while the Spartans were called 
for nine.
vs. Long Island
Whitney Sisler came off the 
bench to score Cal Poly’s two goals 
in a 2-1 win over Long Island.
W ith the win C'al Poly improves 
to 2-1 for the season while Long Is­
land falls to 1-1.
Long Island pressured the Mus­
tangs throughout the first half, 
outshooting the Mustangs 8-2 , but 
Sisler entered the game midway 
through the opening half and did 
not take long to make her mark on 
the contest. She collected a deflect­
ed ball off a corner kick and put her 
shot home to give Cal Poly a 1-0 
lead at the 32:21 mark.
Cal Poly stepped up the pres­
sure in the second half and broke 
through for the eventual game-win­
ner in the 55th minute when M on­
ica Hemenez slipped a pass through
6 .
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the defense for Sisler who sent her 
shot into the lower left corner for 
a 2-1 lead.
Hemenez nearly added to the' 
lead with a goal o f her own four 
minutes later, but her shot went off 
the crossbar.
Johanna Pfeiffer, making her 
first start in goal for the Mustangs, 
earned the win making four saves.
Overall LILf outshot the Mus­
tangs 15-14, but Cal Poly held the 
advantage in corner kicks 5-0.
Cal Poly was whistled for 15 
fouls compared to L IU ’s 18 with the 
Mustangs’ Carrie Andrews drawing 
a yellow card in the 50th minute.
vs. Hawai’t
Two first half goals lifted the Cal 
Poly women’s soccer team to a 2-1 
win over the University o f  Hawai’i 
Rainbow Wahine soccer team to 
pick up the team’s first win o f  the 
2010  season in the GHAN A Ho­
tels and Resorts No Ka Oi tourna­
ment at the Waipi’o Peninsula Soc­
cer Stadium.
Cici Kobinski got the Mus­
tangs on the board early (1 :50) in 
the match when she poked the ball 
past oncoming goalkeeper Kanani 
I'aaca. Kobinski’s goals came after 
a diagonal touch pass from Tiffany 
Gummow.
Bianca Burright put the Mus­
tangs up two when she scored in the 
37th minute, sending a shot from 
25 yards out past the out-stretched 
arms of Taaca.
Hawai’i would respond 63 sec­
onds later with Hawai’i’s lone goal 
o f the match coming when Mari 
Punzal gathered a deflected ball and 
fired a low shot, in the corner o f  the 
goal to make it 2-1. fhat would be 
all the scoring for the game, how­
ever, as the second half went score­
less.
Hawai'i doubled up Cal Poly on 
shots, 20-10 , including an 8-5 ad­
vantage on shots on goal. Ihe Mus­
tangs were able to put up just two 
shots in the second half.
A Rainbow Wahine appeared to 
tie the game in the 75th  minute, but 
the goal was waved off after Hawai’i 
was called offside.
Brooke Gauvin picked up the 
win for the Mustangs in goal with 
seven saves.
vs. UCLA
Ih c  UCLA women’s soccer team 
scored early and often in picking up 
a 7-0  over the Mustangs in the 2010  
season opener.
UCLA scored its first goal in the 
seventh minute o f play and added a 
second two minutes later for a 2-0 
lead.
Before the half was over the Bru­
ins would add four more goals for 
a 6 -0  half time lead, the last one 
coming in the 43rd minute off a 
free kick.
UCLA would add a final goal in 
the closing minutes (84th minute) 
o f  the game.
The Bruins outshot the Mus­
tangs 29 -2  with 17 coming in the 
first half.
Forward Sydney Leroux scored 
four o f  the Bruins seven goals.
Brooke Gauvin started in goal 
for the Mustangs and allowed six 
goals on 10 shots on goal. Johanna 
Pfeiffer was between the posts in the 
second half for the Mustangs and 
allowed one goal with four saves.
Midfielder Tiffany Gummow 
took both o f the Mustangs’ shots, 
with one on goal.
UCLA had three corner kicks to 
Cal Poly’s one while the Mustangs 
were whistled for 10 fouls compared 
to seven for the Bruins.
—  Volleyball
vs. BYU
After tailing 2-1 in sets, the Cal 
Poly volleyball team rallied to win 
the final two sets to defeat BYU 
3-2.
Freshman Kristina Graven led all 
players with 18 kills on 44 swings. 
Catie Smith added 14 kills while 
Jennifer Keddy tallied 12. Holly 
Franks chipped in with six kills.
Sarah Cawrse dished out 47  as­
sists while Alison Mort recorded 19 
digs.
Smith and Graven both recorded 
four aces while the team tallied 11. 
BYU had just two aces in the five 
set match.
Cal Poly recorded 14.5 team 
blocks led by Franks and Keddy 
with seven blocks each. BYU had 
eight team blocks.
For the match, (.al Poly hit .193  
while limiting the Cougars to a . 176 
hitting percentage.
vs. Nebraska
The No. 7 team in the nation, 
Nebraska, proved to be too much 
for the Mustangs as the Cornhusk- 
ers swept the Mustangs in three sets 
in the second day o f  action at the 
Nike Invitational hosted by BYU.
Nebraska controlled play with
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the Mustangs hitting just .094  com ­
pared to .348  for Nebraska. The 
Huskers had 44  digs to Cal Poly’s 
34  and managed three more team 
blocks (9 to 6).
Cal Poly’s Jennifer Keddy was 
the lone Mustang in double figures 
with 10 kills on 17 swings while 
the Mustangs played shorthanded 
without senior standout middle 
blocker Dom inique Olowolafe.
Freshman Kristina Graven was 
held to seven kills on 27  swings (six 
errors) with Holly Fanks adding six 
kills on 25 swings.
vs. Idaho State
The Cal Poly women’s volleyball 
team lost the opening match o f  the 
Nike Invitational hosted by BYU , 
to Idaho State in four sets.
The Mustangs were led by a trio 
o f  players with 11 kills: senior D o­
minique Olowolafe, junior Catie 
Sm ith and sophomore Jennifer 
Keddy.
Freshman Kristina Graven and 
Holly Franks added nine kills each 
with M arianne Gera checking in 
with two.
Sarah Cawrse dished out 44  as­
sists and added 12 digs while Alison 
M ort led the team with 13 digs.
Cal Poly hit .1 9 3  for the match 
compared to .3 0 2  for the Bengals. 
The Mustangs were out-blocked 
10-6 with Graven leading the team 
with four.
vs. N otre D am e
The Mustangs fought back from 
a 2-1 deficit to push the match to a 
fifth game, but fell 16-14 in the de­
ciding game to the Fighting Irish at 
the Sham rock Invitational in South 
Bend, Ind.
Freshman Kristina Graven and 
senior Dom inique Olowolafe led 
the way for Cal Poly (2 -1 ) with 15 
kills each. Jennifer Keddy added 13 
kills while Alison M ort tallied 24 
digs with Sarah Cawrse handing 
out 52 assists.
Graven recorded her first dou­
ble-double as a Mustang when she 
added 15 digs.
The first set was a battle with 
each team struggling. Cal Poly won 
the set, hitting .105  while Notre 
Dam e hit .086 .
In the second set, each team 
picked up the hitting percentage as 
the Mustangs hit .3 5 5  but recorded 
only 14 kills while N D  hit .257  
with 15 kills.
The Irish took the third set, hit­
ting .3 8 9  ( .2 0 7  for Cal Poly) with 
the rolls reversed in the fourth set 
with Cal Poly, down 2 -1 , hitting 
.2 7 0  compared to Notre Dame’s 
.0 2 0 .
In the fifth and deciding set, 
neither team could gain more than 
a two point advantage, l l ie  Mus­
tangs held a 14-13 advantage and 
match point on a block by Catie 
Sm ith and Keddy.
Notre Dame responded when 
Kristen Dealy recorded three 
straight kills and a 16-14 win.
vs. M arshall
The Cal Poly volleyball team de­
feated Marshall in four sets at the 
Sham rock Invitational hosted by 
N otre Dame.
Freshman standout Kristina
Graven dominated hitting .455 
from the outside position with 17 
kills. Sophomore Jennifer Keddy 
was once again solid with 11 kills 
and five blocks. Holly Franks was 
the third Mustang in double figures 
with 10 kills on 20 swings as the 
team hit .2 8 7  for the match.
The middle was a factor in lim it­
ing Marshall to just a .198  hitting 
percentage and chalking up 10 to­
tal team blocks.
Sarah Cawrse handed out 42 
assists in the four set match while 
Catie Sm ith and Alison M ort 
picked up 13 and 10 digs respec­
tively.
vs. Arizona
The Cal Poly Mustang volley­
ball team opened the 2 0 1 0  season 
in smashing fashion, coming back 
from a two-set deficit to defeat No. 
18 Arizona, 3-2 , in the opening 
match o f the Shamrock Invitation­
al hosted by Notre Dame.
Sophomore Jennifer Keddy and 
junior Catie Smith paced the Mus­
tangs with 15 kills each. Keddy’s 
kills came on just 27 swings with 
just two errors (.481 ).
Senior Dom inique Olowolafe 
left o ff where she did last season, 
earning All Big West First Team 
honors with 14 kills on 32 swings 
( .375 ). Freshman Kristina Graven 
showed why she was one of the na­
tion’s top recruits with 14 kills o f 
her own.
Junior Sarah Cawrse dished out 
the assists for the Mustangs and to­
taled 57 in the five set match.
“It was a great way to start a new 
season,” head coach Jon Stevenson 
said in a release. “1 remember a 
lot o f five set matches that didn’t 
go our way last year, but this one 
did.”
The Mustangs opened the match 
by dropping the first two sets with 
scores o f  25-21 and 25 -2 0  before 
com ing back from the break and 
winning the next three sets.
Ihe Mustangs dominated sets 
three and four, winning 25-19  and 
2 5 -1 9  before winning the deciding 
set 17-15.
For the match Cal Poly hit .221 
but tallied 14 team blocks while 
Arizona was limited to hitting .170  
and 10 team blocks.
Keddy dominated at the net 
for the Mustangs with eight total 
blocks (one solo, seven assisted) 
while Olowoafe, Graven and H ol­
ly Franks were each credited with 
four. •
—  CroM  co u n u y
at U C S B  Lagoon O pen
The Cal Poly women’s cross 
country team defeated U C SB in 
a close battle while the Cal Poly 
men’s team lost to the Gauchos at 
the U C SB Lagoon Open held on 
the U C  Santa Barbara campus.
The women’s team defeated 
U C SB 2 7 -3 0 , led by sophomore 
Kayleigh Tyerman’s first place finish 
covering the five kilometer course 
in a time o f  17 :07 . Tyerman, last 
season’s Big West Freshman o f  the 
Year, finished nine seconds ahead o f 
U C S B ’s Amanda Moreno (17 :16 ).
Newcomer Kelly Barmann, a 
transfer from Cuesta College, fin­
ished third with a time o f 17:52. 
Junior Vanessa H ancock was fifth 
with a time o f  18:00.
Sophomores Norelie Garcia and 
Lauren Mathews finished 1 1th and 
12th respectively with times o f
18:17 and 1^:18.
The Mustangs were picked to 
finish third in the Big West Confer­
ence behind U C SB and U C Davis.
The short handed men’s team 
lost 31 -24  to the Gauchos. Senior 
Carl Dargitz was the top Mustang
com petitor in fourth place and a 
time o f  2 4 :4 6  on the eight kilome­
ter course.
Sophomore Michael Johnson 
was the second Mustang to cross 
the line in seventh place and a time 
o f  2 5 :1 3 . Freshman Blake Ahrold
was ninth with a time o f  2 5 :30 .
Scott Smith (unattached) won 
the race in a rime o f  2 4 :3 6  followed 
by Mike Chavez (unattached) in 
second with a time o f 2 4 :41 .
U C SB ’s Juan Paredes finished 
third with a time o f  2 4 :42 .
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acceptable form of birth control.
Enrolled Participants Mav Receive;
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* Laboratory Tests 
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Center fielder Adam Melker was the last of three Mustangs chosen in the final day of the 2010 M I^ First-Year Player Draft.
Brian De Los Santos
MUSTANGOAILYSPORTS^MAIL.C:OM
Pick after pick, round after round, 
Adam M elkers name didn’t show 
up on screen during the ML B First- 
Year Player draft.
Even if it had, Melker wouldn’t 
have seen it.
Ihe former Poly outfielder 
wanted nothing to do with the ma­
jority o f the three-day, 50-round 
draft in early June. For an event 
so long, Melker could barely pull 
himself to watch any o f it.
finished a season with a batting av­
erage below .280 . Toward the end 
o f his senior sca.son, he rode a hot 
streak that consisted o f a 36-for-79 
stretch, nudging his career batting 
average to just over the .300  mark. 
Yet through two draft days, none o f 
that was appealing to a major league 
ball club —  at least not yet.
W ith 10 rounds left and two days 
o f boycotting behind him, Melker 
gave in. Although every M l.B  team 
had already neglected him —  nu­
merous times —  he joined his 
friends, watching and waiting to see
Jled Sox) don’t stress the 
^tiling about hurrah and 
the camaraderie, it’s m 
‘hurrah-ish’ at all.
—  Luke Yoder
former Cal IVilv outfielder
“I kind o f knew that I wasn’t go­
ing to go on the first two days. O b ­
viously I hoped that I would, but in 
the back o f  my mind I just kind o f 
knew 1 wasn’t," Melker said. “To be 
honest, I only watched about a half 
an hour o f  the last day.”
His friends weren’t as pessimis­
tic. At his house in San Luis Obispo, 
roommates and friends sat together 
watching the draft. They watched 
round after round, waiting to see if 
they could soon call their friend a 
professional ba.seball player.
The player under the microscope 
played center field for the Mustangs 
last season. He started in more than 
10 games in all o f his four seasons 
at Cal Poly and, with the excep­
tion o f his freshman year, never
if he had a chance to continue his 
baseball career.
“It was getting to like the 40th 
round and I texted my mom, 'This 
isn’t good,’” Melker said. "Right 
when I texted her, a scout texted 
me from the C’ardinals asking me 
if I wanted to go, and I said, ‘O f 
course.’”
I'cn minutes later, Melker said, 
his name finally popped up on 
screen —  the 1,339th selection o f 
the draft. Melker was relieved his 
baseball career wasn’t over; it was 
just taking a detour to a new desti­
nation —  the St. Louis Cardinals.
“It was a good day,” Melker said.
He was the last o f three Mus-
see M LB, p ag e 72
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The Mustangs will travel to Mon­
tana State on Nov. 21 before return­
ing to Mott Gym on Nov. 24 for the 
first o f two matchups against Loyola 
Marymount.
Cal Poly begins a five-game road 
trip with a contest at Sacramento State 
on Nov. 27 and then a road matchup 
against Loyola Marymount on Dec. 
4.
After that, Cal Poly visits Pauley Pa­
vilion for one o f the biggest games of 
the season on Dec. 11 versus UCLA. 
Ih e  two teams have not faced each 
other since 1955 and Taylor said it 
will be one o f the best non-confcrcnce 
games o f the year.
The road trip continues when the 
Mustangs face the defending Moun­
tain West 0>nfcrence Tournament 
champions, San Diego State, on Dec. 
13. The Aztecs entered the 2010 
NCAA tournament last year, seeded 
11th in the Midwest Regional but 
were defeated by Tennessee.
After one big game comes another 
when the Mustangs visit Cal on Dec.
18, The Golden Bears, who were 24- 
11 overall last season and won their 
conference, secured a spot in the 2010 
Pac-10 Tournament, making it to the 
second round before being defeated 
by Duke.
Cal Poly finishes its preseason 
games with a matchup at Pepperdine 
on Dec. 21. The Mustangs will then 
take on Long Beach State, the team 
that knocked them out o f the confer­
ence tournament last season at home.
“We are ready to redeem ourselves,” 
Hanson said.
On Jan. 6, the Mustangs will visit
Pacific, the Co-Big West champ, then 
head to UC Davis on Jan. 8 for a 
game many would consider a rivalry.
“Ifte  fans there really fed into the 
energy last year . . .  1 would really just 
like to beat them,” Taylor said.
Cal Poly will then host Cal State 
Fullerton on Jan. 13, followed by UC 
Irvine on Jan. 15. After that, the Mus­
tangs will take a trip to UC Riverside 
and Cal State Nordiridge on Jan. 20 
and Jan. 22 respectively.
Then comes one o f the biggest 
rivalry games for the Mustangs —  a 
matchup against UC Santa Barbara at 
home on Jan. 27. Ihe Gauchos shared 
the Big West conlercnce title last year 
with Pacific. However, they were de­
feated in the NCAA tournament by 
Ohio State in the first round.
Ihe matchup against the Gau­
chos last year brought in a sold-out 
crowd at Mott Gym and Taylor said 
he hop>es to pack the gym again this 
season.
Next, the Mustangs take on non- 
confcrcnce team Cfal State Bakersfield 
on Jan. 29 before facing UC Davis 
and Pacific at home on Feb. 3 and 
Feb. 5.
On Feb. 10, Cfal Poly travels to 
UC Irvine before staning its final 
homesund o f the .season versus UC 
Riverside on Feb. 12. A game on Feb. 
16 against Cal State Northridge fol­
lows before Cal Poly hosts its Brack- 
etbustcr opponent t)n Feb. 19.
C.allcro said it is critical for the 
team to win at home, csp>ccially at the 
end o f the season, to gain momentum 
for the following road games.
The Mustangs end the regular sea­
son with road games at Long Beach 
State on Feb. 24, followed by Lfal 
Sutc Fullerton on Feb. 26 and UC 
Santa Barbara on March 5.
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cangs selected on the hnal day o f the 
draft. The Boston Red Sox selected 
former Cal Poly outfielder Luke Yo­
der in the 40th round and the C in­
cinnati Reds selected former Mus­
tang starting pitcher M att Leonard 
in the 38th.
“I was just happy for them,” Cal 
Poly head coach Larry Lee said. “We
knew Yoder would get the opportu­
nity; we just hoped Melker would 
also get that same opportunity.”
W ith the help received from Lee 
and his former coaches. Melker is 
now a professional baseball player 
—  playing for the Batavia Muck- 
dogs, a Class A short season affiliate 
o f the St. Louis Cardinals.
However, his road to the major 
leagues isn’t over, 'fhat road still ex­
tends through the twists and turns 
o f the minor league system. All he
■'Và.
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has to do is prove to the Cardinals’ 
coaches and scouts that he has what 
it takes to make it.
In turn, they will shove his game 
under the microscope, picking at 
any flaw or potential flaw in his 
game. His success in batting drills, 
fielding drills and in-game situa­
tions will decide his future.
This is where ball players are sep­
arated from impostors.
For now he takes a new field, in 
a new city, with a new uniform on 
his back. The majority o f the players 
around him are in the same position, 
all hoping to move further in their 
journeys to the majors. But Melker 
has one tool that has been drilled 
into his mind at ail four years at Cal 
Poly, something that sticks him out 
from everyone else.
“Mental strength,” Melker said, 
“lh a t ’s my biggest asset 1 got from 
Coach Lee. Just how to be tough ...  
he taught us that and I think it is 
really giving me an edge over a lot 
of the guys here who might let little 
things affect them.”
That strength is helping him 
combat one o f the biggest changes 
he has had to deal with now play­
ing for the Muckdogs —  the loss of 
playing time.
Melker has gone from a col­
legiate starter to the minor league 
bench. He will have far less at-bats 
to prove himself as he did in college. 
The change hasn’t discouraged him; 
it has just solidified his first goal for 
his first professional season.
“1 just want to win a starring job,” 
Melker said, “just to play like 1 did 
in college and don’t try to change 
my game too much. 1 got drafted as 
the player I was, so 1 am just going 
to try and keep playing like that and
I am going to try to keep myself in 
the lineup as much as I can.”
But while Melker is being forced 
to'prove himself, some o f the tools 
he became so familiar with as a 
Mustang are no longer relied upon. 
There arc many differences between 
the pro and the college game.
“The college game is geared 
solely on winning, the pro game —  
everybody definitely wants to win
—  but it is also about player de­
velopment,” Melker said. “Sacrifice 
bunts, moving people over, hits and 
runs, things that we see commonly 
college, you don’t really see in pro 
ball, they let you hit away more.”
His former teammate, Yoder, 
is experiencing the same type o f 
change as well. There arc not many 
similarities between being a Mus­
tang and being a member of a Red 
Sox minor league roster.
“It’s a lot different,” Yoder said. 
“(ITie Red Sox) don’t stress the 
whole thing about hurrah and the 
camaraderie, it’s not very ‘hurrah- 
ish’ at all."
A new aspect enters the game 
when players move through the 
minor league systems from college
—  the business aspect. When the 
'players sign a professional contract, 
the game now becomes a job, rather 
than just a hobby. Ih e  change can 
make the game a bit mechanical, he 
said.
“You just show up to the park 
early, get some work done, go ahead 
and play your game and after you’re 
done playing, you work out, hop 
back on the bus, shower and go 
from there.” Yoder said. “It’s pretty 
much the same routine day in and 
day out."
This is what Yoder has wanted all
his life. He spent 13 years as a gym­
nast, but once he realized he was 
talented enough to someday play 
professional baseball he knew this 
was the career he wanted to chase. 
Now he is living his dream, and al­
though the game may be a bit more 
serious, the approach may be dif­
ferent and the family aspect may be 
gone, Yoder is still making the most 
o f his lifelong goal.
“We still have as much fun as we 
can,” Yoder said.
Ifie  same goes for Melker. He 
may have a different scat on the 
playing field, and he may play on 
the other side o f the continent —  
separated from any direct contact 
with anyone he met in his four 
years as a Mustang —  but he plans 
to grind out every moment o f it.
“I am going to stick around as 
long as I can,” Melker .said. “1 am 
sure when that time comes, when 
my time is over. I’ll know.”
So for both, right now, it’s about 
being remembered or being forgot­
ten. Both have mowed onto the next 
step of their baseball careers, but arc 
far from over. Proving themselves 
is the key until the call to move up 
comes. After all, there may be many 
differences between the college and 
pro ranks, but no matter where you 
arc, the general concept always stays 
the same.
“You’re still swinging a bat, you’re 
still playing catch,” Yoder said. 
“When it comes down to it, there is 
nothing different about that.”
Ibis story was originaliy published  on June 24.
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sports
Patrick Larimore sees 
the big picture as UCLA’s 
middle linebacker
Chris Foster
LOS ANGELES TIMES
LOS ANGELES —  There are cer­
tain stereotypes about the makeup 
o f linebackers, and at first glance 
UCLA’s Patrick Larimore seems to fit 
the blueprint.
His favorite movie: “Gladiator.”
His favorite video game; “Call o f 
Duty.”
What he likes about football; “The 
contact.”
Yet, scratch the surface and you 
find a 6-foot-3, 250-pound foot­
ball player who depends every bit as 
much on brains as brawn.
“He’s a smart kid,” said Clark Lea, 
who coaches UCLA’s linebackers. 
“(But) sometimes book smart doesn’t 
always translate into football smart. 1 
told him during the off-season, ‘My 
charge to you this summer is to be­
come a football junky.’ He really took 
to that.”
Larimore was among the few 
bright spots along UCLA’s defensive 
front in a 31-22  loss to Kansas State 
in their season opener.
While others seemed to be deer 
in the Daniel fhomas headlights the 
Wildcats tailback ran for 234 yards 
—  Larimore was doing some hunt­
ing. He made seven tackles, including 
one for a sack and another for a loss, 
when he met fhomas in the backfield 
and battered the ball loose.
“We knew he had ability,” Coach 
Rick Neuheisel said o f Larimore. 
“What he has shown is the ability to 
manage the defense. He did the right 
things and didn’t get flustered when 
there were mistakes.”
The Bruins’ defense revolves 
around Larimore’s sp>ot at middle 
linebacker. The position requires 
knowing everyone’s job. Handing 
that responsibility to a sophomore —  
even one who also spent a year in the 
program while redshirting —  is like 
tossing the car keys to a teenager.
You worry.
“The offense breaks the huddle 
and you have about 12 seconds to 
make sure everyone is aligned cor­
rectly, not just yourself,” Lea said.
“You have to check any stunts and 
blitzes we need to adjust, and assess 
their personnel.”
Ihcn . .  .
“You’ve got to fight off a 
300-pound guy and make a play,” 
Larimore said.
Getting in position to do that 
isn’t always about muscle.
“In football, especially playing 
middle linebacker, you have to be 
very much in control o f yourself,” 
Larimore said. “1 do want to make 
killer hits, but if you run around like 
a mad man, you won’t do your job.” 
larim ore’s cerebral side has been 
ingrained for a while now. “We’re 
a low-key family,” said Brian la -  
rimorc, Patrick’s father. “Patrick is a 
thinker. He has always grasped big 
concepts pretty easy.”
UCLA coaches began to sec that 
last winter when they took a long 
look at him during practices leading 
up to the EagIcBank Bowl.
“Patrick’s is a story o f persisten­
cy,” Lea said. “This time last year, he 
wasn’t on our radar. It wasn’t until 
the bowl practice that we saw a dif­
ferent player mentally. Part o f it was 
maturation: part of it was seeing the 
writing on the wall."
lh a t  writing was easy enough 
to read. Reggie Carter, the Bruins’ 
middle linebacker last season, was a 
senior, lh a t left junior Steve Sloan 
as the only middle linebacker with 
experience returning in 2010.
Sloan had started nine games in 
2008, when Carter was moved to 
outside linebacker.
“Steve is a really smart guy,” said 
Larimore, whose playing time last 
season came on special teams. “1 
had to show them in spring (prac­
tice) that I could do the reads, make 
the checks. When I did, they started 
working with me more."
Sloan started training camp atop 
o f the depth chart and l^arimore, 
slowed by a groin injury, missed 
more than a week o f summer prac­
tice. Still, a week before the Kansas 
State game, Larimore was told the 
job was his.
“He’s just a guy who lives and 
breathes fborball," Lea said. FRANKS FAMOUS PANCAKE BREAKFAST
3 BIG PANCAKES, 2 EGGS (any style) 
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sausage, or linguisa ONLY $4 .66  
Pancakes only for $2 .60
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BREAKFAST BURRITO
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LUNCH & DIN
MCCIwOrHY-TRIBUNE
UCLA linebacker Patrick Larimore may have hit hands full this season trying to 
chase down running backs like Cal’s Shane Vereen (above) in the Pac-10.
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Raiders pin hope on 
Jason Campbeii
Paul Gutierrez
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
ALAMEDA, Calif. —  The words 
filled the airwaves with a sense of opti­
mism and dreadful wonderment.
Was Al Davis really comparing the 
2010 Raiders, a squad coming off a 
historically bad seven-year stretch, to 
Super Bowl winners? Just rciid, baby.
“1 really liken this team a great deal 
to the team o f 1980, in which the 
great Jim Plunkett pulled us out o f the 
doldrums, took us to the Super Bowl 
as a wild card,” Davis told friend and 
NFL scouting guru Gil Brandt on his 
SIRIUS radio show during training 
camp.
But Davis wasn’t done. Not even 
close.
“1 .sec this young Jason Camp­
bell as a football player like I saw Jim 
Plunkett,” Davis added. “He ha.s ev­
erything. He was 13-0 in college at 
Auburn. He can throw up the field. 
He can run. He’s big. He’s smart. I 
really predia great things for him. I 
hope he doesn’t fet me down. 1 don’t 
think he will.
“I think we have a team that’s pret­
ty similar. We don’t have as many Hall 
o f Fame players as we (had) on the ‘80 
team, which was the first wild-card 
team to win the Super Bowl. But thi.s 
team has a lot of potential and a lot of 
great youttg players.”
Going from 29-83 (.259) since 
the Sian of the 2003 season to playing 
on Super Sunday might be too lofty a 
goal. But you have to give the Raiders’ 
owner credit, even if it’s grudgingly —  
he’s not going down without a fight.
While Davis is trying to build a 
bridge to his ffanchLsc’s more glorious 
past, he also is attempting to make 
moves to return the team to what he 
sees as its rightful placc.among the 
NFL elite.
last year’s team raitkcd 31st in to­
tal offense (29th in passing with 159.8 
yards per game) and 26th in toul dc-
fense (29th against the run, giving up 
155.5 yards per game). But you would 
be liard-pressed finding an observer to 
criticize the Raiders’ progress this off­
season.
It began with a widely lauded draft 
that addressed the team’s most glaring 
needs at run defense (middle lineback­
er Rolando McClain and defensive end 
I..amarr Houston) and offensive line 
(Jared Veldhccr and Bruce Campbell). 
It continued with the acquisition o f Ja­
son Campbell. It reached a crescendo 
with the release of JaMarcus Russell.
There is a sense of calm —  a ray of 
light, if you will —  that hasn’t been 
around the Raiders’ compound since 
the 2002 Sup>cr Bowl season.
And still, Davis’ words can act as in­
spiration, or as an albatross around the 
Raiders’ necks. Especially Campbell’s.
“When I heard about it, 1 was like, 
‘Oh, gosh,’ “ Campbell said with a ner­
vous laugh. “1 was trying to (fly) under 
the radar, go out here and have a great 
year, get us to the playoffs.”
But what about that comparison to 
Plunkett, who many feel should be in 
the Pro Ftxjthall Hall o f Fame? Camp­
bell knew the name but had to ask hLs 
father about Plunkett’s exploits.
“To reach Jim Plunkcn’s standard. 
I’m nowhere close,” (  ampbell said with 
another uneasy chuckle. “We’ve got to 
win Cíame I first. But (Davis is) just 
talking about the mind-set o f the way 
that both o f us came to the Raiders.”
And that’s a parallel Plunkett and 
dbm Flores, the quarterback and 
coach, respectively, o f the Sup>er Ekiwl 
XV and XVIII champions, found in 
Davis’ words.
For one thing, the 1980 team was 
coming off consecutive 9-7 seasons 
and boasted such Hall o f Fame names 
as Hendricks, Shell and Upshaw, and 
apdy monikered legends like Too/ and 
I ester rhe Molester.
Ibis team? Well, it has guys named
see R aiders, p ag e 76
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
Some analysts are predicting the Oakland Raiders can have a rebound year, but 
they may need to keep quarterback Jaaon Campbell well protecied to do so.
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Nnamdi and Seymour.
“I had to give it some thought 
and reflect and analyze what Al 
said, and that quarterback situation 
is what Al was alluding to,” Flores 
said.
Said Plunkett, “I think (Davis) 
saw a quarterback who played well 
but couldn’t win games.”
Unul he got to the Raiders and 
pulled his l.azanis act.
Plunkett, a Heisman Trophy 
winner at Stanford and the top 
overall pick of the 1971 draft, was 
34-53 (.391) as a starter in five sea­
sons with the New England Patri­
ots and two with the 49ers. With 
the Raiders, however, he was the 
1980 NFL Comeback Player of the 
Year after replacing Dan Pastorini 
and his broken leg in Week 5. and 
went 8-2 overall in the playoffs. He 
was the MVP of Super Bowl XV.
Campbell, the 25th pick of the 
2005 draft, was 20-32 (.385) with 
the Washington Redskins and, like 
Plunkett when he came to Oak­
land, has yet to experience the 
p>ostseason.
“Jim in San Francisco, that was 
a nightmare for him," Flores said. 
“So there’s a similarity there be­
cause Jason, in Washington, he just 
got beat up. But he kept getting up. 
He was like ‘Rocky’ in the movie.
“I’m sure Al is hoping the out­
come is similar.”
No pressure, right?
“I’m glad he’s got all the confi­
dence in the world in me,” Camp>- 
bell said.
Call it optimistic wonderment.
C ou n t
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Georgia’s Hamilton keeps 
the spirit for his father
Seth Emerson
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
A TH EN S, Ga. —  It was Jakar 
Hamilton’s father, before everything 
fell apart for him, who got his son 
to play football. The son remembers 
a playful punch, but a warning that 
another one was coming if  he didn’t 
stay on that field.
I f  not for his father, according to 
Hamilton, “I wouldn’t even be play­
ing football.”
When Hamilton comes home, 
he will have a long list o f fam­
ily, friends, former teammates and 
coaches clamoring for tickets to see 
him in the big game at Williams- 
Brice Stadium.
O ne person, though, will not be 
there. ^
Hamilton’s father, Michael Good- 
son Sr., is in a Texas federal prison.
eryone is forgiven. I forgave him 
for everything that happened in my 
life.
“As a child I tried to blame it on 
him. But as I got older I realized that 
I have to live my life. 1 have to live 
my life and make decisions for my 
own. 'Ihat’s what I finally came to 
realize and that’s what I did.”
By normal accounts, this would 
be a happy homecoming for Ham­
ilton, a chance to showca.se himself 
in the stadium he starred at in high 
school.
But Hamilton’s story is a bit more 
complicated than that.
He was born in West Virginia, 
and has also lived in New Jersey. He 
was living with his mother and oth­
er siblings in Johnston, S .C ., when 
in the eighth grade he decided he 
wanted a closer bond with his father. 
Goodson Sr. lived in Spring, Texas, a
I  was mad that that hap- 
penea'rn But god said eveiyone is 
fbtuiven. I fotsave him fc 
thing that happened in
—  Jakar Hamilton
Cjcorgia taftey
serving a nearly 20-year sentence for 
mail and wire fraud.
He did not see his son start at 
free safety for No. 22 Georgia when 
it faces No. 24 .South C^arolina. He 
did not see Jakar, in his first game as 
a Bulldog, return an interception for 
a touchdown.
Nor has the father ever seen an­
other son, Michael Goodson Jr., 
play tailback for the NFL’s Carolina 
Panthers.
He also hasn’t seen Demetri 
Goodson, another son, start at 
guard for the Gonzaga men’s basket­
ball team.
“At first I was mad that that hap­
pened, and he did what he did,” 
Hamilton said. “But God said ev-
suburh o f  Houston.
So Hamilton picked up and 
moved there, where his father en­
couraged him to pick up football. 
Jakar at first hated it, hut grew to 
love it. The ironic thing was that 
Goodson Sr. had starred in basket­
ball, playing point guard for the 
University o f Pittsburgh from 1985- 
87.
But later in life things were going 
wrong for Goodson Sr. He would be 
convicted on charges relating to an 
$11 million mortgage fraud scheme. 
His .scheduled release date is July 7, 
2027.
Meanwhile, Jakar was moving 
see H am ilton , p ag e 78
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Notre Dame’s defense goes simple
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
A year after head coach Brian Kelly led Cincinnati to an undefeated scaMin, Kelly looks to bring the same luck to the Irish.
Brian Hamilton
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
SO U TH  BEN D , Ind. —  A year ago 
at Michigan, Notre Dames defense 
employed its standard plan: Freneti­
cally blitz a lot. The result was M ichi­
gan and a kinetic freshman quarter­
back eventually strahng that plan 
into oblivion.
This year, it is the same Michigan 
attack with another dynamic quar­
terback. But on the other side, there 
is no bull-headed resolve to dictate. 
There are instead tenets o f  control 
and containment and simplicity as a 
high-pressure system moved out.
“Its called defense," Irish defen­
sive coordinator Bob Diaco said with 
a smile Tuesday. “Defensive coaches 
like to talk about how they’re doing 
their thing. It’s not like you get to 
line up, ‘Well, we’re going to stand 
here guys and you guys call a play.’
“No, they get lined up and we get 
lined up on them. Then they snap 
the ball and we react to what they 
just did. So 1 don’t know about the 
dictating part."
Nothing appears as essential as
Notre Dame departing from an un­
compromisingly blitz-heavy .scheme 
and, basically, asking players to do 
only what they can do.
In the opener against Purdue, the 
result was 10 pioints allowed, four 
.sacks and two interceptions and nary 
a gaping crevasse on the field.
As Boilermakers coach Danny 
Hope noted; The Irish blitzed “al­
most every down” in 2009 and “cre­
ated some huge holes.” *
I.CSS blitzes meant more players in 
position which meant smaller holes. 
The Irish easily wrap their arms 
around the concepts, meaning they 
can wrap up more ballcarriers.
“Guys get more o f a sense o f ease 
just knowing there’s not a whole lot 
going on,” safety Harri.son Smith 
said. “They know their job and they 
know that job is going to stay their 
job for that play.”
Said Michigan coach Rich Rodri­
guez: “They did some pressures and 
.some blitzes, but they pretty much 
had a lot o f control and did a pretty 
good job o f containing some pretty 
good players.”
After the Michigan game last year.
the gradual dismantling o f a blitz- 
heavy package began. Now nothing 
resembles it. From the ground up, 
frish coach Brian Kelly emphasized 
bare-bones concepts like containing 
the football, gap integrity and tack­
ling.
And after Robinson’s 383 total 
yards and two touchdowns against 
Connecticut, simplicity is essential. 
Strict adherence to assignment is 
required when, as Kelly put it, “you 
wouldn’t think that blitzing would 
be the first call to duty when you 
play a team like this.”
“Listen, I like to bring pressure 
just like everybody else, but we’re 
going to pick our spots,” the Irish 
coach said. “It’s not going to be, ‘We 
have to bring pressure just becau.se 
it’s part o f our scheme.’ It is what 
we call ‘necessary calls.’ We’ll know 
when we need to bring pressure.”
I n d i a n  R e s t u a r a n t
Garlic Naan, Prathas, Salads, Soups & much more
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bcrwcen Texas and South Carolina, 
four times in a two-year span. In 
contrast to his father’s lavish home, 
back in South Carolina Jakar’s mom 
couldn’t afford the $40 cost o f a 
physical, causing him to miss foot­
ball practices.
Hamilton also had academic 
problems, mostly related to tran­
script issue from the constant mov-
member o f Georgia’s 2010 sign­
ing class to start in the opener. The 
big play came in the fourth quarter 
when he nabbed a pass thrown right 
at him, and returned it 17 yards into 
the end zone.
“He’s a young player and he’s 
just gonna get better,” Georgia de­
fensive coordinator Todd Grantham 
said. “He’s shown all the skill sets we 
want at the position we want him 
to play. And I just think the guy’s 
gonna continue to work hard and do 
the things we want him to do, and
one of those guys where 
le torched the ball five times, 
it was subject to scote 
of the
Strom iiiii
er
nd coach
ing. Once he got on the field he 
starred for Strom Thurmond, whom 
he helped win a state championship 
his junior year, in a game played at 
Williams-Brice.
But it was exclusively as a defen­
sive player.
“He was so valuable to us on of­
fense," Strom Ihurmond coach Lee 
Sawyer said. “He was one o f those 
guys where if he touched the ball 
five times, it was subject to score SO 
percent of the time.”
Ihere wasn’t much chance of 
Hamilton going straight to a four- 
year school, thanks to his academic 
issues. South Carolina was inter­
ested in him, and Hamilton said its 
staff “suggested" he go to Georgia 
Military College.
His recruiter was assistant coach 
Robert Gillespie, who eventually 
left for Oklahoma State. Hamilton 
didn’t hear from the Gamecocks 
again until last year, when his re­
cruitment heated back up. By then 
he had decided on Cjeorgia.
Hamilton became the only
he’s got a lot o f upside.”
Georgia’s official roster on Satur­
day listed Hamilton as being from 
Edgeville, S.C., instead o f Edgefield. 
Either way, Hamilton planned to 
ask them to correct it to Johnston.
That’s about an hour’s drive from 
Williams-Brice, the scene o f his high 
school glory.
“It’s a big, pretty stadium. I’m 
ready to step back in there again,” 
Hamilton said. “1 haven’t been in 
there since then, since we played 
there. I’m just ready to go there, play 
in front of my home people."
All except one.
Hamilton said he still cries some­
times, especially at games when he 
sees the fathers of other players. He 
last spoke with his dad a week ago, 
two days before Georgia’s opener.
“I talked to him for awhile,” 
Hamilton said. “He’s in really good 
spirits. To .see me come out, to know 
what I’ve been through, and know 
how far I’ve come, he’s real proud 
of me. Every day, I say a prayer for 
him, to hope he can come out and 
sec me play.”
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No expectations for Cal may be good
Gary Peterson
CONTRA COSTA TIMES
For a guy who had months to pre­
pare a speech, JefFTedford had rela­
tively little to say about becoming 
Cal’s winningest football coach o f 
the modern era.
Not entirely surprising, in that 
ledford isn’t exactly a “ Iliis is my 
house!” type o f fellow.
And not surprising, given that it 
was a foregone conclusion. Tedford 
won his 67th game against Stanford • 
last November, tying Pappy Wal­
dorf’s school standard.
Ih e  modern era at Cal began in 
1926. Thus Andy Smith’s 74 wins 
do not qualify. Nor do the 73 wins 
o f James Schaeffer, 65 o f which were 
earned in seasons during which C'al 
played rugby instead o f football.
Come November, Tedford could 
have the unqualified school record. 
Thus the lack o f balloons and party 
hats.
But though the distinction has a 
certain heft to it, it was important 
in a more abstract way as well. It 
underscored how the perception o f 
Tedford has changed, how the focus 
has softened a bit since Cal’s un­
seemly Poinsettia Bowl loss to end 
last season.
The knock on Tedford then was 
twofold. One, his teams had trouble 
living up to expectations. And two, 
they couldn’t run with USC.
What changed? For starters, the 
wheels came off the Trojan horse, 
u s e ’s nine-year run o f titles and 
trophies under Pete Carroll was ex­
posed as something o f a fraud. Car- 
roll hit the road for the NFl.’s Seattle 
Seahawks.
It matters where Tedford is con­
cerned because Cal would rather see 
its sports programs lose the right way 
than win in a manner that would em ­
barrass the university. Proof: Mike 
White and Todd Bozeman were both 
sent packing when it was discovered 
their success occurred amid a lack of 
institutional control.
In that light, a succe.ssion of low­
er tier bowl appearances from the 
winningest coach in school history 
doesn’t seem so insufferable.
Another change is that C'al had 
no expectations coming into this 
season. Cal was picked to finish sev­
enth in the Pac-10 in a preseason 
poll by media members who cover 
the conference.
Granted, that’s the view from 
outside the program looking in. But 
it’s funny how the speculative and 
subjective views o f others can morph
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
Cal’s Marvin Jones showcased big play ability last year, racking up 6 5 1 yards.
into a conventional wisdom that 
affect how a football team looks at 
itself.
To give an example: Four times 
in the five years from 2005-09 , ('.al 
was ranked in the preseason AP Top 
25. All four times the Bears finished 
the season lower than they started —  
falling from 19th to 25th in 2005; 
ninth to 14th in ‘06; and 12th to un­
ranked in both '07  and last season.
That created the impression that 
Tedford recruited good players but 
didn’t get the most out o f them. It’s 
an impression Tedford reinforced by 
reacting to the most disappointing 
seasons, giving himself more o f an 
administrative role after the 2007 
debacle and vowing to lighten the 
mood a little after last season’s series 
o f big losses.
In retrospect, it seems clear the 
past five seasons have been more a 
combination of outsiders overesti­
mating (2al’s talent, and ledford’s 
teams underperforming on the field. 
But you know how perception can 
color reality. Combine that with the 
fanatic and unrequited desire o f Cal 
fans to .see the Bears return to the 
Rose Bowl for the first time since 
1959, and you got a climate in which 
the sky seemed to be falling in huge 
chunks on Strawberry Canyon.
Now, in a twist, one of'fedford’s 
most trying seasons at Cal has led 
to reduced expectations, which can 
give these players —  and their coach 
—  a better chance o f being judged 
on rheir own merits.
However, there is one other issue 
that could use addressing, one that 
hasn’t been mitigated by the devel­
opments o f the past few months. 
Tedford’s teams have consistently 
achieved. But at some point it would 
help if they stunningly ovcrachicved, 
something it can be argued hasn’t 
happened since the three-overtime 
win over USC in 2003.
Perhaps a win at USC in O cto­
ber to go 6-0? It’d be the best kind 
o f milestone there is —  one nobody 
saw coming.
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Range
Indoor Shooting Range
Call  for P e p p e r  
S p ra y  and P erso n a l  
P ro tec t io n  C lasses!
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Laptop Safes
Wide Assortment of Flashlights 
Certified Shooting Instruction 
Gun Rental $6 each
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Check out the Classifieds!
Free ads for Student. Facutly. & Staff'
mu9tangd»ilyclas»tfieds®?qmailcom • 756 lU 'i O z ^  4^  '
MUSTANG/DAILY
R e v o lv e r  o r p isto l rental • 21 y e a rs  of age  
R ifle  o r sh o tg u n  - 1 8  y e a rs  of ag e
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STUDENT DISCOUNT  
FREE RANGE TIM E
Open: Mon-Fri 10:30am - 5:30pm • Sat. 11:00am - 4:00pm
rangemasters@sbcglobal.net www.range-master.com 
149 Granada Drive, Suite A • San Luis Obispo * 545-03221
2161 Broad Street 
SAN LUIS OBISPO
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ONE OF THE BEST
IHCESIOF*PIZZAS IN SLO
OPEN SUNDAY-THURSDAY 11 AM TO 11 PM • FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11 AM TO 12 AM
PARTY PACK
FOUR LARGE P IZZA S
with tw o toppings
$ 3 4
and a 12 pack of sodas
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES. PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
TWO LARGE 
PIZZAS
with one topping
<|*1'T99
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
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STICKY
FINGERS PIZZA
tw o large pizzas
$21
with pepperoni, ham, bacon, 
onions. Italian sausage, 
mushrooms, black olives, 
and green peppers
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES. PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
VEGGIE
PIZZA
two large pizzas
^1Q99
with mushrooms, onions, 
black olives, green peppers, 
tomatoes, and artichoke hearts
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
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CHICKEN
COMBO
tw o large pizzas
ROOMMATE
SPECIAL
TWO LARGE
DELUXE HAWAIIAN
1€I9I  Jy«.. $2 $ 1 9
TWO SMALL 
PIZZAS
with one topping
$10^®
with chicken, garlic, black ol­
ives, onions, and tomatoes
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
2 large 2-topping pizzas, 6 
drinks, garlic bread and 1 order 
of buffalo wings OR medium 
antipasto salad
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY.
FOR DELIVERIES, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
with ham, pineapple, onion, 
bacon, extra cheese
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES. PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES. PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
MC. Discover, AMEX and VISA Accepted
